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This dissertation considers the construction of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in
deuteronomic law. Making use of multiple methodologies, literary criticism, Disability Studies,
and food and foodway studies, this study argues that, in Deuteronomy, the members of the
formulaic reference, “the alien, the orphan, and the widow,” often associated with “the Levite”
operate as cultic functionaries and participate in cultic meals in order to secure stability and
continuing abundance in the land for all of Israel.
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INTRODUCTION

Research Question
This study examines the literary function of the motif, “the alien, the orphan, and the
widow,” in deuteronomic law and considers its rhetorical function in light of literary criticism,
disability studies, and food and foodways studies. Concern for the “widow and orphan” is a wellknown theme from ancient Near Eastern texts. Deuteronomy, however, changes the order to
“orphan and widow” and places “the alien” before this phrase to produce a singularized,
formulaic motif, “the alien, the orphan, and the widow.” This motif occurs in eight verses within
the law collection in Deuteronomy (Deut 14:29; 16:11, 14; 24:19-21; and 26:12-13), which form
the basis for this study. Over half of the verses in which this motif appears associate “the Levite”
in the same singular, stylized form with “the alien, the orphan, and the widow.” To normalize
this motif, English translations often obscure the formulaic nature of this biblical Hebrew motif
by removing the definite article and pluralizing each noun: “aliens, orphans, widows and
Levites.” This obfuscation softens the formulaic character of the motif and supports historical
reconstruction of the members of this motif as “real people” who were vulnerable and
impoverished in “ancient Israelite society.”
Most of the secondary literature within biblical studies assumes that “the alien, the
orphan, the widow, and the Levite” were poor and that these eight deuteronomic laws compelled
the rest of Israelite society, which did not experience food insecurity or hunger, to supply this
group with food. This care of vulnerable persons becomes, according to conventional wisdom,
1

the basis of Deuteronomy’s humanitarian ethos, prescribing behavior toward this group on the
part of larger Israelite society. Rather than indicating a group of impoverished people in need of
charity, this study contends that the formulaic presentation, “the alien, the orphan, and the
widow” through its association with “the Levite” serves a cultic function in the service of a
larger ideological goal within Deuteronomy.

The Problem
Several themes emerge in the secondary literature concerning “the alien, the orphan, the
widow, and the Levite,” whether treated together or individually. First, the assumption that “the
alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” were landless and thus, impoverished, in “ancient
Israel” pervades the literature that treats them.1 Second, the existence of these persons outside of
the Israelite kinship structure—specifically the household—dominates the discussion of the
members of this motif within the secondary literature. Third, the idea of charity emerges as a
prevalent theme, specifically charity in the form of food support. This points to a fourth
important theme in the secondary literature and in Deuteronomy as well: the theme of food and
food security. In fact, this study will show that food security is a defining feature in the structure
in the book of Deuteronomy. Lastly, references to disability emerge in the secondary literature
which makes use of disability language, associates the members of the motif with disabled
persons in the text, and draws an analogy between “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the
Levite” to disabled people today. Despite the consistent presence of these themes, the secondary
literature maintains that the kinship structure of “ancient Israelite society” resulted in the

1
Throughout this study, I follow Philip R. Davies’s discussion of the “three Israels” as a scholarly
construction: the literary Israel in the biblical text, the historical inhabitants of Palestine during the Iron Age, and
“ancient Israel” a combination of the two. See Philip R. Davies, In Search of ‘Ancient Israel:’ A Study of Biblical
Origins, 2nd ed. (London: T&T Clark, 2015), 1 and 11-36.
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disenfranchisement of actual people in antiquity without considering the recurring themes of
food insecurity, charity, or disability language.

Impoverishment
The secondary literature that treats “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite,”
individually or together, engages in historical reconstruction of this group, arguing for the
powerlessness and impoverishment of actual persons in Israelite society.2 The formulaic nature
of the triad, “the alien, the orphan, and the widow,” is well-recognized:
Aus der in Dt. x 18a vorgegebenen Folge (1.) ytwm – (2.) ᴐlmnh wird durch
Voranstellung des gr die für das deuteronomische Gesetz (Dt. xii-xxvi)
charakteristische Folge: (1.) gr (2.) ytwm – (3.) ᴐlmnh. Sie wird in allen weiteren
Deuteronomiumtexten gewahrt: Dt. xiv 29, xvi 11, 14, xxiv 17, 19, 20, 21, xxvi
12, 13.3
From the predetermined sequence in Dt. X 18a, (1.) ytwm – (2.) ᴐlmnh, through
the placing of the gr in front, (1.) gr (2.) ytwm – (3.) almnh becomes the
characteristic succession for the deuteronomic law (Dt. Xii-xxvi). It is preserved
in all wider Deuteronomic texts: Dt. xiv 9, xvi 11, 14, xxiv 17, 19, 20, 21, xxvi
12, 13.
Additionally, although singular references to “the Levite” occur in over half of the verses,
mirroring the formula, “the alien, the orphan, and the widow,” no analogous grouping, such as a
“tetrad,” emerges in the secondary literature.4 The secondary literature, explicitly or implicitly,

2
F. Charles Fensham, “Widow, Orphan, and the Poor in Ancient Near Eastern Legal and Wisdom
Literature,” JNES 21 (1962): 129-139. Thomas Krapf, “Traditionsgeschichtliches zum Deuteronomischen
Fremdling-Waise-Witwe-Gebot,” VT 34 (1984): 87-91. Donald E. Gowan, “Wealth and Poverty in the Old
Testament: The Case of the Widow, the Orphan, and the Sojourner,” Int 41 (1987): 341-53. Norbert Lohfink,
“Poverty in the Laws of the Ancient Near East and the Bible,” TS 52 (1991): 34-50. Mark Sneed, “Israelite Concern
for the Alien, Orphan, and Widow: Altruism or Ideology?” ZAW 111 (1999): 498-507. Harold V. Bennett, Injustice
Made Legal: Deuteronomic Law and the Plight of Widows, Strangers, and Orphans in Ancient Israel, The Bible and
Its World (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002).
3
Thomas Krapf, “Fremdling-Waise-Witwe-Gebot,” 89.
4
Two treatments exclude the Levite: Thomas Krapf’s tradition-history study of the motif, “the alien, the
orphan, and the widow:” See Thomas Krapf, “Traditionsgeschichtliches” and Harold V. Bennett’s book-length
treatment, Injustice Made Legal. Krapf simply ignores Levites, while Bennett explicitly excludes them from his
study. Bennett acknowledges that Levites are included among widows, orphans and aliens in Deut. 14:26-28;
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includes Levites among the members of the motif. For example, a discussion of the third-year
tithe explicitly names Levites among the group of marginalized persons and recognizes the
inadequacy of other so-called “feeding programs:” “In Dtn 14,28 f., a triennial tithe law was
added to the Covenant Code Sabbatical Year because the Sabbath year was apparently not
enough. Note the new category of marginal here: Levites.”5 In other instances, the secondary
literature indirectly includes Levites among “the poor:” “In Deut. 14:28 the command is that
widow and poor must be allowed to feast on the tithes. In 16:11, 14 the Israelite receives the
command to let the widow, orphan, and ger partake in his feasts.”6 Not only are widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites poor, but also they are the poorest of the poor: “Sociologically, the
gērīm of the Deuteronomic legislation still belong—like orphans, widows, day laborers, and
unemployed Levites—to the poorest part of the Judean population.”7 According to this
reconstruction, they existed on the fringes of Israelite society as the most destitute of the poor.

Exclusion from the Israelite Kinship Structure
While the secondary literature gives assorted reasons for the disenfranchisement of the
groups of people that comprise the motif, most attribute their poverty to their location outside of
the Israelite social structure, especially the smallest unit of Israelite society, the household. For
example, outside of the household, they lack the association with an adult, Israelite male:
The ͗almanah, orphans, strangers, and outcasts are in a liminal state because they
are without a male guardian or patron. In that ancient society, unlike ours, such a
however, suspicious of Levites as poor, he builds a speculative argument positing Levites as the source of produce,
animals, and other goods available for purchase at a central cultic location in deuteronomic law and argues for their
material support from the offerings in Deut. 18.3-5. See Bennett, Injustice Made Legal, 87.
5
Mark Sneed, “Israelite Concern,” 506.
6
F. Charles Fensham, “Widow, Orphan, and the Poor,” 184.
7
Ranier Albertz, “From Aliens to Proselytes: Non-Priestly and Priestly Legislation Concerning Strangers,”
in The Foreigner and the Law: Perspectives from the Hebrew Bible and the Ancient Near East, edited by Reinhard
Achenback, Ranier Albertz, and Jakob Wöhrle, BZAR 16 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2011), 56. Sneed,
“Israelite Concern,” 500-501.
4

person is in need of a male guardian whether this be a new husband, a son (de
Vaux: 39-40, 54-55, 149; Hoffner 287-91) or some other male relation. If she is a
person without a significant living male relative, her future is bleak. Without
money (Cohen: 487-88) or influence, she is mentioned with the outcasts of
society such as orphans, sojourners, hirelings, other poor, and Levites.8
The lack of an adult, male guardian, according to deuteronomic law, limits access to food:
This common thread among these types of individuals provoked the drafters of
Deut 14:22-29; 16:9-12, 13-15; 24:17-18, 19-22; and 26:12-15 to list these
persons as a social group. Furthermore, the absence of an adult male protector
affected the circumstances of these persons, for it guaranteed that they were a
category of socially weak, vulnerable individuals in the biblical communities.
This absence limited the access of these persons to commodities in the biblical
communities.9
One study extends the lack of a male guardian to a lack of physical strength:
Widow and orphan were dependent on the good will of others because of the
social structure (male-dominated), age, and physical strength. Immigrants were
also dependent on good will because they had no natural ties to the social
structure and may also have been obviously different because of customs and
accent. So their distress sometimes included poverty (not necessarily as Lev.
25:47 shows) but it would be easier for them to become poor than any other group
because it was so easy to cheat them and their options were so few.10
This line of reasoning continues that if the members of this group lacked the support of an adult,
Israelite male, then they had no access to land ownership: “Every third year a tithe of all produce
was to be brought to the local town, to be available to the three groups we have been discussing,
plus Levites, whose situation might also be precarious since they had no inheritance of property
(Deut 14:28-29; 26:12-15).”11 They are described as generally powerless:
The worst problem, that which these groups have in common, is powerlessness
and its consequences: lack of status, lack of respect, making one an easy mark for
the powerful and unscrupulous, so that those who are not poor are likely to
become poor and those who are poor are going to get poorer.12

John Rook, “Making Widows: The Patriarchal Guardian at work,” BTB 27 (1997): 10.
Harold Bennett, Injustice Made Legal, 55.
10
Gowan, “Wealth and Poverty,” 344.
11
Ibid., 345-46.
12
Ibid., 344.
8
9

5

According to another study, their position outside of the kinship network deprives them of legal
rights with grave consequences: “What all three have in common is their lack of kin network to
support them at a specific locale. Without this and without any kind of modern welfare system,
these social categories were quite vulnerable to oppression (legal and illegal) and annihilation in
ancient times.”13 The location of “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” outside of the
Israelite social structure, these studies argue, relegates them to the periphery of Israelite society,
closes the avenues of land ownership (the necessary means of food production), and deprives
them of legal protection. The deuteronomic laws were then credited in these studies with
providing sustenance, security, and safety.

The Themes of Charity and Food Security
The trajectory of the argument for Deuteronomy’s increased humanitarian nature often
begins with the concern for widows and orphans present in ancient Near Eastern texts.14
References to widows and orphans have a long history dating to the inscriptional cones from the
reign of Urukagina, approximately 2400 BCE, the Middle Assyrian Laws, and the most wellknown example, the Laws of Hammurabi (LH).15 As part of its developmental milieu, the
biblical text is thought to simply add new groups of poor people to those who were being cared
for by beneficent gods or rulers, and deuteronomic law, continuing in this tradition, evidences
concern for their welfare and protection. There is a direct connection with Deuteronomy’s

Sneed, “Israelite Concern,” 500.
Fensham, “Widow, Orphan, and the Poor,” 129-30. Bruce Malchow, Social Justice in the Hebrew Bible,
(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1996), 299. See also, Léon Epsztein, Social Justice in the Ancient Near East
and the People of the Bible (London: SCM, 1986), 3-42 and Moshe Weinfeld, Social Justice in Ancient Israel and in
the Ancient Near East (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1995).
15
Jerrold S. Cooper, “Medium and Message: Inscribed Clay Cones and Vessels from Presargon Sumer” RA
79 (1985): 97-114. Douglas R. Frayne, Presargonic Period (2700-2350 BC), RIMP 1 (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 2008. Moshe Weinfeld, Social Justice in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East, (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1995), 49.
13
14
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prescribed humanitarian nature, the members of the formulaic motif, and individual
deuteronomic laws concerning the annual and triennial tithes, feasts of Weeks and Booths, and
the right to glean. Taken together, these laws are thought to establish a charitable feeding
program for vulnerable people living within Israelite society by providing the basic means of
survival: “Going beyond just warning against oppression, this particular legislation [Deut. 24:1721] at least provides the bare necessities for the marginal.”16 The laws in Deuteronomy enjoin the
wider community to protect this vulnerable group: “The general conception of protection of the
weak is, furthermore, expanded as a common way of life of ordinary people. They have to
respect the rights of the poor or else receive punishment, if not through legal means, then through
direct punishment of the god.”17 Ultimately, deuteronomic law expresses YHWH’s special
concern for and protection of the vulnerable in society:
There is, furthermore, a special interest in the fate of the widow and orphan in
Deuteronomy. In Deut. 10:18 the protection of this group is linked with the
Supreme Judge, Yahweh, who is not willing to accept bribery, but willing to do
justice to widow, orphan, and ger (stranger). This text is the basis for all the later
stipulations in this group. In Deut. 14:28-29 the command is that widow and poor
must be allowed to feast on the tithes. In 16:11, 14 the Israelite receives the
command to let the widow, orphan, and ger partake in his feasts. In 24: 17-22
special stipulations concerning this group are made, e.g. the rights of the widow
must not be abused and furthermore food must be left on the land for them. In
27:19, a person who abused the rights of the ger, widow, and orphan is cursed.
Every time the lead is given, Yahweh gives justice to this group and everybody
has to do likewise.18
What is absent from this discourse is a theoretical discussion about the nature of biblical law.
The formulaic nature of the motif is ignored, and deuteronomic law is assumed to have been
operational and authoritative in a concrete ancient society. Treatments of deuteronomic law point
to its utopian nature and yet, assume that when “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite”

Sneed, “Israelite Concern,” 506.
Fensham, “Widow, Orphan, and the Poor,” 138.
18
Ibid., 135.
16
17

7

are the objects of altruism, these laws were practiced and enforced, even though most of the laws
pertaining to them are apodictic in form, lacking an explicitly stated punishment for
transgression. The formulaic motif within the genre of law is not recognized as pointing to
something beyond its individual referents.
Additionally, no discussion considers the ideological function this motif may serve.
Disability theory explicates the dynamic of objectification and construction of difference which
sets apart disparate groups of people in the service of a larger ideological goal. Texts that appear
on the surface to care for vulnerable groups of people, in fact, participate in and contribute to
their marginality. The longstanding, cherished value of care for widows and orphans which
occurs in specific contexts in ancient Near Eastern literature—care of vulnerable persons by gods
and kings—serves a similar ideological purpose in Deuteronomy. In a book that curtails the
duties and power of a human king, Deuteronomy reestablishes YHWH as a king of exemplary
character and sovereign ruler of Israel.
Discussions of deuteronomic law categorize the laws containing the motif as a charitable
welfare system for the support of the members of this motif and, while not explicitly mentioning
Levites, include verses in which references to “the Levite” appear:
The spirit of generosity which directed the formulation of some of the cultic laws
also resulted in the formation of many laws concerning matters of charity. In these
laws the mention of the alien, orphan and widow, always in that order, is a typical
feature (Deut.24.19, 20, 21). The list of three dependent members of society is
also found in many cultic laws (Deut. 14.29; 16.11, 14; 26.12).19
The annual and triennial tithes, the secondary literature argues, form the foundation of this
ancient feeding program:
The law of tithing in Deuteronomy reflects a humanitarian tendency, according to
which sacred contributions are used for the needy (Deut. 28.29; 14.28-29; 26.1219

Christiana van Houten, The Alien in Israelite Law, JSOTSup 107 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991), 78. See
also Bruce Malchow, Social Justice, 304.
8

15). The law commands tithing every third year. The tithed produce is eaten at
home and not in a central temple. The tithes were meant for the local needy
people, including widows. These tithes, transferred from the sanctified sphere as it
appears in the priestly literature (Lev 27,30-33) or as belonging to the Levites
(Num 18,21-32) to the social sphere, enhance the emphasis on sharing with the
needy. 20
Additionally, casual, negative assumptions about disability appear throughout the secondary
literature are casual

Disability in Deuteronomy
The book of Deuteronomy does contain explicit disability language, some with overtly
negative connotations, such as the reference above (Deut 28:29) and, for example, the legal
injunction concerning the sacrifice of firstlings:

^yh,l{a/ hw"hyl; WNx,B'z>ti al{ [r" ~Wm lKo rWE[i Aa x:SePi ~Wm Ab hy<h.yI-ykiw>
But if it has a defect, lame or blind—any bad defect—you shall not sacrifice it to
the LORD your God (Deut 15:21).
On the other hand, Deuteronomy curses anyone who hinders a blind person: “Cursed be anyone
who leads astray a blind on the road,” %r<D"B;

rWE[i hG<v.m; rWra' (Deut 27:18). Other studies show

how Deuteronomy preferences sight and audition.21 However, some of the secondary literature
about widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy draws explicit, unexamined
connections to disabled people today. For example, in a footnote to the assertion that widows,

Pnina Galpaz-Feller, “The Widow in the Bible and in Ancient Egypt,” ZAW 120 (2008), 238. Note
Galpaz-Feller’s curious inclusion of Deut. 28:29 in the laws which illustrate Deuteronomy’s humanitarian nature,
connecting “needy” with disability: “…you shall grope about at noon as blind people grope in darkness, but you
shall be unable to find your way; and you shall be continually abused and robbed, without anyone to help.”
21
Hector Avalos, “Introducing Sensory Criticism in Biblical Studies: Persar and Visiocentricity,” in This
Abled Body: Rethinking Disabilities in Biblical Studies, ed. Hector Avalos, Sarah J. Melcher, and Jeremy Schipper
(Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2007): 47-59; Jeremy Schipper, “Disabling Israelite Leadership: 2 Samuel
6:23 and Other Images of Disability in the Deuteronomistic History,” in This Abled Body: Rethinking Disabilities in
Biblical Studies, ed. Hector Avalos, Sarah J. Melcher, and Jeremy Schipper (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2007): 103-13; and Rebecca Raphael, Biblical Corpora: Representations of Disability in Hebrew Biblical Literature
(New York: T&T Clark, 2008).
20

9

orphans, and aliens were the “least of the poor,” the author explains, “The other group which we
would expect to be included are the disabled, but Old Testament law shows little concern for
them.”22
The same discussion compares “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” to
disabled people and infantilizes people with cognitive disabilities: “Looking at these groups in
this way may help us to appreciate their plight more fully in that we can identify parallels in our
own culture (e.g. the change of fortune from a prestigious job to unemployment, or the inability
to help oneself because of mental disability rather than physical immaturity).”23 Thus, there is a
tendency in the secondary literature to present disabled people as a natural, modern-day analogy
to “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite.”
Another discussion that assumes the poverty and dependency of people with disabilities
makes extensive use of a problematic body of theory that assumes the dependence and
expendability of disabled people:
Lenski proposes that a class of expendable persons was a feature of agrarian
communities. He implies that individuals for whom other members of society had
little or no need, or who were unemployable, constituted this stratum. This social
subdivision of nonessential persons includes petty criminals, beggars, itinerant
workers, individuals with physical and mental handicaps, and other individuals
that political and economic elites forced to live by charity. What is more, Lenski
argues that marginality was characteristic of expendables in agrarian society.24
While this theory may have some explanatory value for the power dynamics undergirding the
marginalization of people whom the dominant society constructs as other, the acceptance and use
of it as valuable for understanding “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” in “ancient
Israelite society” and the connection to disable people sets a dangerous precedent for the marking
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of groups of “different” people as a social problem. The history of disabled people provides an
alternative conception of the place of so-called “expendables” in society. Another discussion
assumes that “care” for vulnerable persons, including disabled people, in society is a
commendable, universal human value:
Concern for the poor and marginal is sociologically defined as a value. Values are
norms that form part of the social fabric of a particular culture. These values are
significant for a society in many ways: providing cohesion, reducing conflict, etc.
They are the oil that keeps a society running smoothly and efficiently. Values that
provide little benefit or become obsolete usually are forgotten by the next
generation. Concern for the vulnerable and poor is an example of a universal
value. I know of no society, past or present, that has not, at least given lip service
to this value. This particular value is usually deeply ingrained in the hearts of
most people. From infancy until adulthood, it is continually inculcated and
reinforced by most societies. Shame is usually reserved for those who make fun of
the handicapped, who taunt the blind, who mock the orphan and the down-andout. Praise is usually extended to those who give up their time to serve in soup
kitchens or to participate in charities that help the sick and poverty-stricken.
Altruism may even be a built-in mechanism that has evolved to promote the
survival of the human species.25
Disability theory provides a means to interrogate how this way of thinking is detrimental to the
very groups of people it purports to help.
A small portion of the secondary literature begins to question the characterization of “the
alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” as poor; however, this typically occurs as a result
of focusing upon one, perhaps two, of the members of the formula. Of widows, one study
acknowledges the stereotypical understanding of widows in Mesopotamian and Israelite
literature while another recognizes the rhetorical use of widows in Deuteronomy.26 Norbert
Lohfink recognizes the association of the widow with the Levite “who, according to
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Deuteronomy, is a very honored person in Israel.”27 In regard to aliens, the division between
“Israelite” and “alien” as a twofold division within the biblical text is recognized as a “strategic
device used by authors of biblical texts to construct difference contributing significantly to the
realization and communication of hierarchal social relations in biblical cultic settings.”28 Levites
are credited with the particular perspective and formation of the book of Deuteronomy:
In the traditions emanating from Levite groups, it is they who define the
boundaries of Israel’s self-understanding (ideologically, politically, culturally, and
even geographically) throughout the course of its history. To gauge who and what
“Israel” is depends on how one regard the role of Levites in relation to Israelite
society.29
Harold Bennett’s book-length study which treats the traditional members of the triad, rather than
individual members, accepts their poverty and dependency in “ancient Israelite society” but also
recognizes that what is often credited with their care may have contributed to their poverty:
The infrequent distribution of meat, vegetables, and fruits thus contributed to a
critical level of deprivation and hardship for these vulnerable, socially weak
individuals and forced them into exploitative relationships. Since these legal
injunctions spread out the distribution of commodities to the almānâ, gēr, and
yātôm, it is possible to argue that these moral injunctions contributed to the plight
of these types of persons in biblical communities.30
Bennett concludes that “the cultic officials in the Yahweh-alone movement drafted Deut 14:2229; 16:9-12, 13-15; 24:17-18, 19-22; and 26:12-15 in order to legitimize a public assistance
program that guaranteed their material endowment.”31 Bennett maintains, however, that widows,
orphans, and aliens were disenfranchised members of Israelite society; he simply seeks to more
specifically locate the cause of their poverty within a period in Israelite history. Some of the
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secondary literature begins to question the sustainability of food support from the infrequent
distribution of food during the annual and triennial tithes. Together, these examples create space
in which to consider that the motif may not point to stereotypically impoverished persons but to
the motif’s rhetorical use.

Methodology
This study makes use of three methodologies, historically informed literary criticism,
critical disability theory, and food and foodways studies, to explore the function of the triad, “the
alien, the orphan, and the widow” and its association with “the Levite” in deuteronomic law.
First, literary criticism shows that formulaic motifs like “the alien, the orphan, the widow,
and the Levite,” point beyond their referents. Literary criticism considers literary features such as
genre, theme, plot, characterization, and repetition of terms and phrases that indicate the internal
emphasis of a text. This study engages in a close reading of the context in which the motif, “the
alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” appears and examines the intertextual links
between this motif and references to food security in Deuteronomy. While literary criticism
developed as a way to read stories in the Hebrew Bible, this study shows that literary criticism is
a fruitful methodology for considering smaller portions of texts, such as individual laws and even
phrases.
Second, this study brings the insights of disability studies, especially the creation of
difference, as a lens through which to view this formulaic motif within the law collection in
Deuteronomy. The recurrence of the theme of charity within the secondary literature provides a
telling link to disability theory. The analogous use of disabled people as a modern-day equivalent
to “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” within biblical studies is not accidental but
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the result of ingrained ideas about disability conceptualized in terms disabled people as the
recipients of charity.
Lastly, the relatively new area of food and foodways studies examines the availability,
social use, and symbolic role of food within cultures and their texts. Traditional understandings
maintain that the laws in Deuteronomy form a charitable feeding program for this vulnerable
groups of persons in an ancient society; however, the use of food in Deuteronomy is much more
complex than a “food pantry” view allows. Deuteronomy is a book about food, and food studies
provides a new perspective about the importance of food as a structuring theme within the book
of Deuteronomy and the association of food with “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the
Levite.”
Taken together, these three methodologies allow for an alternative reading of “the alien,
the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” in deuteronomic law. Literary criticism reveals important
intertextual links between this motif and other sections within the book of Deuteronomy.
Disability studies allows consideration that the formulaic motif points to the separation and
marking of the members of this motif as a construction of difference rather than a group of
historically reconstructed persons. Food studies returns to those important intertextual links in
Deuteronomy and their implications for a re-reading of the function of this formulaic motif in
Deuteronomy and the book of Deuteronomy as a whole.

Literary Criticism
Through close reading, this study makes use of historically informed literary criticism in
the tradition of American formalism to consider the rhetorical force of the formulaic motif in
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Deuteronomy. 32 According to American formalism, “a text is analyzed to interpret its themes,
motifs, and messages (what it says), and to uncover its plot, characterization, setting, and
imagery (how it says it). Formalism holds that a text must be understood from within rather than
without.”33 Further, literary criticism involves close attention to:
…the artful use of language, to the shifting play of ideas, conventions, tone,
sound, imagery, syntax, narrative viewpoint, compositional units, and much else;
the kind of disciplined attention, in other words, which through a whole spectrum
of critical approaches has illuminated, for example, the poetry of Dante, the plays
of Shakespeare, the novels of Tolstoy.34
This motif in deuteronomic law calls for consideration of the context in which such repetition
occurs. This study begins with a short, formulaic motif and considers its literary features and
intertextual links within Deuteronomy that contribute to the book’s larger ideological goal.35 Not
only is the motif formulaic, but it is always connected to the theme of food and food security in
Deuteronomy which, in turn, participates in an ideology of abundance throughout the text. A
narrative approach frees this formulaic motif from the conceptual frame of poverty and charity. 36
The modern move toward a narrative approach in biblical studies is credited to James
Muilenburg’s presidential address at the Society of Biblical Literature conference in 1968 where
he explained:
What I am interested in, above all, is in understanding the nature of Hebrew
literary composition, in exhibiting the structural patterns that are employed for the
fashioning of a literary unit, whether in poetry or in prose, and in discerning the
many and various devices by which the predications are formulated and ordered
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into a unified whole. Such an enterprise I should describe as rhetoric and the
methodology as rhetorical criticism.37
Muilenburg sees planning and purpose in repetition in biblical texts: “The repeated words or
lines do not appear haphazardly or fortuitously, but rather in rhetorically significant
collocations.”38 Following Muilenburg, this study argues that the formulaic grouping of “the
alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” is “rhetorically significant” and merits attention
beyond an anachronistic, historical-critical reconstruction of something analogous to a modernday welfare program. Although, Muilenburg asserts that literary analysis can “reveal to us the
texture and fabric of the writer’s thought, not only what it is that he thinks, but as he thinks it,”39
this study does not seek to recover authorial intent but engages in a reading of the surface
structure of the text and what this structure might convey about the function of the formulaic
reference “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite.”40 The connection of this motif to the
theme of food and the intertextual links to food consumption in Deuteronomy reveal “the
repeated use of narrative analogy, through which one part of the text provides oblique
commentary on another.”41 The connection between “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the
Levite” and food in Deuteronomy is indeed indirect, so much so that the complex interplay
between this motif and food security has gone virtually unnoticed within biblical studies. A study
of the repetition of words or phrases within Deuteronomy provides a complex reading that
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extends beyond the genre of narrative to include a close reading of texts within biblical law at the
“micro-structural level:”42
What we find, then, in biblical narrative is an elaborately integrated system of
repetitions, some dependent on the actual recurrence of individual phonemes,
words or short phrases, others linked instead to the actions, images, and ideas that
are part of the world of the narrative we “reconstruct” as readers but that are not
necessarily woven into the verbal texture of the narrative.43
This study argues that biblical studies has created a narrative about “the alien, the orphan, the
widow, and the Levite” as a group of vulnerable, impoverished members of ancient Israelite
society to the exclusion of any other explanation for a motif that through its formulaic nature
invites further scrutiny. However, repetition is also important for another reason, because “there
is something about repetition that evidences a difficulty in the subject matter.”44 Rather than the
pat certainty that this formula refers to a group of impoverished people and the welfare system
that maintained them, the repeated motif indicates a difficulty at the surface-level of the text not
easily understood or resolved. Therefore, this study contends that the repetition of small units of
text are narratively significant and can reveal the internal emphasis of a text. Small units of text
become important to understanding the internal emphasis and intertextual links that the formulaic
motif indicates. The grouping of “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” indicates that
the text warrants attention beyond the frame of impoverishment.
Since “the major challenge to biblical criticism mounted by literary criticism cannot be
expressed in terms simply of a shift from ‘diachronic’ to ‘synchronic’ analysis but rather
involves the question of normative reading,”45 literary criticism creates a space in which to
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question certainties about this formulaic motif and consider what a seemingly unrelated
discipline like disability studies might offer. Disability theory provides a means to interrogate the
idea of normative reading, placing it at the center of a radical questioning of how difference is
constructed. Disability studies allows a consideration that the formulaic motif in deuteronomic
law constructs difference in the text, separating “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the
Levite” from the “you” the text addresses. The secondary literature does not question this
construction, but accepts and perpetuates it, creating a narrative that widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites are differentiated from the larger Israelite population because they are poor.

Disability Studies
Critical disability theory questions the social construction of human difference by
exposing the seemingly natural categories, “able-bodied” and “disabled,” as part of an ideology
of ability that legitimates an ideal human embodiment. An ideology of ability places disabled in
opposition to able-bodied, as if “disabled” is a self-explanatory category; however, the category
“disability,” like humanity, contains a wide variety of physical and cognitive difference. For
example, people with Down syndrome and Cerebral Palsy share no common characteristics other
than establishing a category of non-normative bodies called “disabled.” Further, “able-bodied”
human beings make use of a wide variety of technologies (lawnmowers, leaf blowers, elevators,
escalators, food processors, forks and knives, bicycles, and automobiles) as natural extensions of
the body to make life easier; however, when a person uses a cane, a device to pick up objects off
of the floor, a wheelchair, or a motorized cart, that person is suddenly perceived as “disabled.”46
The result is a discourse that reduces people with disabilities to negative characterizations, such
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as “weak,” “vulnerable,” or “dependent,” which produces a constellation of negative ideas about
disability that circulate in the collective conscious of society as an unexamined fear of disability.
A Disability Studies approach makes possible thinking in new ways about “the alien, the orphan,
the widow, and the Levite” in Deuteronomy by considering that the assumed poverty of this
group, along with their demarcation, is constructed.

Food and Foodways Studies
Studies of food and foodways, which address food use and supply, as well as the
symbolic function of food, provide crucial insight into the understanding of Levites, widows,
orphans, and aliens.47 Prominent themes in Deuteronomy in tandem with socio-symbolic
references to food create an overriding rhetoric about abundance that hinges upon covenant
loyalty. Literary criticism, coupled with insights from disability studies, will show how this
group operates within Deuteronomy’s rhetoric of abundance to secure the positive fruits of
covenant loyalty for all Israel.
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Most treatments of “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” equate this group
with “the poor” and assume that only impoverished people, as the most vulnerable in society,
experienced food insecurity, hunger, and malnutrition. Discussions of food supply in antiquity
assume that an agriculturally-based society—unlike a hunter-gatherer society—ensured adequate
amounts of and access to food, yet recent foodway studies reveal evidence of widespread,
prolonged malnutrition caused by long periods of food shortage.48 These “episodic” food
shortages occurred more frequently than famines, resulting in chronic hunger and malnutrition. 49
While literary texts rarely reveal chronic hunger and malnutrition as a part of everyday life, their
treatment of food does express anxiety about food that indicates hunger resulting in
undernourishment.50 Deuteronomy’s frequent mention of food and foodstuffs, the book’s linking
of food with deity and covenant loyalty, and its hope of an abundant future in the land reveal the
text’s enormous anxiety about food scarcity. Deuteronomy recounts the Israelites’ experience of
leaving “that great and fearful wilderness” (Deut 1:19), a place connected to the memory of
hunger (Deut 8:2-3), with the expectation of arriving in a rich and fertile land (Deut 1:22-25) and
eating until satiated (Deut 8:7-10). In addition to negative expressions of anxiety about food
supply, Deuteronomy’s rhetoric about abundance, though positive, shows acute anxiety about
food and an intense desire for food security. The prevalence of language and themes related to
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food in Deuteronomy indicates that, not only “the poor,” but also those who wrote, redacted,
preserved, and transmitted Deuteronomy likely experienced food insecurity and chronic hunger.
This anxiety about adequate food supply is also reflected in the formation and regulation of
religious rituals and feasts for YHWH responsible for the fecundity of the land.51 The ritual use
of food, distinct from food supply, production, and distribution, illustrates the “non-food” or
symbolic use of food to demarcate social boundaries or forge communal bonds among different
groups of people.52 In Deuteronomy, the association of “the Levite” with “the alien, the orphan,
and the widow” in ritual observances that involve food serves a function other than sustenance.
These rituals in Deuteronomy set apart “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” from
the larger Israelite community and obligate them to participate in a ceremony for the larger
Israelite population.
Assumptions about food and the referents of the formulaic motif in Deuteronomy
illustrate the problem of rhetoric versus likely reality, just as references to food in the biblical
text belie the likely realities of the Israelite diet. The appearance of food items in Deuteronomy
contradicts the reality of the Israelite diet by not taking into account the rhetorical and
theological purpose of language about and descriptions of the land, the changing nature of the
Mediterranean diet, and the assumption that the foods that are listed in the biblical texts were
widely available and evenly distributed.53 Evidence about the Israelite diet contradicts the idea
that only “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” were in need of food assistance,
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because, “the population of Iron Age Israel generally suffered from an inadequate diet, poor
health, and low life expectancy.”54 The differences between the reality and the rhetoric of the
Israelite diet show that food plays an integral role in Deuteronomy’s vision of covenant
obligation and obedience. Much of the rhetoric about “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the
Levite” as the marginalized in society rests upon the implicit assumption that most Israelites ate
well, and only this group, along with the poor, experienced hunger. The symbolic use and
rhetorical force of food consumption in Deuteronomy require a rethinking of the current
conceptualization of “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite.”

Chapter Outline
Chapter 1
Chapter one explores more fully the contribution of Disability Studies as a lens for
rereading the formulaic reference to “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” in
Deuteronomy by exploring charity organization in the nineteenth century in the United States
and the transition of work from local communities to cities in the industrial era. This study will
show that charity organization did not conceptualize all disabled people in a singular way within
the schematization of the “deserving” and “undeserving poor.” This is evidenced most strongly
in the writings of the exemplar of the Charity Organization Society (COS) in the U.S., S.
Humphreys Gurteen, an Episcopal priest, who immigrated to the U.S. from England, bringing the
ideas of the COS with him.
The COS sought to coordinate all public assistance so that only those deemed truly
“deserving” could receive support in the form of food, clothing, or money. Gurteen is revered as
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the progenitor of modern social work but also recognized as promoting the ideas of Social
Darwinism. Chapter one will show that, in fact, ideas characterized as “Social Darwinism” began
with Charles Darwin, himself. Since “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” are
constructed as objects of charity and the laws in Deuteronomy as a model for how to treat those
constructed as “less fortunate” in society, a study of the construction of charity in the nineteenth
century in the United States studies serves as a valuable lens for considering the rhetorical nature
of this formulaic motif within deuteronomic law.

Chapter 2
Chapter two will explore the current construction of “the alien, the orphan, the widow,
and the Levite” in secondary literature by surveying treatments, individually and in their various
groupings, of each member of this motif and their relation to “the household” in “ancient
Israelite society.” It is well-recognized that widows remain an “understudied” group.55 Many
treatments rely upon narratives about widows to aid in understanding individual biblical laws,
discounting the counterevidence in narratives about widows who are not poor or even wealthy.
For example, some studies use the story of the Tekoan woman in 2 Samuel 14:1-20, who only
acts a widow at Joab’s behest, as evidence that widows were poor. Rather than the death of a
woman’s husband, poverty becomes the defining factor of widowhood.56 In this line of
argumentation, rich widows are not “real” widows; however, some studies begin to question the
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construction of widows as singularly impoverished and provide a solid foundation from which to
question the overriding construction of widows as vulnerable and poor.57
Although work about children in the Bible is a growing field in biblical studies, orphans
remain the least studied member of the motif.58 Research of children in the biblical text range
from reconstructing children’s lives to a hermeneutical device for reading biblical texts.59
Current studies of children in the Bible consider the role of children in the household, question
the divine justice from the perspective of non-Israelite children, and explore the parent-child
relationship as a metaphor of relationship with YHWH.60 Deuteronomy makes significant use of
motifs that involve children, yet states nothing about orphans outside of the formulaic motif
within deuteronomic law.
Studies of aliens and Levites are much more prolific than those of widows and orphans
and provide more opportunity to question the conceptual frame of poverty. Research of “the
Levite,” which considers Levitical origins and identity, runs the gamut from poor and dependent
to prosperous. Levites have been long understood as second-class priests, subordinate to the
Aaronic priesthood, but, in Deuteronomy, the Aaronic priesthood is virtually absent from the
text. Levites serve in priestly roles. There is also little agreement as to the identity of the alien.
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Some state unequivocally that the alien is always a foreigner while others base the alien’s status
on land ownership and assert that both foreigners and landless Israelites are aliens.61

Chapter 3
Chapter three will explore the rhetorical significance of “protection of the vulnerable”
beginning with the references to widows and orphans in ancient Near Eastern inscriptions and
texts. Much work already exists about widows and orphans in law collections prior to the
formation of biblical law; however, no study approaches the “protections” of widows and
orphans from the perspective of their rhetorical function and ideological value. This study will
show that references to widows and orphans—and later aliens and Levites—are part of a larger
ideological goal in the service of royal ideology whether the leader is a god or a human king. In
Mesopotamian texts, virtuous gods and kings care for the most vulnerable in society. In like
manner, the portrayal of YHWH in Deuteronomy as a god who looks out for the vulnerable in
society has a long history; however, Deuteronomy’s innovation is to take this responsibility and
conceptualize it as the responsibility of the entire community.
Most secondary literature about biblical law that deals with widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites does not engage current theories of ancient law.62 When the members of the motif are the
subject of a law, that law is simply treated as authoritative and operative without questioning the
underlying beliefs or assumptions on which these decisions rest. Further, these studies do not
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fully consider the role of the motivation clauses that follow the use of “the alien, the orphan, the
widow, and the Levite” deuteronomic law.63 There is, however, some tension in the secondary
literature between the idea of law as an aid to “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite”
and law as social control of these groups of people within Israelite society.
Again, disability theory provides a useful perspective on the dynamic of differentiating
and objectifying a particular group of people in the service of the larger, dominant group that
claims the center. It is clear in Deuteronomy, as a speech of Moses addressed to the Israelite
people, that “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” are not only set apart from the
addressee “you” throughout the law collection but also abstracted through their singularization
within the formulaic motif. The motif situates them as objects of the actions of Israelites; they
are in some sense “not Israel.” The motif points to their rhetorical use, not as subjects but
objects, which accomplishes covenant loyalty in order to remain in the land and to secure food
production by ensuring continued fertility of the land.

Chapter 4
Chapter four explores the symbolic function of food imagery in Deuteronomy in relation
to “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite.” Deuteronomy contains a developed
abundance rhetoric which works in tandem with the formulaic motif in Deuteronomy to recast
deuteronomic concerns about land and food supply.64 While this study does not engage in
historical reconstruction or seek to locate actual widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites within a
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particular period in Israel’s history, the historical evidence that is available indicates that most
Israelites experienced extensive malnutrition. This study will show that the altruistic ideal of “the
alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” as objects of charity on the part of a larger,
benevolent Israelite society is read into the text rather than derived from it and that the idea of
deuteronomic law as a humanitarian law collection rests upon a spurious foundation. Further,
this chapter will engage in a narrative-critical reading of the formulaic motif, present the nonformulaic occurrences of the members of the motif, and consider significant omissions of the
members of this motif if, in fact, deuteronomic law provided charitable support. Through
intertextual links, the context in which “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” appear
connects this motif to pervasive themes of food and food security in Deuteronomy.
This chapter will also consider non-formulaic occurrences of references to individual
members of the motif, as well as the significant omissions. The non-formulaic references to
(Deut 10:17-19; 24:17; and 26:1-11) connect the idea of “justice,” jP'v.mi, to widows, orphans,
aliens and Levites that the secondary literature generalizes in its treatments of the formulaic
motif. Further, the small credo in Deut. 26, which presents archetypal Israelite identity at the
offering of the first fruits, contains a non-formulaic reference to Levites and aliens who are
commanded to rejoice together. If, as the secondary literature supposes, care of “the alien, the
orphan, the widow, and the Levite,” was of fundamental importance in “ancient Israelite
society,” then the omission of “the alien, the orphan, the widow, and the Levite” from the
remission of debts (Deut 15:1-2) and Passover observance (Deut 16:1-8) stands as a glaring
omission. This chapter will show the distinct differences between the formulaic and nonformulaic references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in deuteronomic law and the
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implications of the omission of the members of the motif from texts where one would expect to
find them.

Conclusion
The literary motif, “the alien, the orphan, and the widow” which occurs in eight verses in
Deuteronomy (Deut 14:29; 16:11, 14; 24:19-21; and 26:12-13), presents them in terms of an
individualized, stylized formula: hn"m'l.a;h'w>

~AtY"h;w> rGEh;w>. Five of the eight verses in which this

formulaic motif appears associate “the Levite,” ywILeh, in the same singular, fixed form with
widows, orphans, and aliens (Deut 14:29; 16:11, 14; and 26:12-13). Every instance of this
formulaic motif—whether it includes the Levite—appears within the context of food
consumption: agricultural festivals, (Weeks and Booths; Deut 16:11, 14), the gleaning laws
(Deut 24:19-21), and the annual and third-year tithes (Deut 14:28-29 and 26:12-13). The theme
of food and food consumption is integral to understanding the literary function of the formulaic
motif, but not in the way the secondary literature traditionally maintains. This literature, working
from the perspective of historical-critical reconstruction, comprehensively views this motif as an
indicator of actual persons and their socio-economic situation in “ancient Israelite society” and
assumes that this group of people was overwhelmingly poor, landless, and without kinship
support. This study, using literary criticism and the insights of disability studies in conjunction
with Deuteronomy’s pervasive concern about food security, contends that this formulaic motif
serves a different rhetorical function in Deuteronomy and interrogates its hermeneutical value as
an appropriate model for altruism.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
On October 18th, 1988, Paul Longmore burned his newly published book, The Invention
of George Washington—a book that took him ten years to write and by which he earned his
PhD—in front of the federal building in downtown Los Angeles.1 A post-polio adult, the
restrictions of government programs upon “unearned” income through book royalties would
potentially endanger the government-based aid he required to stay alive and maintain an
independent life. At that time, if Longmore earned more than the Substantial Gainful Activity
amount of $300 per month established by the Social Security Administration, he would no longer
be considered disabled and become ineligible for assistance, which at that time equaled about
$20,000 per year, much lower than the cost of living in a nursing home, where many disabled
people are consigned to live.2 The income restrictions that Longmore faced have their roots in
poor relief that required a person to be completely disabled to qualify for assistance.3
On of July 26th, 2019, the Americans with Disabilities Act or the ADA turned twentynine years old. The culmination of the Disability Rights Movement, the ADA guarantees basic
civil rights by prohibiting “discrimination against people with disabilities in employment,
transportation, communication, and governmental activities.”4 Yet, over ninety-three percent of

Paul K. Longmore, “Why I Burned My Book,” in Why I Burned My Book and Other Essays on Disability,
American Subjects, ed. Robert Dawidoff (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2003), 252.
2
Longmore, Why I Burned My Book, 236. Consequently, the Substantial Gainful Activity rate today is
$1,130 per month or $13,560 annually; a full-time, first-year teaching position would pay much more.
3
Ibid., 237.
4
Rebecca Raphael, Biblical Corpora: Representations of Disability in Hebrew Biblical Literature (New
York: T&T Clark, 2008), 8 note 10: http://www.dol.gov/dol/topic/disability/ada.htm accessed 10/03/2015.
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the cases brought to court by people with disabilities are not decided in their favor.5 Further,
statistics show that people with disabilities remain chronically un- and under-employed, and
disabled people are three times more likely to live below the poverty line.6 In the last thirty
years, employment rates dropped only 2.5% for non-disabled people, but 12% for disabled
people. In spite of these statistics, the ADA remains a powerful symbol of victory, recognition,
and hope for people with disabilities throughout the United States.7 At nearly the same time as
the ratification of the ADA, Disability Studies (DS) emerged as a field of critical inquiry,
questioning the construction of human difference and the seemingly natural categories, “ablebodied” and “disabled.” This chapter, which examines the rise of charity organization in the
United States, will show that current negative conceptualizations of disability have their roots in
a complex of ideas about normative, productive bodies and minds that coalesced in nineteenth
century America. This study will also highlight how this time period served as a crucible for a
few enduring, positive aspects for disabled peoples’ lives and that impoverished people,
especially women, resisted the intense scrutinization of their lives, the pressures to work outside
of the home, and the institutionalization of their disabled family members, especially their
children.
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1.1 Charity Organization
In the United States, before the rise of the medical industry, charity presumably governed
societal customs toward disabled people, who, no longer cared for by their families, were
institutionalized and commended to charitable care alone; however, the concept of charity is
much more complex than this presumption allows. The disability history work of Paul Longmore
stands as one of the few in-depth treatments of charity in the U.S. Although Longmore’s work
focuses upon twentieth-century intersections of charity and disability, especially the telethon, his
work illustrates two important dynamics for this study. First, as Longmore explains, “Telethons
offer occasions for individuals to act upon genuinely compassionate regard for their fellow
human beings, but this ‘caring’ is inextricably intertwined with the social stigma inscribed on
people with disabilities.” 8 The very practice which seeks to better lives of disabled people—
actually, disabled children—played a part in their marginalization. Telethons emphasized the
otherness of disabled children, marking them as different from able-bodied children. Second,
Longmore points out the ritualistic nature of the telethon: “People with disabilities are ritually
defined as dependent on the moral fitness of nondisabled people. While takers repudiate their
duty to these helpless neighbors, the compassion of givers toward ‘the less fortunate’ publicly
verifies the givers’ moral standing.”9 Leading up to the nineteenth century, charity served dual
roles of religious observance and social control: “as a path to salvation, charity would allow the
wealthy to gain salvation through the care of those less fortunate than themselves; as an
economic strategy, charity would calm potential social rebellion by redistributing wealth from
Paul K. Longmore, “Conspicuous Contribution and American Cultural Dilemmas: Telethon Rituals of
Cleansing and Renewal,” in The Body and Physical Difference: Discourses of Disability, ed. David T. Mitchell and
Sharon L. Snyder (Ann Arbor; University of Michigan Press, 1997), 134; and Telethons: Spectacle, Disability, and
the Business of Charity, ed. Catherine Kudlick (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016). Snyder and Mitchell
reiterate the ritualistic nature of charity in Longmore’s work: Sharon L. Snyder and David T. Mitchell, Cultural
Locations of Disability (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2006), 41.
9
Longmore, “Conspicuous Contribution,” 136.
8
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one class to another.”10 The connection Longmore identifies between ritual and the practice of
charity resonates with this study because the charity organization movement was a largely
Protestant phenomenon rooted in organized religion.11 Although the charity organization
movement constructed the disabled body as “a static signifier of human insufficiency” and “one
of the foundations on which the nineteenth century charity system grounded its interventions for
the ‘needy,’”12 the disabled body simultaneously occupied a predominant and a liminal place in
charity organization.
Treatments of charity organization in the U.S. range from admiration to condemnation;
however, the impact of charity organization on the lives of disabled people remains virtually
unexamined:
Accounts by social historians of the rise of this new U.S. charity system have
provided important analyses of this period’s practices and attitudes toward
charity. Little attention has been paid, however, to the fate of those impoverished
as a result of physical and cognitive impairments (congenital or acquired). This is
true even among those historians who recognize the class of beggars as a diverse,
disenfranchised social constituency.13
This study argues that the charity organization movement relegated many disabled people to the
margins of economic existence, and at the same time, bolstered the cultural capital of nondisabled people as the benefactors of these less fortunate members of society. The concept of
charity merits further study for three reasons. First, the medicalization of disability is directly
rooted in ideas about who deserved charitable assistance in nineteenth-century America:
With morality and religious virtue identified as the necessary ingredients to
resolve poverty, physical capacities became the only viable excuse for exemption
from the requirement of labor for all citizens. This renewed emphasis on bodily
incapacity as the primary adjudicator of membership in the “deserving poor”
10
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precipitated the rise of medical professionals, who began to apply empirical
evaluations of the incapacitated body as the basis for a scientifically authorized,
deserving charitable recipient.14
Second, this time period produced some of the most negative, damaging conceptualizations
about disability and disabled bodies:
The nineteenth century oversaw a transition from practices of community
responsibility for poverty and disability. An increasingly centralized, national
economy gave rise to intrusive managerial attitudes toward pauperism and diverse
human capacities and appearances. The seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
had tended to approach human differences from a religious standpoint of the
“strong” taking care of the “weak.” In contrast, the nineteenth century approached
dependency as a disservice to a nation that must invest in its manifest destiny.15
Third, the charity organization movement’s conceptual framing of disability in the nineteenth
century persists today in that the ability to conform to industrialized modes of work still
determines to what extent disabled people may participate in the economic system. Disabled
lives remain subject to intense scrutinization and suspicion.

1.2 S. Humphreys Gurteen and Charity Organization in the U.S.
The Rev. S. Humphreys Gurteen, an Englishman who immigrated to the U.S., founded
the first COS in the U.S. in 1877 in Buffalo, New York, where he served as associate rector of
Saint Paul’s Cathedral.16 He compiled his earlier works to publish a book four years later entitled
A Handbook of Charity Organization which became the compendium of charity organization
ideas and practices. Charity organization societies did not provide any kind of charitable
assistance. Rather, the charity organization movement sought to establish societies in order to
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regulate charitable expenditures by coordinating the relief efforts of both public and private
agencies and investigating and keeping records of persons requesting assistance. Charity
organization subjected poor people themselves, as well as their homes and lives, to intense
scrutiny and oversight. For those applying for relief, “friendly” visitors, typically middle- to
upper-middle class women, could question their “neighbors, extended family, employers, church
leaders, and their children’s teachers.”17 Charity Organization Societies tasked friendly visitors
with visiting the poor to impart virtue, make suggestions, and compile reports or “dossiers” about
the family. In turn, these reports “were then made available not only to relief agencies but also to
prospective employers, landlords, banks, “charitably interested individuals,” and even the
police”—in other words, anyone—a fact that strained the relationships between “the needy
family and its self-invited ‘friend.’”18 The movement was characterized by an enormous amount
of suspicion of poor people, viewing their impoverishment as a moral failing.
Charity organization societies in the U.S. grew at exponential rates from the founding of
the first COS to the turn of the twentieth century.19 Although primarily a northeastern U.S.
phenomenon, charity organization societies spread as far west as California and as far south as
Texas.20 By 1880, thirty-one charity organization societies were operating in the U.S., and by
1893, one hundred U.S. cities boasted a COS; this number continued to increase from 1880 –
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1910 to nearly three hundred.21 However, charity organization practices were not simply
accepted by the people it sought to control. As COS intake forms attest, there was a large amount
of resistance on the part of disabled people and their caretakers to the dehumanizing effects of
charity organization.22 Further, the COS was not a success by its own standards. No COS ever
attained its goals of coordinating all charitable efforts in a single city and ending all outdoor
relief, and many were quickly absorbed by existing relief organizations. It was a movement that
declined as quickly as it grew.23
Despite Gurteen’s notoriety within the charity organization movement, he remains an
enigmatic figure. In fairness, Gurteen’s life is difficult to trace—his personal life even more so—
and the variations in the works that do mention him indicate that relatively little is known about
Gurteen apart from his founding the Buffalo COS and his employment-related relocations. For
instance, sources which mention Gurteen disagree about the dates of important events in his life
or rely upon his own writings to reconstruct Gurteen’s life. Only one source mentions his
marriage to Edith Carpenter, the daughter of William N. Carpenter, a prominent Detroit
businessman, and only one other source points out that the COS Gurteen founded was absorbed
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just nine years later by the Relief and Aid Society in Buffalo.24 Few sources emphasize that the
charity organization movement was a short-lived phenomenon.
Stephen Humphreys Villiers Gurteen was born in England in June of 1836. His father, a
Presbyterian minister, died less than a year after Gurteen was born. Gurteen emigrated from
England sometime between receiving his degree from Cambridge in 1863 and his first post as a
diaconate minister at Trinity Church in Geneva, New York in 1874; however, the details of his
life up to that point remain unclear.25 The few works that do treat Gurteen’s personal and
professional life range from vague to hagiographic:
Gurteen’s genius flashed and dimmed as he moved from career to career. It
glowed most brightly in his brief appearance upon the philanthropic scene, where
he made important contributions to the ideology of charity organization—hence to
the philosophical conflicts that comprise the uneasy basis for modern social
welfare.26
Treatments of charity organization valorize its contributions to the professionalization of the
burgeoning field of social work.27
What is certain about Gurteen’s life is that he immigrated to the U.S. at a tumultuous time
in the young nation’s history. Within one hundred years of declaring independence from British
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rule, the U.S. became embroiled in the Civil War (1861-1865), followed by the harsh Winter of
1865. Ten years later, Gurteen moved to Buffalo, New York in November of 1875 during what is
known as the Long Depression (1873-1879/1896), a depression prompted by “the failure of the
financial house of Jay Cooke and Company September, 1873, and the collapse of railroad
speculation which had reached frenzied proportions following the Civil War” and culminated in
“the great railroad strikes of 1877.”28 What Gurteen perceived as pauperization and fraud on the
part of the poor were the effects of a still young, deeply divided country and the social and
economic aftermath of war, climate, and economic forces over which the people most deeply
affected had no control. The effects of over-speculation in the railroad market deeply impacted
Buffalo, leading to widespread job-loss. Gurteen was already well-established in Buffalo by the
time of the Great Railroad Strike, characterized as a long, violent strike that shut down the city.
Gurteen had previously witnessed the Draft Riots in New York in 1863, and the intensity of the
railroad strike seemingly confirmed Gurteen’s fears of the violence of the so-called lower
classes.29 Gurteen was not impoverished like the people he so zealously denounced. Although a
late career change (Gurteen was thirty-nine years old when he was ordained as an Episcopal
priest), Gurteen’s occupation and, later, marriage to Edith Carpenter likely shielded him from the
desperation and want experienced by large numbers of people. Gurteen’s marriage to Edith also
indicates that he moved in middle- to upper-class social circles. Her economic resources and
social standing afforded Gurteen security—and perhaps even leisure—throughout the rest of his
life.30 Still, there is evidence that his career in ministry was not a smooth one; from the time of
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his ordination, Gurteen held five positions in the next twelve years. With the vicissitudes of age,
Gurteen experienced declining health, yet the reconstruction of the last years of his life is hazy at
best.31 One source states that he left Ohio due to the ill effects of climate on his health and
moved to Davenport, Iowa where he lived the rest of his life.32 Another states that he retired to
Conanicut Island in Rhode Island where he died.33
Although Gurteen’s name is well-known in connection with the history of charity
organization, he is not considered one of the great minds tackling the problem of American
poverty in the last quarter of the nineteenth century.34 Nor was charity organization a new idea:
In addition to the English precedents, a number of Americans—Boston’s Joseph
Tuckerman, Cincinnati’s Thomas H. Perkins, New York’s Robert Hartley, and
others—had earlier urged comprehensive moral-control strategies almost identical
to those of the charity organization enthusiasts: the division of the city into
districts; the compilation of dossiers on everyone requesting relief; and the use of
middle-class visitors to approach the uplift task on a family-by family basis.35
Gurteen did not run the COS he inaugurated; he tasked his friend, member of his congregation,
and local railroad executive, T. Guildford Smith, with the daily operations of the Buffalo COS. 36
Gurteen never moved beyond the idea of the “pauperization” of impoverished people, the
assumption that there were enough jobs for those willing to work, and that any kind of assistance
morally ruined those who received it. His crowning achievement was a compendium of his prior
writings. As a writer, Gurteen reused large swaths of his own writing and liberally borrowed
from other people’s work. From 1877-1882, Gurteen produced a handful of publications which
culminated in his compilation, A Handbook for Charity Organization in 1882. In order to build
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support for a COS in Buffalo, Gurteen delivered a series of sermons in November of 1877 at St.
Paul’s Cathedral, published under the title Phases of Charity, to explain the concept of charity
organization and elicit support for an organization in Buffalo. Gurteen delivered another series of
sermons one year later in 1878 and published under separate cover as Provident Schemes. In
1880, he delivered an address to the State Board of Charities meeting in New York entitled What
is Charity? which was printed in the annual report of that meeting and under separate cover in
1881. The two series of sermons make up nearly half of Handbook, which he incorporated nearly
verbatim. Gurteen actually begins Handbook with the opening to the second sermon series from
1878, Provident Schemes, retitling it “Historical Retrospect.”37 To make use of Phases of Charity
in Handbook, Gurteen made some minor changes, such as altering the start date of the London
COS from “nine years ago” to “eleven years ago” to account for the time between delivering his
first set of sermons and incorporating them into Handbook.38 Other changes, however, reflect
Gurteen’s growing commitment to COS ideals and to the COS as a “non-sectarian” organization,
ironic considering Gurteen’s vocation. Gurteen does, in fact, make use of a small selection of
biblical texts to formulate his argument, appealing first to Pauline thought from Romans 14, a
text that begins with concerns about clean and unclean foods as an expression of faith. Gurteen
seeks to counter the idea that Paul would condone “indiscriminate charity,” by stating of Paul,
“He warns these Christians in Rome not to allow anything, however good in itself, however good
in the intention of the door [sic.], to give rise to scandal, whether in the Church or in the world.”
Gurteen quotes only part of the conclusion to Paul’s argument, Romans 14:16, “Let not your

37
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good be spoken of as evil.” He next alludes to what are now considered deutero-Pauline texts, 2
Thess. 3:10 (“For when we were with you, we charged you that if anyone does not wish to work,
then neither shall he eat.”) and 1 Tim. 5:8 (“If also any one does not provide for his own,
especially his household, then he has denied the faith and he is worse than an unbeliever.”).39 In
Handbook, Gurteen follows this section with a reworked passage from Phases which reads:
We adduce these plain, explicit and practical rules, laid down by St. Paul himself,
with a definite purpose. But the question has several times been raised, especially
since the necessity of the organization of city charities has been brought to public
notice—yes, and ask in all honesty and sincerity—“Does not the proposed scheme
rob the Church of her especial glory?”40
When Gurteen incorporates this passage, he removes the following sentence from the same
paragraph in Phases, “No one at the present day denies or refuses assent to the principle that we
ought to “do good unto all men; in other words that we ought to let our charity expand on all
sides,” erasing any positive role of charity in the religious life. Gurteen replaces this sentiment
with a more emphatic statement about the role of a charity organization and the practice of
charity. In Phases, Gurteen changes the following statement, “The Society does not demand the
sole right to administration of all relief, it simply offers its services after investigating in case any
individual Christians or benevolent societies should desire to dispense their charities through its
agency” to the more emphatic statement in Handbook: “The Society has nothing to do with the
administration of relief, it simply offers its services for investigation, for the establishment of
provident schemes and for the reform of abuses [italics original].”41 Gurteen no longer wants the
COS to intervene after investigation but to conduct investigations into the worthiness of
recipients of charity.
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Near the end of Phases, Gurteen quotes Luke 7:20-22 in order to make a distinction
between the work of the Church and the work of the COS, namely the text’s concern with
preaching the gospel to the poor. In Phases, Gurteen responds by drawing a distinction between
the heavenly work of the Church and the physical work of charity:
With this, the heavenly side of charity, the proposed Society has no concern. This
it leaves to the Church. It is for the Church to send forth her ministers, her
missionaries, her sisterhoods, her visitors to administer spiritual relief, leaving to
the Society the earthly side of Charity, the field of material relief.42
In Handbook, Gurteen replaces this dichotomy with a distinction between spiritual relief and the
“business side” of relief:
With this, the heavenly side of charity, the proposed Society has no concern. This
it leaves to the Church. It is for the Church to send forth her ministers, her
missionaries, her sisterhoods, her visitors to administer spiritual relief, leaving to
the Society the business side of Charity, viz.: Organization and all that
organization involves.43
At this point in Phases, Gurteen continues, “This is the real mission of the ‘Charity Organization
Society.’ It is the handmaid of every creed, the rival of none. It offers its services to all alike. It is
simply humanitarian in its aims.”44 In Handbook, however, Gurteen inserts a five-paragraph
condemnation of the Church where he accuses the clergy of wasting the Church’s money,
robbing a person of his “manhood” (his assumption that only males would apply for aid), and
destroying the “true manhood” of recipients.45 Gurteen ends Phases, thus:” And if only the
Church of god at the same time is true to her great duty, it will not be many years before we shall
see the spreading on all sides of that righteousness which exalteth a nation.”46
In Handbook, Gurteen changes this sentiment:
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And if only the Church at the same time, were true to her great duty and would
lend her strength to the furtherance of this noble movement, the day would not be
far distant when Pauperism would become extinct, when the very word would be
blotted out of our language and the poor—the honest poor who are always to be
with us—would receive that justice at our hands which is not but too often denied
them.47
Phases continues with Gurteen’s proposal for the COS in Buffalo. Gurteen’s changes in the text
from Phases to Handbook signal, in just two short years, his clarification of the proposed role of
the COS, removal of any positive references to charity, and solidification his commitment to
COS practice in which he separates his religious obligations from the practice of charity
organization.
Gurteen opens Provident Schemes with the following paragraph:
There is scarcely any one of the great problems affecting the public good which
has taken as strong a hold upon the national mind of Europe, or indeed upon the
minds of the more intelligent portion of our own people, as the question, “How
are we to prevent the pauperization of our poor? How are we to be loving and yet
wise in our charity?”48
However, in Handbook, Gurteen removes the positive references to charitable works in the
opening paragraph:
There is scarcely any one of the great problems affecting the public good which
has taken as strong a hold upon the national mind of Europe, or indeed upon the
minds of the more intelligent portion of our own people, as the question of the
prevention of the pauperization of the poor.49
Gurteen also removes references to the police. In Provident Schemes in his discussion of the
second phase of dealing with the problem of poverty, he states that “their repression was made a
matter of state police;” however, in Handbook, he replaces “police” with “policy,” a curious
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changes since Gurteen at the beginning of the COS in Buffalo used the police to locate people on
relief and compose he organization’s first registry.50
In order to expand the reach to his audience, Gurteen removes references to the city of
Buffalo in his discussion of cleaning up the “dwellings of the poor:”
It is a grand, a noble work which demands at first, and, so far as this city is
concerned, not so much the labor of the clergy as the loving care of the practical,
philanthropic women of Buffalo.51
It is the noble work which demands at first, not so much the labors of the clergy at
the loving care of practical, philanthropic women.52
Other corrections include a long correction from Provident Schemes about the origins of the
crèche in France. Gurteen assumed that the inventor of the crèche, M. Marbeau (Jean Firmin
Marbeau)—which could be Madame or Monsieur Marbeau—inspired by the idea of “la sainte
crèche,” the holy manger, was a woman. Gurteen’s correction evidences his own assumptions
about gender and the role of women, especially in the COS. While the COS relied on women to
act as “friendly visitors,” women were not allowed to hold administrative positions in the COS.53
Gurteen changed his description of M. Marbeau as “a holy woman” to “this philanthropic
man.”54 Other changes simply correct gender, “her” to “him” or “his,” “Madame Marbeau” to
“M. Marbeau,” and a change in adjective from a “grand success” to a “signal success” to which
Gurteen adds:
In course of time the crèche took its place as a government institution, since it
gave the child the first step in its education as a citizen; and at the Paris
Exposition in 1867, the model of a crèche was exhibited by M. Marbeau under the
auspices of the Department of Education. 55
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This may be a fact Gurteen learned in the intervening three years or it might reflect his
assumptions than men’s, not women’s, organizations become government institutions. Overall
the changes are few, yet these changes reflect Gurteen’s assumptions about gender roles, his
ever-growing commitment to COS principles, and a growing condemnation of the clergy and the
Church’s role in what he considered was a “pauperization” of the poor rather than the relief of
severe need.
Not only did Gurteen reuse his own writings, in chapter ten of Handbook, “The Scientific
Basis of Charity Organization,” he liberally borrowed from the work of Sir Arthur Mitchell who
also published a collection of lectures in 1881, one year before the publication of Gurteen’s
Handbook.56 In Gurteen’s defense, he freely admits to using Mitchell’s work:
To accomplish this end, it will be necessary to adduce some of the best
established facts of science—facts which are admitted on all hands, whether by
evolutionist or anti-evolutionist; and as these facts have been most clearly and
ably stated by Professor Mitchell, in his Lectures on Civilization, we shall take
the liberty of quoting, condensing or paraphrasing his statements.57
Gurteen does quote Mitchell nearly verbatim but without quotation marks or attribution. Like the
reuse of his own writings, Gurteen makes few but telling changes from Mitchell’s text. In the
context of evolutionary theory, Mitchell crafts an argument to preserve the exalted place of
human beings in the natural world, and Gurteen adapts Mitchell’s ideas for his own purposes,
namely an explanation of the origins of poverty in society in which disabled and impoverished
people play a prominent role.

See Part II, Lecture I “How Does the Law of Natural Selection Affect Man?” in Sir Arthur Mitchell, The
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Mitchell begins this argument by addressing variations in the natural world in terms of
the differing levels of strength among animals:
Every animal varies in its offspring. Some are feeble as compared with others.
Some are even imperfect or deformed. Some have such a low vitality that they die
soon after birth; while others, for reasons which are the same in their nature, are
dead at birth. Some, on the other hand, are remarkable for strength and
perfection.58
Gurteen uses Mitchell’s words but ascribes this variation to human beings; he changes “animals”
to “the human race.” Gurteen also adds references to physical and mental characteristics of
human beings, the descriptor “sickly” and the inclusion of “body and mind:”
It is self-evident that there is great variety of the offspring of the various members
of the human race. Some are sickly and feeble as compared with others; some are
even imperfect or deformed, while others are remarkable for their strength and
perfection, both of body and mind [italics added].59
Mitchell continues his argument, introducing the concept of the “struggle for existence:”
It is also the fate of all animals that they shall have what is called a struggle for
existence. They have, for example to search for food, and that search always
involves labor, and often involves fatigue and danger. The have enemies to flee
from, and they have to provide shelters, both to protect themselves against the
inclemencies of weather and to enable them to rear their offspring.”
Gurteen again follows Mitchell but replaces “all animals” with “the vast majority of human
beings:”
It is also the fate of the vast majority of human beings to have what is called a
“struggle for existence.” They have, for example to search for fool and other
necessaries of life, and this search always involves labor, and often involves
fatigue and danger. Moreover, they have to provide shelter, both to protect
themselves against the inclemencies of weather and to enable them to rear their
offspring.60
Mitchell continues:
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It is the necessary outcome of this struggle, and of this variety in the offspring,
taken together, that those animals which are best fitted to live have the best
chance of living, and that those which are the least fitted to live are the most
likely to die early.61
Gurteen again echoes Mitchell’s words but adds struggle “for life” and again applies Mitchell’s
argument to human beings:
It is the necessary outcome of this struggle for life, and of this variety in the
offspring, taken together, that those in the human race, who are best fitted to live
have the best chance of living, and that those who are the least fitted to live are the
most likely to die early.62
Mitchell has, thus far, constructed an argument regarding animals; he has not yet moved to
discussing human beings. Mitchell concludes, “That Natural Selection acts strongly on the lifehistory of animals is beyond question.”63 Of human beings, however, Mitchell asserts:
So long as man stands in isolation he must be subject to this law, exactly like
other animals. But, in actual fact, we have no knowledge of man living in that
state of “self-dependence and individual isolation” in which we find other animals
living. So far as we know, man has always and everywhere combined with man to
defeat the law.64
Mitchell continues:
It thus appears that the law which inexorably destroys all animals “that cannot in
every respect help themselves” is set aside in the case of man, as the result of cooperation and the division of labor. In other words, the defeat of the law is
attained by man in society, and is not attained by man acting singly or in
isolation.65
And Gurteen seems in agreement on this point because he again quotes Mitchell almost
verbatim:
It thus appears, that the law which invariably destroys all of the lower animals
that cannot “in every respect help themselves” is set aside in the case of man as
the result of co-operation or band-work. In other words, the defeat of the law of
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Natural Selection is attained by man in society, in association, and is not attained
by man acting singly or in isolation [italics added].66
Mitchell argues that human beings, unlike animals, band together or “combine” and thus, subvert
the law of natural selection through “mutual assistance” and the “division of labor.”67 For
Mitchell, human beings join together to build civilization:
Man individually is an organism—a bundle of organs—each organ useful, and
together forming a complete whole. In like manner a human association is an
organism—the different members forming the bundle of organs—each having a
separate and useful function, and together forming a complete and powerful
whole. Just as the individual man has eyes, ears, hands, legs, etc., so a human
association has organs to make war or hunt, to fabricate weapons, to cultivate the
soil, to herd the flocks—soldiers, farmers, carpenters, blacksmiths, housebuilders, hatters, etc., all the way down to the makers of pin-heads and pin-points.
In this way the variously constituted find places of usefulness.68
Gurteen agrees in that he, again, quotes Mitchell’s nearly verbatim:
Man, individually, is an organism, i.e., he is a bundle of organs, each organ useful
in itself, and, together, forming a complete whole. In like manner, a human
association or society is an organism, the different members forming the bundle
of organs, each having a separate and useful function and together forming a
complete and powerful whole. Just as the individual man has eyes, ears, hands,
etc.; so a human associate has organs to make war, or hunt, or fabricate weapons,
to cultivate the soil or to herd the flocks; soldiers, farmers, carpenters,
blacksmiths, clothiers, etc., all the way down to the makers of pin-heads and pinpoints. In this way the variously constituted find places of usefulness.69
Mitchell, then, makes use of an analogy to disability in order to illustrate his point:
When the cripple [sic] who can see mounts the strong back of his brother who is
blind, they make together a man who can see and walk, and so they can both
accomplish the journey which to each separately is impossible. In this little
society of two we see that happening, in a small and simple way, which presents
itself, with much complication, in large associations of men.70
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This analogy was, in fact, so powerful for Mitchell that it appears as an illustration on the cover
and title page of Mitchell’s book. In his introductory remarks, Mitchell states, “For the emblem
on the title-page I am indebted to the kindness of my fried Sir J. Noël Patton. It is above
praise.”71

Figure 1 Sir J. Noël Patton’s image in Mitchell’s book [Image description: The image shows an
aged male with a muscular body who cannot see holding a walking stick and carrying a younger
male on his back whose feet are permanently turned and pointed who looks forward holding a
lamp.]
Mitchell, then, identifies what he considers his innovative contribution to the debate about
evolution and human beings:
…civilization is nothing more than a complicated outcome of a war waged with
Nature by man in Society to prevent her from putting into execution in his case
her law of Natural Selection. All men—everywhere and in all stages of
progress—from states of very low to states of very high civilization—are banded
together, weakly or powerfully, to fight this fight, and the measure of success
which attends the struggle of each band or association so engaged is the measure
of the civilization it has attained [italics original].72
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In turn, Gurteen so obviously admired Patton’s image that he reproduced it on the title page of
Handbook and presented Mitchell’s analogy as a direct quotation of Mitchell’s work:
To use the fine illustration of Professor Mitchell, “When the cripple who can see
mounts the strong back of his brother who is blind, they make together a man who
can see and walk, and so in association, they can both accomplish the journey
which to each separately is impossible. In this little society of two we see
happening in a small and simple way, that which presents itself with much
complication in large associations of men.”73
Gurteen seizes upon these two ideas of Mitchell’s, the division of labor and the idea of humanity
banding together to defeat natural selection which results in the “unfit” surviving with the “fit” in
society, but, unlike Mitchell, Gurteen fixates upon the idea of the “unfit:”
[T]he survival of those of the human race who are either physically or mentally
unable to provide for themselves, is the direct result of civilization, i.e., of the
banding together to defeat the law of Natural Selection. Our hospitals, our
dispensaries, our insane asylums, our homes for the aged, our benevolent
societies, our charitable institutions of nearly every class, are the necessary
outcome of this banding together for the purpose of defeating this grand law of
Nature. If man lived in a state of isolation and not in an organized society, such
institutions could have no existence. It is this banding together which has caused
the “survival of the unfit” and thrown them as a not unwelcome burden upon
Society to be wholly or in part supported by the strong and vigorous. This
scientifically considered is the origin of Poverty.74
Although Mitchell does not expand upon the idea of the division of labor, Gurteen calls it the
“second great natural law.”75 For Gurteen, the division of labor does not refer to the larger battle
against nature, as for Mitchell, but to work:
Now, let us apply this grand law to the case of those who are weak, sick and
defective—the “unfit,” as science calls them. To revert to Professor Mitchell’s
illustration, if the keen sighted cripple had always been compelled to use his
eyesight as a return for being allowed to mount the strong back of his blind
brother, he might have performed as truly his proportionate share of labor as the
strong and vigorous. The cripple may not be able to gain his living as a farm hand,
but he may be able to keep the books of the produce merchant. The sickly, may
73
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not be able, physically to pass an army examination, but he may be able to
perform duty in the manufactory which makes army supplies. In other words, the
“division of labor,” which is one factor in the great law of the “survival of the
unfit,” cannot be ignored in any scientific system for the relief of the physically
weak, the physically sick, the physically defective.76
For Gurteen this division of labor guards against any person becoming a burden to society, in
that “each member of the community must perform that part which he is best able to perform, so
as to keep up the just average of labor.”77 Gurteen attributes responsibility for the honest poor,
the only truly deserving population, to the “survival of the unfit” and deems the division of labor
“Nature’s compensation for the survival of the unfit.”78 For Gurteen, however, “unfit” becomes a
way of understanding all of the poor; each one possess some degree of “unfitness.”79
Nonetheless, Gurteen holds particular groups of people, especially people with disabilities,
responsible for setting in motion poverty and the resulting pauperization of the poor. Yet, for
Gurteen, these groups of people serve a positive function in society. He characterizes the “unfit”
as a “not unwelcome burden,” since they serve as the group upon whom the “fit” within
humanity exercise and perfect their human virtues:
The power of forming associations—the power of doing intelligent band-work, is
pre-eminently the characteristic of Man. It is by the exercise of this power, as we
have just seen, that Man is enabled to defeat the operation of the law of Natural
Selection, and by thus making possible the “survival of the unfit” has opened up
to himself a field for the exercise of his love, his sympathy, his enthusiasm for
humanity” [italics added].80
Gurteen explicitly associates people with disabilities with poverty and defines disabled people as
unfit to live. At the same time, the “unfit” serve as an object for the altruistic actions of the larger
population.
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At this point in Handbook having created “the division of labor” as the second great law
of nature, Gurteen applies what he thinks are Mitchell’s scientific ideas to “Pauperism and
Poverty,” and it is here that Gurteen’s writing is most damaging in its constructions of disability.
Gurteen likens the COS’s ordering of public and private charity to the cooperation of the human
community. Up to this point in Handbook, Gurteen’s treatment of disability is less well-defined
than one might think which indicates that he himself has a difficult time arguing who can work
and thus, delineating the undeserving cases from the deserving.
Where Mitchell finds that the banding together of human beings creates society, Gurteen
calls upon society to band together to keep “the weak, the sick, the defective” from “shirk[ing]
each one’s due share in the labors of life.”81 For Gurteen, the division of labor, not natural
selection, is “nature’s great law.”82 While Mitchell is not innocent of Social Darwinist ideas,
Gurteen conflates Mitchell’s carefully constructed two-part argument which draws a distinction
between animals and human beings and reads the entire argument as if it applies to human
beings, alone. Mitchell’s analogy, though meant as a positive illustration of his theory of human
beings banding together, is precisely what people living with disabilities still fight today—the
image of disabled people overcoming their disabilities as a source of inspiration for non-disabled
people. Further, Mitchell’s analogy and its accompanying image expose deeply ambivalent
attitudes about disability and disabled people, trading upon the idea that a person with a
disability is not a complete person. Gurteen fails to recognize the disabling effects of
industrialized work, the lack of work, employment discrimination against disabled people, and
whether disabled people could command a livable wage.
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1.3 The Construction of Disability in Gurteen’s Handbook
Gurteen’s Handbook remains the exemplar of the principles of scientific charity, a system
that distinguished between “deserving” and “undeserving” people who applied for assistance.83
Gurteen’s discourse about the deserving and undeserving poor focuses primarily on employment
and solving the “problem” of the “able-bodied,” who, in his thinking, could but would not work.
This study considers nineteenth century language used to describe disability, such as “sick,”
“crippled,” “maimed,” “deformed,” “imbecile,” and “insane,” though offensive by modern-day
standards, that indicates when, where, and how the authors of historical accounts understood
people with disabilities in the larger scheme of the deserving and undeserving poor. Gurteen’s
collected works, which make use of these terms, appeared at the height of Social Darwinism, the
idea that positive physical and intellectual traits could be selected and passed on and that
“defects” could be eliminated. Social Darwinism emerged during the transition from a mercantile
system to a capitalist system marked by industrialization and increased urbanization. Thought to
be a misappropriation of Charles Darwin’s ideas, Social Darwinism, specifically the writings of
Gurteen, shows a remarkable similarity to Darwin’s discussion of human populations in the
Descent of Man. Built upon similar language and ideas as Darwin’s Descent, Gurteen blamed
people with disabilities for the existence and continuation of poverty.84
Gurteen outlined the structure, operation, and thinking of the COS in his Handbook.
According to the charity organization movement, poverty was not the problem but the
“pauperization” of the poor, whereby charity, public or private, that made no distinction between
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deserving and undeserving cases, demoralized the poor, making them dependent on society
instead of their own, individual ambitions. The COS framed its argument in largely gendered
terms; charity caused men to be dependent and the COS wanted to “win back the degraded
pauper to ideas of self-respect, independence, and manhood.”85 According to COS doctrine,
indiscriminate alms-giving worsened the situation by cultivating dependence and immoral
behaviors, such as gambling and drinking. Gurteen argued that in spite of the increase of money
spent to alleviate poverty, the numbers of poor people continued to grow, and he attributed this
to a choice by the able-bodied to accept relief rather than to work. For the COS, the reasons for
poverty did not reside in growing industrialization or increased urbanization with its resulting
overcrowding, but in the lack of character of the poor. The COS wanted to improve the condition
of the poor through improved housing, savings banks (known as Penny Banks), and medical
services.86 Recognizing the ever-widening gap between the rich and the poor, Gurteen argued
that the rich had a responsibility for the situation of the poor which they could fix by entering
into personal relationships with them as “volunteer visitors.” These volunteers would engage in
“friendly visiting” of the poor in order to enter their homes, form friendships with them, and
offer advice and encouragement. Several assumptions informed the COS worldview, namely that
poor people lived in dirty, unsanitary conditions because they did not know any better, that the
rich had a responsibility to guide the poor to an improved lifestyle, and that most people seeking
relief were dishonest and, thus, their claims for help must be investigated.
COS investigation involved categorizing claims for relief into deserving and undeserving
cases; however, Gurteen identified three groups of impoverished people in Handbook: those who
qualified for aid (the deserving), those who did not (the undeserving), and the honest poor, likely
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never seen by relief agencies. Gurteen named specific groups of people when he outlined the
responsibilities of the District Committee, the body that determined eligible and ineligible cases.
Following COS practice in England, Gurteen recommended the “work-test,” giving aid only in
return for work, as the best way to distinguish between the deserving and the undeserving poor.87
However, when Gurteen provided concrete examples of people who might apply for relief, he
began by stating an “axiom of our social life,” namely that the “inability to work, whether
physical or mental, or inability to procure work, or to procure sufficient work with evidence of
full willingness to labor, should be the sole conditions of relief, whether official or private.”88
From this, Gurteen identified the deserving poor:
1. The full orphan who is too young to be self-supporting, and the half
orphan whom, for any sufficient cause whatsoever, the surviving parent
cannot support.
2. The aged, who are too feeble to work.
3. The insane, who are mentally disqualified for work.
4. The incurably sick and infirm, who cannot gain a livelihood.
5. The crippled and deformed, whose infirmities are such as to preclude selfhelp.89
Language used to mark disability in the nineteenth century, “insane,” “sick,” “infirm,”
“crippled,” and “deformed,” dominated Gurteen’s categorization of the deserving poor. Yet, due
to his overarching goal to limit out-door relief (monetary payments, clothing, food, or coal given
to people who remained in their own homes), Gurteen recommended only in-door relief to the
deserving poor: to become wards of the state and enter a public or private institution:
According to the classification here made, it will be seen that we have restricted
in-door official relief to the helpless, the incurable, the crippled, the insane and
the aged; i.e. to those who are permanently incapacitated for work or who have
not as yet reached the working age.90
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Here, Gurteen characterizes people with disabilities as helpless on the basis of an ability to work
and, in effect, renders them undeserving by removing them from economic sphere and,
ironically, limiting their independence.
Gurteen identified the undeserving poor as:
1. The shiftless, who are too idle to work.
2. The improvident, who squander their means, making high wages at one
season of the year and willing to beg when the working season is past.
3. The dissolute, who drink or gamble away their means and unfit themselves
for steady work.
4. The confirmed pauper, who prefers to beg rather than work.
5. The tramp, who leads a worthless life and is but too often a thief.91
Gurteen’s categories and their explanations underscored his assumption that individual actions
and moral failings caused poverty. Gurteen effectively negated out-door relief by offering this
type of aid only to the undeserving. For Gurteen, young children, the aged, and people with
disabilities were not considered eligible for this type of relief. Through a battery of rhetorical
questions, Gurteen reveals his thoughts about other forms of assistance: “What then is to be done
with these cases? Are we to leave them to starve? Are we to allow them to live upon alms and
rob the honest poor? Or, again, are we to make them a charge upon the industrial classes by
taxing our citizens for their support?” Gurteen answers, “But one course is open…if official outdoor relief is to be retained a part of our poor-law system…it should be given on the sole
condition that each one makes a full return in work for whatever he may receive.”92 For Gurteen,
work remained the only factor in determining who is eligible for aid, and he does not necessarily
bar people with disabilities from working, since they can be among the honest poor.
Gurteen identified the honest poor as
1. Those out of employment, but who are able and ready to work whenever
work can be had.
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2. Those who have insufficient work and are able and ready to do more.
3. The temporary sick, who, if well, would be wholly or partially selfsupporting; (this class includes women in childbed, etc.)
4. The partially crippled, who can earn only an insufficient support.
5. Persons with very young children, who would gladly work but are
prevented from doing so, by the necessities of a young family.93

Although Gurteen states that this list is not exhaustive, he includes only those people who adhere
to his labor axiom: “whether or not the applicant is willing to do as much work as his condition
will allow.”94 Thus, according to Gurteen, some people with disabilities, people who are ill or
who have only a “partial” mobility impairment, may be among the honest poor. Paradoxically,
according to Gurteen, the honest poor, though eligible for relief, are too proud to seek aid and,
thus, charitable giving will never reach them.

1.4 Social Darwinism and Charity Organization
The last chapter of Gurteen’s book is an example of Social Darwinism, the application of
Charles Darwin’s ideas to social theory, and although the field of science is quick to denounce
Social Darwinism as an exploitation and misapplication of Darwin’s ideas of “natural selection”
and “survival of the fittest” to human populations, Darwin is not entirely blameless.95 To view
Darwin’s work as somehow neutral disregards the social context in which he lived and worked.
Darwin first encountered the idea of a “struggle for life,” what he later called “natural selection,”
in Thomas Robert Malthus’s (1766-1834) An Essay on the Principle of Population (1798).
Malthus argued that human populations grow faster than food supplies causing a struggle for
existence; therefore, delaying marriage, war, poverty, and famine keep human populations from
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outpacing food production. Darwin saw in Malthus’ work a way of understanding what he
encountered when he sailed around the world aboard the H.M.S. Beagle, namely that while the
Galapagos Islands displayed the general flora and fauna of South America, each island showed
slight variations in plant and animal life. For Darwin, the struggle for existence favored some
traits over others, and this accounted for the similarities and slight differences on each island.
The second important phrase used by Darwin, “survival of the fittest” was coined by
Herbert Spencer. Although Darwin incorporated these two ideas into his work about biology, he
insisted that he used them “in a large and metaphorical sense.”96 While many might agree with
the idea that, “Darwin cannot possibly be held responsible for the later interpretations of this
theory of natural selection advocated by proponents of various social philosophies,” unequivocal
textual links exist between Gurteen’s chapter about the scientific basis of charity, an example of
Social Darwinism, and Darwin’s Descent of Man, the application of his theory of evolution to
human beings.97 Darwin, himself, applies these “metaphorical” concepts to humans in Descent
in 1871 only three years after he incorporated Spencer’s idea of the “survival of the fittest” into
the fifth edition of Origin, published in 1869.
By the time Darwin published Descent, he had come a long way from sentiments he
expressed about slavery in The Voyage of the Beagle: “…if the misery of the poor be caused not
by the laws of nature, but by our institutions, great is our sin.”98 He had accepted the application
of natural selection and survival of the fittest to human populations. According to Darwin, people
with disabilities would not survive the “struggle for life” except for the social nature of human
beings that led to cooperation and the nurturing of the highest human virtue, sympathy.
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Ironically, disability permeated Darwin’s life. Darwin, himself, experienced a long-term illness
as well as the tragic deaths of his daughter, Annie, who had an unknown illness, and his last
child, Charles who may have also had a disability.99
It is important to understand Darwin’s stated motives in writing Descent and to trace his
ideas that lead up to his conclusions about “civilized” people in the fifth chapter of Descent. In
chapter one, Darwin establishes that humans are descended from “lower forms,” and in chapter
two he traces how this occurred. Then, in chapters three, four, and five, Darwin address the
“mental powers” of humans which “do not differ in kind, although immensely in degree” from
the animal world.100 Darwin then, traces how these mental powers develop into morality and
conscience in human beings.
In the Introduction to Descent, Darwin states:
The sole object of this work is to consider, first, whether man, like every other
species, is descended from some pre-existing form; secondly the manner of his
development; and thirdly, the value of the differences between the so-called races
of man.101
Darwin opens chapter one in this way:
He who wishes to decide whether man is the modified descendant of some preexisting form would probably first inquire whether man varies, however, slightly,
in bodily structure and in mental faculties; and if so, whether the variations are
transmitted to his offspring in accordance with the laws which prevail with the
lower animals.102
The adumbrations of Social Darwinism emerge as he continues:
The inquirer would next come to the important point whether man tends to
increase at so rapid a rate as to lead to occasional severe struggles for existence;
and consequently to beneficial variations, whether in body or mind, being
preserved, and injurious ones eliminated…We shall see that all these questions, as
99
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indeed is obvious in respect to most of them, must be answered in the
affirmative.103
However, in chapter two when Darwin begins to argue that humans developed from a “lower
form,” he acknowledges, though in biased terms, the wide range of human variability:
It is manifest that man is now subject to much variability. No two individuals of
the same race are quite alike. We may compare millions of faces, and each will be
distinct. There is an equally great amount of diversity in the proportions and
dimensions of the various parts of the body.104
Nineteenth century social theorists were keen to retain an elevated place for Europeans in the
human sphere, and Darwin was no exception. Darwin recognizes the wide range of physical
variation among human beings and then affirms cognitive variation, though, once again, couched
in racial terms: “The variability or diversity of the mental faculties in men of the same race, not
to mention the great differences between men of distinct races, is so notorious that not a word
need here be said.”105 Darwin drew a sharp distinction between Europeans’ intellect and the
moral faculties of everyone else.
In chapter four of Origin, Darwin maintains that the “moral sense or conscience” is the
most important distinction between human beings and animals followed by a reference to Kant’s
definition of duty in The Metaphysical Elements of Ethics. Darwin proposes to explain Kant’s
idea of duty from the perspective of natural history.106 Darwin asserts that once intellect
develops, any animal will develop a moral sense, that “social instincts lead an animal to take
pleasure in the society of its fellows, to feel a certain amount of sympathy with them, and to
perform various services for them.”107 Once language develops and “the wishes of the
community could be expressed, the common opinion how each member ought to act for the
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public good would naturally become in a paramount degree the guide to action.”108 For Darwin,
sympathy is foundational to action in that each member of the community cares what the
community thinks and responds to the wider community’s approval or disapproval. Animals live
in social groups, provide services to one another (hunting and defense), love one another, and
sympathize with one another, motivated by “the same sense of satisfaction or pleasure which
they experience in performing other instinctive actions; or by the same sense of dissatisfaction as
when other instinctive actions are checked.”109 Darwin then transitions to a discussion of human
beings as social beings where love and sympathy remain instinctual. Like animals, sympathy
causes humans to care about the approval or disapproval of members of their community. The
development of love and sympathy combined with intellectual developments (reason) lead a
human being to feel
impelled, apart from any transitory pleasure or pain, to certain lines of conduct.
He might then declare—not that any barbarian or uncultivated man could thus
think—I am the supreme judge of my own conduct, and, in the words of Kant, I
will not in my own person violate the dignity of humanity.110
Here, Darwin separates himself from Utilitarianism. In fact, Darwin regards “selfishness” and
the “greatest happiness principle,” (here he directly references John Stuart Mill), as a standard
but not the foundation of morality. For Darwin, morality is innate in human beings, instinctual.
Darwin prefers to define morality, not in terms of the general happiness, but the general good;
however, Darwin defines the good in ableist terms: “the rearing of the greatest number of
individuals in full vigor and health, with all their faculties perfect.”111 Social instincts lead to
sympathy, “some wish to aid his fellows,” and later aided by intellect, showed that a human
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being’s “sympathies became more tender and widely diffused, extending to men of all races, to
the imbecile, maimed, and other useless members of society, and finally to the lower animals—
so would the standard of his morality rise higher and higher.”112
Much like Gurteen’s “not unwelcome burden,” people with disabilities are the objects by which
people who are “strong and vigorous” perfect their morality. For Darwin, this development
culminates in the golden rule which for Darwin “lies at the foundation of morality.”113
Chapters one through four lead up to Darwin’s conclusions in chapter five. In his section
entitled, Natural Selection as affecting Civilised Nations, Darwin comes to this conclusion:
With savages, the weak in body or mind are soon eliminated; and those that
survive commonly exhibit a vigorous state of health. We civilised men, on the
other hand, do our utmost to check the process of elimination; we build asylums
for the imbecile, the maimed, and the sick; we institute poor-laws; and our
medical men exert their utmost skill to save the life of every one to the last
moment. There is reason to believe that vaccination has preserved thousands, who
from a weak constitution would formerly have succumbed to small-pox. Thus the
weak members of civilised societies propagate their kind. No one who has
attended to the breeding of domestic animals will doubt that this must be highly
injurious to the race of man. It is surprising how soon a want of care, or care
wrongly directed, leads to the degeneration of a domestic race; but excepting in
the case of man himself, hardly any one is so ignorant as to allow his worst
animals to breed.114
For Darwin, the moral virtues that slowly developed among humans, courage, fidelity, and
sympathy, work against natural selection. He explains in the next paragraph:
The aid which we feel impelled to give to the helpless is mainly an incidental
result of the instinct of sympathy, which was originally acquired as part of the
social instincts, but subsequently rendered, in the manner previously indicated,
more tender and more widely diffused. Nor could we check our sympathy, even at
the urging of hard reason, without deterioration in the noblest part of our
nature…We must therefore bear the undoubtedly bad effects of the weak
surviving and propagating their kind; but there appears to be at least one check in
steady action, namely that the weaker and inferior members of society do not
marry so freely as the sound; and this check might be indefinitely increased by the
112
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weak in body or mind refraining from marriage, though this is more to be hoped
for than expected.115
Thus, Darwin is not completely innocent of Social Darwinists’ applications of his ideas.
Both Darwin and Gurteen divide humanity into the “strong and vigorous” and the “weak,
helpless, and unfit,” naming people with disabilities in this second group. They both insist on the
social nature of human beings who live in community (Darwin) and band together (Gurteen). For
both, the existence of people with disabilities proves that the “strong and vigorous” have
subverted the “law” of natural selection. Both Darwin and Gurteen consider existence of people
with disabilities a threat to the wider human population. For Gurteen, people with disabilities are
the source and continuation of poverty and, for Darwin, injure the evolution of the human race.
At the same time both Darwin and Gurteen assert that people with disabilities are the means by
which humanity moves toward greater and greater virtue, and both use the same term to name
this virtue: sympathy.
Although evolution was not a new idea, Darwin’s careful, methodical work in Origin
provided what scientists considered a solid, scientific basis that previous theories of evolution
lacked; however, when Darwin writes about humanity in Descent, he relies on one stream of
prevailing social thought that assigns negative value to people with disabilities and “other useless
members of society.” Darwin insisted when he wrote Origin that his use of “natural selection”
and “survival of the fittest” were metaphors and only applied to biology, but through
conversations with his peers, by the time he wrote Descent, his theories were no longer
metaphorical when he applied them to human beings.
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Darwin makes value judgments when he connects “natural selection” and “survival of the
fittest” to humans—unlike his treatment of the animal and plant world. In Origin, he defines his
terms this way:
This preservation of favourable individual differences and variations, and the
destruction of those which are injurious, I have called Natural Selection, or the
Survival of the Fittest. Variations neither useful nor injurious would not be
affected by natural selection.116
Darwin allows for variations that are neither favorable nor unfavorable in Origin but makes
assumptions and judgments about people with disabilities in Descent. Darwin seems to assume
that anyone with a disability, who uses a hospital, who is aged, or receives a vaccination, would
die without the intervention of the strong, vigorous, and virtuous members of society. He names
categories of “weak” people in society, sets them in opposition to the “strong and vigorous,” and
suggests that their existence will injure the human population. With Darwin’s recognition of the
wide variation of physical and cognitive human existence coupled with his Kantian approach to
human dignity, Darwin was poised to think in new ways about humanity as he had in regard to
the animal and plant world in Origin; however, when he applies his theories to human beings in
Descent, he imitates the social and political assumptions of his time.117
A Disability Studies (DS) perspective of Descent allows readings of Descent never
imagined by its author or audience that, at the same time, maintain an unfortunate continuity.
The Darwinist and Social Darwinist framework that emerges from Origin and Descent remains
all too familiar to people with disabilities: “With the rise of capitalism, disability has become an
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important boundary category through which people are allocated either to the work-based or
needs-based system of distribution.”118 The United States budget crisis, the debate over
healthcare, human worth marked by money and specific types of productivity, the medical
industry that forms a large part of the U.S. economy, and genetic “counseling” for parents whose
unborn child may have a disability, work from and perpetuate a Social Darwinist way of thinking
about people with disabilities. This is not a mere historical interest. Society lauds its advances
and achievements in science, technology, and healthcare that impact the lives of people with
disabilities and yet conceptualizes that same group of people whose participation makes those
achievements possible as problem, a burden, and a drain on society’s money and resources.
To return to Gurteen, he did not again publish until eleven years after Handbook when his
address delivered at the New England Conference of Charities, “Beginning of Charity
Organizations in America,” was printed in 1894 in the journal, Lend-A-Hand. In it, Gurteen
warmly remembered his first encounter with charity organization and remained steadfastly
committed to COS ideals:
When your Committee did me the honor to invite me to be present at this New
England Conference of Charities, Correction and Philanthropy and to give a brief
narrative of the beginning of charity organization in this country, I accepted the
invitation with a very great deal of pleasure, for the fascination which the noble
and lofty aims of charity organization exercised over me years ago, as a young
University man, has lost none of its force as time has rolled by, but on the
contrary, after twenty years of experience in the work, I see more clearly than
ever that true charity, true love, true sympathy, such as the Charity Organization
Society advocates and fosters, is that one grand touch of nature that makes “the
whole world kin.119
Other charity workers, such as Josephine Shaw Lowell and Helen and Bernard Bosanquet were
coming to the realization that blame lay not on impoverished persons but greater social and
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economic forces outside of their control. However, Gurteen fails to recognize the declining
influence of charity organization and Charity Organization Societies: “Since the publication of
this volume in 1882, the organizational plan of dealing with pauperism and poverty has spread
far and wide over the United States, and today is acknowledged to be, when fully and
conscientiously carried out, a most beneficent solution to a great problem.”120 Further, Gurteen
took this opportunity to advocate for an expansion of COS practice through the establishment of
a national council of the COS:121
In the original draft of the charity organization scheme which I drew up in 1877, I
made a suggestion which it might, perhaps, be well to consider, now that charity
organization is no longer an experiment but a demonstrated success. It was
suggested to establish from the start a “National Council of the Charity
Organization Society” to be composed of representatives of the central councils of
all charity organization societies in the country and of members at large specially
elected.122
Once Gurteen finishes discussing, at length, the need for a national council, he takes a turn near
the end of his speech. A life-long supporter of non-sectarian charity organization i.e. not aligned
with a particular denomination, Gurteen states, “If there has been in the past one thing more than
another that has led to pauperism and all its attendant evils it is the existence of denominational
exclusiveness and racial prejudice. The antidote to all this is charity organization.”123 Like
denominational affiliation, Gurteen thought that relief agencies by and for particular immigrant
groups were discriminatory; in doing so, Gurteen revealed his ignorance of the extreme prejudice
against groups of people from other countries who were constructed as even more unintelligent,
immoral, and filthy as native-born impoverished people. Further, nowhere in his writings, does
Gurteen show an awareness of or address the plight of black impoverished people in the U.S.:
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As Du Bois pointed out, the overwhelming burden in charitable work for Negroes
was borne by the Negroes. No proposals for action, no programs or plans were
advance by the societies to guarantee the Negro’s political, economic, or social
rights or to deal with his [sic.] unusual circumstances. 124
In Gurteen’s mind, charity organization unquestionably remained a positive solution to poverty;
he concludes his speech thus: “No wonder that the lofty aims and practical methods of charity
organization, leading as they do, to “peace on earth,” should fascinate the imagination, captivate
the thought and command the energies of the University, the Forum, and the Exchange.”125
Gurteen would die four years later on August 10th, 1898 believing in the virtues of charity
organization and his role in spreading its ideas throughout the U.S. At the time Gurteen delivered
this address, the U.S. was again experiencing another severe winter, the Winter of 1893-1894,
and the deprivation among impoverished people would have been acute and visible. Just before
the turn of the twentieth century, when the work of other charity organization workers shifts
from individual responsibility for poverty to a consideration of social and economic factors,
Gurteen shows no movement in his thinking about poverty and little connection to current COS
thinking and practice.126 The COS would stop using the term “deserving” in 1896.127
It would be easy to vilify charity organization and its U.S. progenitor, since the writings
left behind by its proponents provide ample evidence of Social Darwinist thinking and their
disdain for the poor; however, some aspects of early charity practices, from the eighteenth to the
nineteenth centuries, evidence early recognition that the disabling effects of war,
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industrialization, and the direction of U.S. economic development had a deleterious effect upon
or created disabled bodies. For instance, Revolutionary War veterans injured during the war
received pensions. In 1793, the state of Kentucky passed legislation to provide monetary
assistance to families to help care for disabled family members.128 The medical industry has
produced gains in treatment, survival, life expectancy, and well-being of disabled people.129
Some aspects of charity organization, historically, may have benefited disabled people:
While it has certain merits, the disability rights critique of charities appears onesided and exaggerated. It also fails to contextualise charities in the historical
situation in which they emerged. For example, with hindsight, the creation of
segregated living, educational and employment situations would now appear
inappropriate and misguided. But at the time when charities were developing
these services, this reflected contemporary thinking on the best ways to support
disabled people. In the absence of segregated charitable provision, many disabled
people would have been totally neglected. Until 1893, it was only voluntary
charitable organisations which made any formal provision for disabled people.130
Further, “[w]ithout voluntary organisations, disabled people’s needs could only be met by their
own families, by the market, or by the state.”131 And although institutionalization resulted in the
capacity for great abuse and social control, the institution in some ways may have been a site of
resistance in that “the congregation of people with similar disabilities for treatment and services
also made possible the development of group identities, which ultimately facilitated the rise of
political activism in the modern era.”132 Josephine Shaw Lowell, associated with the charity
organization movement, worked to keep impoverished families together, advocated for working
women’s rights, and organized work committees to provide employment during downturns in the
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economy.133 The charity organization movement is credited with creation of the professional
field of social work, academic journals, public welfare institutions on the state and national
levels, employment for women, and an efficient means to transition people from assistance to
independent living.134
COS records also attest to resistance on the part of people who applied for aid, by
engaging in complex strategies of resistance which included presenting themselves as they
thought COS visitors wanted to see them to improve their chances of receiving assistance,
offering alternative solutions to COS advice, and sometimes outright refusal to comply. In
response, COS “friendly” visitors turned to compulsion by refusing to provide referrals for aid.
Presenting themselves as they thought friendly visitors would want to see them required a high
level of social proficiency:
In the ways they represented the causes of their misfortune, histories, living
conditions, and needs, as well as their personal characters and gratitude, the poor
further learned to adapt to the new rules of charitable relief, sometimes seemingly
knowing the new standards better than the investigators did.135
This involved a fine line. If they seemed too wholesome, then the visitors might conclude that
there was not real need; on the other hand, if they presented too destitute, they could be accused
of fraud. Impoverished people also resisted COS advice to institutionalize their family members.
They viewed themselves as caretakers and valued the contributions of disabled family
members.136 Further, institutionalization isolated family members due to a lack of information
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about institutionalized family members, the location of institutions, and the time and cost to visit
family members.137 Caregivers also disagreed with the burgeoning medical industry and its
sometimes incorrect diagnoses; they viewed themselves as uniquely qualified to understand and
care for their family members’ needs.138 Impoverished persons also took the little aid that was
provided and made their own choices as to what would best suit their needs. Relief agencies
would provide a dollar’s amount of either food or coal per week and food aid consisted of “only
flour, potatoes, or rice.”139 People would take the small amount of coal provided through relief
agencies and sell it to purchase necessities of their choice, illustrating that what was often viewed
as disingenuousness by COS workers was in realty another important site of resistance.140
Although the specter of institutionalization loomed over the lives of poor and disabled
people, the actual rates of institutionalization may have been much lower than previously
thought. COS intake forms attest to the fact that caretakers resisted institutionalization of
disabled family members. This leaves the dichotomy between disabled people remanded to
charitable care and the medicalization of disability which sought to “cure” disabled people and
return them to full participation in the economic sector may be overstated. The concept of charity
played an integral role in the fundamental idea of charity organization—that all people should be
“contributing members” of society—which emerged and waned in a relatively short amount of
time in the late nineteenth century.141 One would expect to find clear lines in Gurteen’s writings
that view people with disabilities as unable to work and consign all disabled people to “indoor
relief”—support only within institutions. While Gurteen may have constructed disabled people
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as the cause of poverty late in Handbook—a characterization which hounds disabled people
today—his earlier arguments do not draw sharp distinctions between disabled and non-disabled
workers. Charity organization volunteers did threaten to withhold care in order to compel
caretakers to institutionalize disabled family members; however, as COS records also show,
families resisted their effort. Many disabled people remained within their families and, as COS
intake forms attest, were valued for their contributions to the household and cared for and loved
by their families. For all of his reprehensible notions about disabled people, Gurteen articulated
the kernel of an idea that has proved to be elusive for many disabled people today: the full
inclusion as participating members of society which includes the right to work and ultimately,
the valuing of disabled bodies and minds within and outside of the formal economic sphere.
According to the COS’s own records, caretakers valued their disabled family members’ unpaid
contributions to the family. At the turn of the century, segregated care of disabled people and
then, the transfer of their care to the state may have been one of the most damaging, long-lasting
effects for disabled people. The confluence of ideas in the nineteenth and at turn of the twentieth
century set in motion the arc that resulted in limitations to income and qualification for lifesustaining care that Paul Longmore faced at the success of his labor.

Conclusion
This study explored the concept of charity through the phenomenon of charity
organization in the United States in the late nineteenth century under the working hypothesis that
charity organization would show a clear demarcation of disabled people as the “deserving” poor
and, thus, eligible for and commended to charitable care. Since charity organization is known for
its Social Darwinist approach, this study explored Darwin’s work where he applied his theory of
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evolution from Origin of the Species to human beings in The Descent of Man. What this study
found was a denigration of disabled people not only in Gurteen’s work, but also in the work of
Darwin himself and an explication of a problematic dynamic: the simultaneous disparagement
and use of disabled people as the objects of sympathy and altruism on the part of the middle- to
upper-class. This objectification of a group of people as objects of altruism rather than
recognizing or questioning external, systemic causes of poverty creates and allows
marginalization of groups of people. For this study, this dynamic has its roots in the so-called
humanitarian ethos derived from the altruistic care of the vulnerable in society—widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites—in Deuteronomy. Since widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites are
thought to exist outside of the primary structures of “ancient Israelite society,” the next chapter
will explore what is considered the most important component of Israelite society, the bēt ᵓab̠.
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CHAPTER 2
Introduction
This chapter examines the literature which treats the social structure of “ancient Israel”
with particular attention to definitions of the bēt ᵓab̠, the use of biblical texts in those definitions,
and, when it is included, the presumed relationship, of widows, orphans, aliens and Levites to the
bēt ᵓab̠. Almost every discussion of the “ancient Israelite” social structure in contemporary
scholarship outlines it in terms of kinship groups related by blood and marriage and comprised,
in hierarchal order, by the tribe, family or clan, and the household or bēt ᵓab̠.1 The smallest unit
of the social structure, the bēt ᵓab̠, presumed to be an unquestionable fact of Israelite society, is
considered the most important component of Israelite society for the inclusion and well-being of
the individual.2 This chapter will show that little agreement exists regarding the fundamental
structure of the bēt ᵓab̠. The multiple conceptions of the household lead to different conclusions
about who served as the head of household, several uses of the concept of fictive or pseudokinship, and the recognition, explaining away, or outright omission of texts that contradict a
1
Joseph Blenkinsopp, “The Family in First Temple Israel” in Families in Ancient Israel, ed. Leo G.
Perdue, Joseph Blenkinsopp, John J. Collins, Carol Meyers, The Family, Religion, and Culture (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox, 1997), 48-103. Norman K. Gottwald, The Tribes of Yahweh: A Sociology of the Religion of
Liberated Israel, 1250-1050 B.C.E., BibSem 66 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999). Carol L. Meyers,
Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988). Carol L. Meyers,
“’To Her Mother’s House’: Considering a Counterpart to the Israelite bêt ‘āb,” in The Bible and the Politics of
Exegesis: Essays in Honor of Norman K. Gottwald on His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. David Jobling, Peggy L. Day,
and Gerald T. Sheppard (Cleveland: Pilgrim Press, 1991), 39-51. Carol L. Meyers, “The Family in Early Israel” in
Families in Ancient Israel, ed. Leo G. Perdue, et al., The Family, Religion, and Culture (Louisville: Westminster
John Knox, 1997), 1-47. Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (New York: McGraw Hill, 1961).
2
Blenkinsopp, “Family in First Temple Israel,” 48. Gottwald, “Tribes of Yahweh,” 316. Carolyn Leeb,
“The Widow: Homeless and Post-Menopausal,” BTB 32 (2002): 160. Meyers, Discovering Eve, 122. Meyers,
“Family in Early Israel,” 1-2. Naomi Sternberg, “The Deuteronomic Law Code and the Politics of State
Centralization” in The Bible and the Politics of Exegesis, ed. David Jobling, et al. 46-49. Roland de Vaux, Ancient
Israel, 85.
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composite construction of the Israelite social structure. The assumed exclusion of widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites from Israelite society rests upon a questionable construction of
Israel’s social structure that, in turn, creates and legitimizes a narrative of poverty and
powerlessness. Treatments of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites—together and individually—
cannot escape this paradigm of the Israelite social structure. Discussion regarding Levites
separate from their association with widows, orphans, and aliens holds the most potential for
thinking about the formulaic references to them in Deuteronomy. This chapter will first show the
wide variation among theories of the Israelite household. Next, this chapter will explore separate
treatments in the literature about widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites and begin to explore
different ways of thinking about each member of the formalized trope in Deuteronomy. Lastly,
this chapter will show how some treatments of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites intersect
with and propagate stereotypical views of people with disabilities.

2.1 Definitions of the Bēt ᵓab̠
This section will show that no two methodological approaches define the bēt ᵓab̠ in
precisely the same way. Some define the household as a large extended family while others
consider the household comprised by something akin to a modern-day nuclear family.

2.1.1 A Historical Approach
Roland de Vaux views the biblical text as a source for historical evidence about Israelite
society and seeks to understand Israelite history in terms of its larger ancient Near Eastern
context. Part historical reconstruction, part sociological inquiry, de Vaux compares and contrasts
Israel’s social structure with that of contemporary Arab people on the basis of shared nomadic or
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semi-nomadic origins in order to reconstruct Israel’s early history. De Vaux argues that Israel’s
semi-nomadic origins necessitated tribal affiliation in order to survive in the desert; he defines
the tribe in terms of shared history as “an autonomous group of families who believe they are
descended from a common ancestor.”3 Once settled, the tribal structure dissolved in favor of
smaller, settled family groups who maintained the survival mentality and sense of responsibility
for their members.
De Vaux defines the bēt ᵓab̠ as the family unit made up of the father, his spouse(s),
married and unmarried children, and servants.4 For de Vaux, the family, like the tribe, is
determined by people “united by common blood and common dwelling-place” who had a
responsibility to one another.5 Though de Vaux acknowledges the flexibility of bēt ᵓab̠ language,
he reads the designation, bēt ᵓab̠, quite literally.6 He affirms the patriarchal control of the
household by the father who exercises “absolute authority” over his wife, children, and married
sons and their wives. While de Vaux assumes that servants, resident aliens, widows, and orphans
were de facto members of Israelite households, the father’s relationship to them shifts from
“absolute authority” to protector.7 Thus, he asserts their place within the household and their
dependent relationship within Israelite society.
When de Vaux provides a more detailed description of widows and aliens in his study,
their relationship to the family significantly changes. As de Vaux addresses the status of women
in Israelite society, he tempers the absolute authority of the patriarch by recognizing women’s
contributions to the survival of the household and the status gained by their important work.

3

Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel, 4.
de Vaux, 7-8.
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6
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However, noting Judith as the exception, de Vaux characterizes widowed women, especially
those with children, as “piteous” and “therefore protected by religious law and commended to
the charity of the people, together with orphans and resident aliens—all those, in fact, who no
longer had a family to assist them.”8 According to de Vaux, charity is the only alternative to the
bēt ᵓab̠.9
In de Vaux’s understanding, though resident aliens eventually gained acceptance,
freedom, and some—though not full—civil rights, de Vaux argues that aliens were reduced to
daily wage earning in early Israelite history, since Israelites owned all of the land. A literal,
historical acceptance of Israel’s conquest in the biblical text undergirds the supposed poverty of
aliens. Thus, de Vaux can maintain that they were poor, and “grouped with the poor, the widows
and the orphans, all the ‘economically weak’ who were recommended to the Israelites’
charity.”10 Not only do widows, orphans and aliens depend upon the patriarch for protection,
they are also the objects of benevolence by all Israel.

2.1.2 A Sociological Approach
Norman K. Gottwald identifies three difficulties in studying Israelite social structure: the
use of late biblical texts to reconstruct early Israelite history, the absence of sociological and
anthropological work on kinship, and the seemingly inconsistent use of the terminology “tribe,”
“clan,” and “family” in the biblical text. Citing de Vaux’s study among others, Gottwald
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critiques their focus on Arabic-speaking groups alone and their limited use of available resources
from sociology and anthropology. He recognizes that the tribe-clan-family paradigm is just
that—a scholarly construction—thought to aid in the understanding of Israelite society and, thus,
not as self-evident in the biblical text as supposed. Gottwald seeks, instead, to develop a
paradigm based on early biblical texts (and later ones as he deems necessary), to bring
sociological and anthropological work to bear on his paradigm, and to provide a diachronic view
of Israelite social structure.11
Determined by residence and kinship, Gottwald defines the bēt ᵓab̠ as “an extended
family…composed of two or more nuclear families and…all the generations living at any one
time in a given lineage” up to five generations.12 He lists the members of the bēt ᵓab̠ as
“the family head and his wife (or wives), their sons, and unmarried daughters, the sons’ wives
and children, and so on, as far as the biological and affinal links extended generationally.”13
For Gottwald, the bēt ᵓab̠ is ultimately a residential group made up of living family members;
therefore, he identifies the head of the bēt ᵓab̠ as “the oldest living male of the lineage” a position
that, upon his death, passed to the oldest son.14
Gottwald also notes the imprecise use of bēt ᵓab̠ language across biblical texts. As a
solution, he proposes that any use of the phrase bēt ᵓab̠ aside from the smallest unit of Israelite
society is strictly metaphorical. Gottwald maintains that bēt ᵓab̠ language that refers to the tribe
establishes a pseudo-kinship structure as a basis of solidarity for all of Israel where the
eponymous ancestors serve as the “prototypical” heads of household. However, Gottwald makes
a distinction between what he considers a political fiction and an actual bēt ᵓab̠. For Gottwald,
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the concept of pseudo-kinship “confus[es] an actual bēth-’āv as a living group or as a lineage
within a living group, on the one hand, with the bēth-’āv as a schematic social fiction, on the
other hand.”15 He defines the “true bēth-’āv as a functional living group” and the authority figure
as the living or “operational” head of the household.16 Gottwald clearly argues against
understanding the bēt ᵓab̠ in terms of the pseudo-kinship structures of the founding ancestors.
The true bēt ᵓab̠ for Gottwald consists only of the living members of the family group.
Gottwald somewhat amended this conclusion as he reflected upon the twenty-five-year
anniversary of The Tribes of Yahweh.17 However, he remains committed to the idea of equal
distribution of goods in his reconstruction of early Israelite society:
In sectors of Israel where chieftains may have held office, a portion of goods
produced would be supplied to the chief for ceremonial purposes and to
redistribute as necessary among the needy. Priests were similarly recompensed for
their services. In short, the surpluses of free producers were not supporting the
state and empire but were directly consumed or bartered or shared in a system of
mutual aid.18
Although Gottwald admits imprecision in his accounting of equality in Israelite society, he holds
to the clan-tribe-household structure and its supposed protection of vulnerable members of
Israelite society:
My argument for the social equality of Israelites was muddled and imprecise,
since there is evidence of status and wealth differentials; but the society was
clearly less hierarchical than in the surrounding states, and it proved extended
family and clan-based “social safety nets” for those in greatest need.19
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In his reflections after twenty-five years, Gottwald recognizes the multiple forms of Israelite
spirituality, including ancestor worship, in this later work which aligns him in some ways with
Blenkinsopp (See 2.2.4 A Canonical Approach.):
Archaeological and textual studies have revealed beliefs and practices in preexilic Yahwism that were later ruled out of bounds in the developing monotheism
in restored Judah. Among these eventually forbidden elements were ancestor
veneration, necromancy, divination, iconography, fertility rites at local shrines,
and even a likely consort for Yahweh. These religious features, once thought of as
Canaanite “corruptions” of true Yahweh worship, are now seen as having been
accepted among many, in not all Yahwists, in pre-exilic times.20
Gottwald asserts that Tribes has two primary audiences, biblical scholars and “the wider world,”
the church and synagogue.21 For biblical studies, Gottwald asserts that Tribes shows that Israelite
society practiced social justice:
Traditional academic study of the Bible had explained the motifs of social justice
in early Israel either as a function of its culturally undeveloped pastoral nomadism
or as the miraculous ‘spin off’ of its revealed religion. With theology put to one
side, an actual Israelite society could be seen embarked on an intentional quest for
corporate justice, a project to which its innovative religious ‘ideology’ lent critical
support. Biblical notions of social justice were no longer simply rootless ‘ideals’
but beliefs and practices ‘at home’ and ‘at work’ within actual communities. In
sum, Tribes encourages left-oriented Christians and Jews to reclaim biblical
tradition as a relevant resource for their own hopes and endeavors for positive
social change.22
Of the implications of Tribes for the church and synagogue, Gottwald returns to a theological
perspective when discussing his idea of the “day of justice:”
So I ask: where is this ‘elsewhere’ of the day of justice to be located? Is it a
‘utopia’ that is literally ‘no place’ at all, or is it an ‘elsewhere,’ a time and place
that is ‘not yet’ but ‘has been’ and ‘could yet be?’ This hoped and longed for day
of justice is in my view ever present as the hidden possibility of every moment.23
Gottwald concludes:
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Finally, was early Israel actually an instance of elsewhere and the day of justice,
or in thinking so, are we deluding ourselves with wishful thinking? It is my
judgment that such an elsewhere, such a day of justice, was approximated in early
Israel, whatever social organizational label we wish to give it.24
Gottwald remains deeply committed to his social scientific approach to Israelite society and to
the ideas that we can know the details of Israelite society and that that society had a robust
conception and practice of social justice.

2.1.3 A Canonical Approach
Joseph Blenkinsopp takes a canonical approach to the bēt ᵓab̠ in that he considers the
ideology that impacted the choice and order of the biblical texts from which he derives his
composite picture of the family household. Blenkinsopp’s designation, “ancestral household,”
indicates a decidedly different understanding of the function of this basic social unit in Israelite
society. Blenkinsopp affirms the three-fold social structure in ancient Israel and defines the
ancestral household as the basic component of the tribal structure comprised by a nuclear family
and two to four children. He goes on to delineate the typical household as containing “some or
all of the following: grandparents, the families of grown children…an adopted child or adopted
children, a divorced adult daughter who had returned to the paternal homestead, male and female
servants or slaves, and other dependents.”25 He defines dependents as resident aliens and slaves
who were, albeit ideally, members of the household signified by their participation in festivals
and Sabbath rest which is clearly different than recipients of charity.
Blenkinsopp conceives of the individual Israelite situated at the intersection of horizontal
and vertical dimensions of familial relations. The horizontal line represents the family members
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detailed above in what Blenkinsopp terms “siblings and more distant kin,” but the vertical
dimension of Israelite family structure positions the individual among “past and future members
of the kinship network.” 26 This vertical dimension situates the individual Israelite within the
next larger kinship group, the clan, where the annual clan sacrifice emphasized the unity among
the living and dead members of this larger kinship group beyond the bēt ᵓab̠.
According to Blenkinsopp, this type of symbolic solidarity operated on the level of the
bēt ᵓab̠ as well. The very real need to own and hold land becomes intertwined with carrying on
the name of the deceased head of the household; honoring father and mother carried out through
burial on an ancestral plot, performing mourning rites, and setting up a funeral stone, preserves
the physical and symbolic perpetuation of the household. Thus, Blenkinsopp argues, deceased
ancestors were remembered and even deified as elohim.27 Blenkinsopp ends his section on the
ancestral household with the concept of fictive kinship. He states:
a kinship system such as existed in ancient Israel transcends the obvious
biological aspects by providing a network or grid for the social location of the
individual and the determination of expectations and roles…By the same token, it
provided a measure of emotional security and stability for all members of the
household, including those not biologically affiliated, the only condition being a
willingness to live by the consensual ethic and ethos of the larger kinship group.28
Blenkinsopp concludes that the ancestral household extends beyond blood ties as an economic
unit among several other houses and, although a shared ancestor may have located an ancestral
household within the clan, geographic proximity of households may have been just as important
as kinship ties.29
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Blenkinsopp presents the familiar cadre of biblical texts to define not only the bēt ᵓab̠ but
also to illustrate and affirm the tripartite kinship structure of ancient Israel: the stories of Achan
(Josh. 7:16-18), Gideon (Jdg. 6:15), and Abimelech (Jdg. 9:1-6). To this he adds the appointment
of Saul as king (1 Sam 10:21), all of which, he contends, show the placement of the individual
Israelite within the larger kinship structure.30
For Blenkinsopp, the household as an ancestral household is but one aspect of the bēt ᵓab̠.
When he considers the bēt ᵓab̠ as an economic unit, the status of aliens and widows enters the
discussion. Citing the woman of Shunem (2 Kgs 8:1-6), Naomi (Ruth 4:3, 9) and Judith (Judith
8:7), Blenkinsopp acknowledges that widows could inherit land but argues that they had no
guaranteed legal right to do so.31 Here, Blenkinsopp refers his readers to Fensham’s article
which, in his estimation, establishes widows as the “charter members of the personae miserae
class.”32 Blenkinsopp credits the monarchy with the weakening of the family in Israel and counts
aliens among “the chronically marginal class of people” would lose the protection of the
household; further, since widows had no legal guarantee to inherit land, Blenkinsopp concludes,
anachronistically, that they “were commended to public charity and the ‘social security system’
of the triennial tithe (Deut 14:29; 26:12-13).”33 He goes on to reason that since women could not
work for the centralized cult, they could only be employed as prostitutes or witches (!).34 For
Blenkinsopp, aliens were always dependent on the Israelite household for survival and widowed
women had few options outside of the bēt ᵓab̠.
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Blenkinsopp’s self-avowed canonical approach which takes into consideration the
ideology involved in compiling the biblical text has little impact upon his assessment of widows,
orphans, and aliens in Israelite society. While an ideological approach should question the
understanding of this group of people, Blenkinsopp begins with the assumption of those before
him that they are the poor and disenfranchised within Israel.
Blenkinsopp’s vertical dimension of the bēt ᵓab̠, however, radically alters the form and
function of the family household. He provides a very different understanding of the bēt ᵓab̠ as the
group that worshiped the familial ancestors. For Blenkinsopp, the bēt ᵓab̠ is the locus of both the
living and the dead. This extends the form of the bēt ᵓab̠ from that of the family living together,
whether nuclear or extended. In the same way, the function of the household takes on a decidedly
religious aspect that seems at odds with Deuteronomy’s pronounced monotheism. The radically
different aspect of Blenkinsopp’s definition of the bēt ᵓab̠ exposes the wide variation and lack of
agreement upon exactly what comprises this foundational societal structure credited with the
dependency and poverty of widows, orphans, and aliens.

2.1.4 An Archaeological Approach
Carol Meyers addresses the bēt ᵓab̠ in two sources that are ten years apart.35 With slightly
different emphases, both agree in content about the bēt ᵓab̠; however, her earlier work provides
more detail about the make-up of the extended or compound families inhabiting groups of houses
around a shared courtyard. In both, Meyers draws her evidence for her definition of the bēt ᵓab̠
from social scientific, archaeological, and biblical sources. Drawing from social science theory
about the modern family, Meyers takes a functionalist approach, emphasizing the tasks families
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perform to realize shared goals, in this case survival. Meyers prefers the term “family household”
in that the bēt ᵓab̠ includes not only the persons residing together but also the buildings, tools,
land, livestock and servants, and hired labor necessary for the family’s shared goal of survival.36
Archaeological discovery of “four room” or pillared houses surrounding a central courtyard
guides Meyers’ definition of the bēt ᵓab̠ as “the extended or compound family that inhabited a
residential unit of several linked dwellings.”37 For Meyers, the pillared house proves that the
family was larger than a nuclear family comprised by one married couple and their children.
Rather, two to three pillared houses were joined together architecturally around a communal
courtyard indicating that they formed multiple family dwellings.38 These linked units could have
housed an extended family headed by a married couple or a multiple family household that
included two or more married couples, typically two brothers and their families.39 Thus, the
family household was a multigenerational, extended family headed by a senior married couple
that extended vertically to children and grandchildren and horizontally to include siblings and
their spouses, in short “all living persons.”40 This extended family could also include more
distant relations who had fallen on hard times, war captives, aliens, and indentured servants.
Larger families formed in response to labor needs, infant mortality, and short life spans.41 In her
later work, Meyers holds that extended or compound families, though not common, formed in
early Israel due to labor requirements. For Meyers, the family household was always in flux
somewhere between a nuclear family and assorted forms of the extended or compound family.42
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For Meyers, archaeological evidence coheres with some biblical texts, namely the story
of Micah (Judg. 17-18), specifically Judges 18:22 which she translates, “men who were in the
houses comprising the household of Micah,” the story of Gideon (Judg. 6 - 8, specifically 6:11)
who worked his father’s land, and the incest laws in Lev 18-20.43 Meyers concludes that biblical
and archaeological evidence show that many families in ancient Israel were more than a nuclear
family; however, due to conflict in the family, extended or compound families were rare and
formed only when survival required it.
Within Meyers’ earlier discussion of the place of the individual in Israelite society and
the exploitation of individuals, she makes a remarkable statement:
When the meaning of individual existence is so fully subsumed into the
characteristics and exigencies of the groups on which the individual is dependent
for survival, the possibility for dehumanizing or abusive behavior toward
categories of individuals may in fact be nonexistent.44
Granted that Meyers is arguing for recognition of women’s technical expertise, contribution, and
thus, shared power within the Israelite household, this statement provides a counter argument to
the idea that widows and orphans were only dependent members of the bēt ᵓab̠ for whom the
patriarch exercised compassion and took under his care. Rather, a widow and her child or
children were contributing members of the household. Of “the orphaning of children of near
kin,” Meyers assumes their inclusion within the bēt ᵓab̠ and their situation as one among others
that “would have lent distinctive character to individual extended-family households.”45 For
Meyers, the inclusion of related, orphaned children was not a matter of pity but enhanced the
texture of the extended family.
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In many ways Meyers shares the same assumptions about the place of aliens within
Israelite society as low-level members included within the bēt ᵓab̠; however, although Meyers
includes aliens within the Israelite household on the same social level as captives and servants,
she also points out that
identifying the familial structure and sometimes the non-familial supplements
(servants, slaves, sojourners) to a household group does not provide automatic
entree into what takes place within the household unit. The composition of the
domestic unit is not a simple determinant of the interaction of its members or the
range of individual and social needs that the household provides.46
Here, Meyers allows for the possibility that inclusion within a bēt ᵓab̠ does not determine role or
social status. While Meyers asserts that the household could include unrelated members, such as
aliens, who “might reside with the household, participate in its functions, and affect its size,” in
the end Meyers concludes that
the formation of households involving unrelated individuals was probably not
normative or frequent. The regulations dealing with servants, slaves, and
sojourners are probably concerned with economic developments during the
monarchy when large landholders emerged.47
For Meyers, the inclusion of aliens within Israelite households was not a regular occurrence and
was likely limited to a particular, brief period within Israel’s history.
Moreover, Meyers makes a convincing argument for the existence of a counterpart to the
bēt ᵓab̠ in Israelite society, the bēt ᵓēm.48 Absent from discussion of Israelite social structure, this
term appears in the story of Rebekah (Gen 24.28), the book of Ruth (Ruth 1.8), and Song of
Songs (Song 3.4; 8.2). Valences of this terminology show up in female images in Proverbs:
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Woman Wisdom (Prov. 1-9) and the poem celebrating the worthy woman which concludes the
book (Prov. 31.10-31). For Meyers, this language points to the existence of female agency and
power within the Israelite social structure. Meyers points out that bēt ᵓēm language occurs in
portions of the biblical text with their own coherence and integrity; thus, bēt ᵓēm language
displays the consistency and stability that scholarship claims for the bēt ᵓab̠. 49 According to
Meyers, this language is significant in that it presents a female perspective within an otherwise
male-centered text.50 Not every household involved the protection of an adult Israelite male.
Thus, the existence of bēt ᵓēm language within the biblical text further destabilizes the idea that
the bēt ᵓab̠ was the singular, consistent manifestation of the smallest social structure in Israel.

2.2 Difficulty Defining the Bēt ᵓab̠
Using a variety of methodologies, no two scholars define the bēt ᵓab̠ in precisely the same
way, and, yet, the social status and role of widows, orphans, and aliens as dependents within the
bēt ᵓab̠, (with one exception) remains uncontested. On the surface, there appears to be a
consensus regarding the definition of the bēt ᵓab̠ as a multigenerational residential group
extending vertically and laterally to include all living members of the family including those not
related by blood ties or marriage. However, the review above shows that no two scholars define
the bēt ᵓab̠ in exactly the same way. It is defined separately as a nuclear family, an extended
family, a lineage, or all three. Another related difference is the delineation of the bēt ᵓab̠ as a
living or an ancestral group. Some insist that it can only be understood as a living group, while
for others, fictive kinship provides continuity with the living and the dead and situates the
individual Israelite within a community of meaning. Along the same lines, some disagreement or
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lack of clarity exists in determining the head of the household as the fictive ancestor, the eldest
living male or, perhaps, the adult son who takes care of his aged parents in a reversal of roles
where the elder heads of the household may become dependent upon their eldest son.
Meyers highlights the contributions of women toward the shared goal of survival within
the family household, emphasizing the need for every laborer in the household, including
children. This recognition that the household required every available laborer opens a new way
of thinking about widows and orphans in Israelite society. It becomes difficult to believe that
widowed women and their children were not valued and had no contribution to make to the
household. The assumption that, upon the death of her husband, the widow and her children were
removed from the household is based upon an understanding of the bēt ᵓab̠ as a singular, stable
entity in Israelite society. Meyers has made a strong case for the existence of the bēt ᵓēm as a
counterpart to the bēt ᵓab̠ in Israelite society, though she attributes the small number of
references to the bēt ᵓēm as a function of the androcentric nature of biblical texts.
The idea of fictive kinship, also called pseudo-kinship, functions in two distinct ways in
scholarship about the bēt ᵓab̠. First, it establishes the bēt ᵓab̠ within the larger kinship structure
and the overarching narrative of Israel as a singular people. Gottwald exemplifies this
understanding of fictive kinship. For Gottwald, fictive kinship refers to a familial identification
with an Israelite ancestor though the lineage cannot be demonstrated, but Gottwald distinguishes
this from the bēt ᵓab̠ which is for him a living, residential group. Second, fictive kinship situates
the bēt ᵓab̠ within the clan which provides protection in times of crisis and provides a feeling of
belonging and security within the bēt ᵓab̠ to those not related by blood or marriage. Blenkinsopp
operates from this understanding of fictive kinship, and he finds within fictive kinship the
grounding of the individual within Israelite society. The concept of fictive kinship undergirds the
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assumption that aliens were incorporated into Israelite households. Yet, the idea of fictive
kinship and the sense of belonging it provides could just as easily account for the belonging and
acceptance of widows and their children in their deceased husbands’ families, an idea
Blenkinsopp’s explanation of fictive kinship allows.
The tribe-clan-household structure is in the end an etic construction imposed from outside
of the biblical culture that produced these texts but treated as an emic one derived from within
biblical culture and text. Texts with their own separate contexts and emphases are marshalled in
support of the prevailing theory of Israelite social structure and those that do not support a
tripartite structure are acknowledged but then, explained away. The discussion becomes one
about the “imprecision” and “inconsistency” of the language within the biblical text rather than
the incoherence of, perhaps, a faulty paradigm.
Though few still subscribe to the idea of Israel’s nomadic origins, de Vaux articulates the
traditional and widespread understanding of the bēt ᵓab̠ in Israelite society. Later approaches
show striking similarity to de Vaux’s reconstruction of Israel’s tribe-clan-family structure and
the place of widows, orphans, and aliens within Israelite society. Setting widows and orphans
apart from the larger Israelite population qualifies their status as active members of the Israelite
community and cult. Aliens, bound by the law in Deuteronomy and integral to Israelite selfunderstanding since they were aliens in the land of Egypt, achieve a kind of honorary status that
is effectively contained and co-opted by their ascribed dependency and impoverishment.
Gottwald does not address the place of widows and orphans in his discussion of the bēt
ᵓab̠. He does, however, address the situation of aliens as part of the growth of family households
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through “births, marriages into the group, and incorporation of outsiders through adoption or the
assimilation of gērīm, ‘resident aliens.’”51 Gottwald concludes
The bēth-’āv was thus the functional living unit gathered around a family head at
any given moment, and it was, in a narrower and more definable sense, the
lineage—i.e., all the biological descendants of a known common ancestor
(distinguished from a fictitious ancestor), thus distinguishable from members of
the living group who participated by marriage or by adoption or by
incorporation.52
Gottwald gives the impression that aliens participate as full members of the family. Thus, for
Gottwald, the bēt ᵓab̠ is characterized by a certain amount of elasticity, apart from any ideas
about fictive kinship groups, to define the bounds of the family by other means, namely adoption
and assimilation.
Conversely, if such freedom existed in determining membership within the family, it is
difficult to maintain that widows and their children had no ties, responsibilities, or contributions
to make within a large living group. Scholarship typically cites the story of Tamar and Judah in
Genesis 38 as proof that widows were ejected from the patrilocal family at the death of the
husband or the failure of the levirate marriage; however, a central focus of Tamar’s story seeks
to explain the illicit union between a daughter-in-law and her father-in-law which produced an
heir within the Davidic lineage. Further, as Carol Meyers demonstrates, every family member
including children contributed to the survival of the household.
Although Meyers seems to operate from the same assumptions in scholarship about
widows, orphans, and aliens, she makes several moves that challenge the very foundations of
those assumptions. For Meyers, if widows and orphans were in fact members of the bēt ᵓab̠, they
were not necessarily dependent members who required support from the wider Israelite
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community but fully integrated, contributing members of the household. Further, Meyers
contends that aliens were not regular members of the Israelite household throughout Israel’s
history. If some aliens were members of Israelite households, their inclusion does not necessarily
determine their status or role within the household. Further, the recovery of the bēt ᵓēm provides
an alternative to the single, overriding social structure of the bēt ᵓab̠ and calls into question the
lone, compassionate patriarch who provides for dependent members of Israelite society.

2.3 “The Alien, the Orphan, the Widow, and the Levite” and the Bēt ᵓab̠
While treatments of each member of the formulaic construction “the alien, the orphan,
the widow” show little variation from the theme of landlessness and thus, impoverishment,
studies about the Levite show more variation regarding references to the Levite in Deuteronomy.
These wider understandings of the Levite are integral to reading texts about widows, orphans,
and alien in Deuteronomy in a new way.

2.3.1 Widows
Much like the variation among definitions of the bēt ᵓab̠, little agreement exists regarding
the definition of a widow in the HB. She has no male family members left to care for her; she
had male family members, but they refuse to care for her; she did not bear male children by
which to secure her place in the household; she had sons, but they refused to care for her;
extended family members refused to take care of her; without her husband, she no longer
belonged within the family, and her place in society was contingent upon age and reproductive
capability. The overwhelming theme in literature that treats widows outside of the formulaic
references is the lack of attachment to a male which placed the widowed woman outside of the
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Israelite kinship structure, resulting in landlessness and destitution.53 Impoverishment, rather
than a deceased husband, becomes the defining feature of widowhood:
According to the Bible, not every wife of a deceased man is a widow. If the
woman returns to the house of her parents and the authority of her father, she is
not a widow. She is a widow only as long as she remains independent of every
family tie, and therefore, generally takes no share of the family property. Hence,
the care of widows is a constant feature of the Old Testament.54
This notion of widowhood in biblical studies is based upon work about terminology for widows
from the field of Assyriology:
The Akkadian term almattu (and the Sumerian NU.MU.SU or MU.MA.SU) is a more
restricted legal and technical term than is the English “widow”; it is not simply a
“woman whose husband is dead, and who has not remarried.” The CAD, in its
1964 discussion of the term, defined the almattu as “…a married woman who has
no financial support from a male member of her family—husband, adult son, or
father-in-law—and who thus, on the one hand, is in need of legal protection, and
on the other hand, may freely dispose of herself, either by contracting a second
marriage or by embracing a profession.” The additional qualification that the
almattu’s economic independence—her right to embrace a profession—was a
consequence of her impoverishment was suggested by D.I. Owen in 1980: “The
term NU.MU.SU, almattu,…was probably applied only to those women who, after
the death of their husbands, were left homeless or without other means of
support…Thus a woman who, after the death of her husband, continued to have
adequate means of support (i.e., an estate, family, etc.) probably continued to go
by the designation dam of her deceased husband. Only those left without means of
support became part of the social-economic class designated as NU.MU.SU.”55
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Hence, the lack of financial support is attributed to biblical widows but without the concomitant
options to remarry or take on a profession.56 It is here that one finds the idea that financially
stable or wealthy widows are not “real widows.”
Several subsequent themes emerge in this literature: an instantaneous detachment from
her family by marriage, vulnerability and the need for protection, control of a widowed woman’s
sexuality through levirate marriage, and the widow as threat. A ubiquitous assumption exists in
the literature that at the death of her husband, his wife and sometimes even their children were no
longer part of her household by marriage; however, there is no supporting evidence given for this
assumption. The lack of a male protector is one facet of the presumed vulnerability of widows.57
Early work about widows reinforced this assumption: “When her husband died, a woman was
alone. A husband functioned as a patron or protector to his wife in the ancient world. Thus, a
woman had identity and definition in the social hierarchy only in relation to her man.”58 Further,
“The ͗almanah was a woman who has lost her man and is consequently an ‘un-embedded’
woman. Since she is no longer under the guardianship of a man, that is, she has become
peripheral to her dead husband’s kin group.”59 Typically, a widow “is referred to as a miserable
and lowly element in the society where she dwells” due to her status as “an outsider in the
paternal household that she joined when she married, as well as from not having a male patron in
that household, who was meant to protect her from injury there.”60 Indeed, the Israelite
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household and Israelite society as a whole was a dangerous place. A widow’s economic wellbeing is predicated upon her attachment to a male, even if that male is a male child:
A woman’s economic well-being was directly related to her link with some male.
Though a married woman may have owned some property in the form of her
dowry, she could not have supported herself on that alone, if at all, when her
husband died. Ordinarily, the widow’s maintenance would have been the
responsibility of either her sons or her father-in-law. When these male persons
were non-existent, the widow’s connection to the kinship structure was severed.61
Still, having a male child did not firmly secure her place in the household:
Upon the death of her husband, the fragile tie to his family was likely to be
broken, unless she had given birth to a son in the household. Her son would
become part of the household in a way she never could be.62
This instantaneous estrangement from her family by marriage is thought to be a facet of Near
Eastern society where “the wife of a deceased man and her children must go back to the house of
her father where they are protected.”63 Israelite society, on the other hand, is a patrilocal society
where a woman assimilates to the household of her new husband, a feature thought to distinguish
Israelite society from surrounding cultures.64 That the loss of a husband would sever the tie
between his wife and the family deeply undermines this otherwise unquestioned concept of a
patrilocal society.
The law of levirate marriage is thought to provide a way for a widow to remain attached
to the marriage household.65 However, this option assumes that the widowed woman is still
within child-bearing age:
The institution of the levirate marriage made it possible that her fertility could
build up the ‘house’ of her husband’s family, while the birth of a child would
provide the bond which would giver her a secure place within the household. This
Kgs 8:103), Naomi (Ruth 4:3-9), the illegal seizing of a widow’s field (Prov. 15:25), and Job 24:3 showing a
widows cultivation of a field she owned.
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is the circumstance envisioned by the Deuteronomic description of this legal
requirement, which is said to be in effect “when brothers live together” (Deut.
25:5-10).66
Levirate marriage is also cited as the reason that texts do not refer to Tamar, Ruth, or Naomi,
each whose husband has died, as an ֫almanah.67 However, levirate marriage does not always
appear where one might expect to find it.
The widow is defined as a woman whose sexuality needs to be controlled, sometimes a
defining feature of her new status: “The core circumstance which causes a woman to be referred
to as ֫almanah then is the lack of a guardian who will not only support but also control access to
her sexuality.”68 Widows are infantilized: “In that patriarchal society, she is a woman who is
destitute because she has no male guardian.”69 Her place in society depends upon her youth and
health: “For a woman who was not the mother of a son, the future was indeed tenuous. If she was
young and healthy (and perhaps, attractive or wealthy), her productive and reproductive power
might be transferred to another household.”70 The control of a woman’s sexuality quickly
devolves into the unattached woman as threat:
Far more disquieting, form the male point of view, were the cases in which
women became unattached, that is: without the jurisdiction of a paterfamilias.
Such women represented the possibility of an order different from the reigning
one. As such they were seen as a potential threat.71
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Young widows are sexualized and “regarded as a potential seductress and enchantress”72 who
might “shame her dead husband.”73 Aged widows—and one could argue widows, in general—
are desexualized and circumscribed as god-fearing, devoted women:
In return for the care the gods were believed to bestow on her, a true widow was
supposed to be an example of devotion and godliness. It is not as though these virtues
were set out before the widow as goals to be pursued. Rather, they were ascribed to the
widow on the basis of a traditional image.74
In fact, a positive view of levirate marriage argues against “the stereotype of the widow as a
single, sexless woman independent of a male authority figure. By assuming her continued sexual
life within a semi-married existence, Deuteronomy keeps widows within the social life of
Israel.”75
Disability studies provides insight into how widows are constructed. Just as disabled
people are constructed by able-bodied people as, for example, people who cannot walk, cannot
hear, cannot see, widows are defined in the literature in terms of what they lack:
Furthermore, even when widows are the subject of a study, their role is usually seen in
negative or passive terms. A widow is woman who ‘does not have a husband’, who ‘does
not have adult sons’, who ‘does not have economic resources for support’, who is the
‘recipient of charity’, and who ‘is taken as a wife by the levir (her brother-in law) after
the death of her husband. She is in short, usually seen as an inactive character, largely
defined by what she does not have, by what role she does not play in society, and by the
actions that others take either upon her on upon her behalf.76
Few studies recognize the myriad of roles and situations a widow might have inhabited and the
ideological function references to widows might have played.77 One study reminds that:
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In reality, not all widows were poor. The biblical tradition knows several who can
hardly be regarded as impecunious. The very personification of the rich widow is
Judith, whose husband left her ‘gold and silver, and men and women slaves, and
cattle and field’ (Judith 8:7)…the Hebrew word ͗almānâ denotes the woman
whose husband has died; it need not imply poverty or a lack of male support.78
And again,
It should also be remembered that the fixed image is liable to give a distorted
view of the historical reality. Many widows will have lived in a way that did not
fit the image of exemplary devotion. Nevertheless, the public tended to perceive
her in conformity with the idea. The devout widow is a cliché that has influence
the perception so deeply that there was little room for a reality that did not fit the
pattern.79
In Deuteronomy, in particular, references to widows served a “triple rhetorical function:” to
uphold the stereotype of the impoverished widow in need of support, align widows’ behavior
with deuteronomic precepts, and to incorporate the young widow’s fertility into the family by
marriage through levirate marriage.80

2.3.2 Orphans
Infants and children and themes involving children, such as fertility and securing an heir,
play an important role in the biblical text. There is also a strong tradition of adoption or obtaining
a surrogate to secure an heir.81 Key figures in Israel’s history, Moses and Esther, were adopted,
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and Abraham attempts to adopt an adult, Eliezer of Damascus, as his heir.82 (Some note the
widespread practice of adoption in the ancient world of which Israel was a part and wonder at the
lack of laws and narratives addressing adoption.83) Adoption or the “God-as-Parent” and the
“Children-of-Israel” metaphors govern the Israelite national story and their relationship to
YHWH.84 Fecundity of the land, animals, and people is a prominent feature of Deuteronomy, as
well as the idea of future generations inhabiting an abundant land provided by their God—an
idea in which children play an integral role. For example, in Deut. 7, the benefits of keeping the
statutes and ordinances begin with the promises that if “you obey these tenets of justice and
guard and keep them, the LORD your God will guard the covenant and the loving devotion which
he promised to your fathers” (Deut 7:12). This promise continues in the next verse, loving them,
multiplying the “fruit of your belly and the fruit of your ground,” the triad of grain, wine, and oil,
and the young of their herds and flocks (Deut 7:13). In the next verse this blessing includes
fertility of Israel’s people, notably males and females, hr"q'[]w:

rq"[, and their animals (Deut

7:14).85
The motif of the orphaned child rising to greatness is integral to the story of the history of
the Israelite people. At key points in the biblical text, orphans secure the future of the Israelite
people. Joseph enters Egypt as a young person unattached to a family who becomes integral to
the survival of the Israelite people during a famine. Pharaoh’s daughter presumes Moses is
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orphaned and adopts him into the royal household, an act that would allow him to become the
future liberator of his people. Esther, adopted by Mordechai, saves her people from annihilation
by plotting Haman.
An emerging field of study within biblical studies, children in antiquity, has the potential
to provide new insights into orphans in HB and Deuteronomy, in particular. These studies of
children in the Bible range from historical reconstruction of children’s lives to methods that
place children at the center of biblical interpretation.86 For example, a monograph-length study
uses sociological methods to situate children within the household in agrarian Israel.87 Another
study reconceptualizes the act of interpretation in a way that “allows the subject of ‘children’ to
reconfigure what is at stake in the biblical text.”88 One study about children in Deuteronomy
valorizes children’s lives in the biblical text and in Deuteronomy, claiming that “the whole
orientation of Deuteronomy is toward teaching in the family context,” but does not mention
orphans at all.89 An important response to this valorization of children’s lives in Deuteronomy
questions that “the God of Israel holds a special humanitarian and universal concern for
children.”90 And yet another study considers the importance of the “God-as-Parent” metaphor.91
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This section will explore these studies and their treatment of orphans within discussion of
children in the HB and Deuteronomy.
The primary term for children in Deuteronomy is ~ynB;, and occurs numerous times
throughout Deuteronomy. The designation “little ones,” @J', occurs seven times.92 Notably, the
Hebrew term for “daughter/daughters,” tAnB'/ tB;, occurs frequently in the text by comparison.93
The term “orphan,” ~Aty">, occurs only forty-two times in the Hebrew Bible: thirteen times in the
Pentateuch and eleven—one-fourth of all occurrences—in Deuteronomy.94 Of the eleven
occurrences in Deuteronomy, nine occur in the “alien-orphan-widow” formula and two, though
non-formulaic, occur in close proximity to widows and aliens.95 Orphans are distinguished from
“sons and daughters,” tAnb'W

~ynIB;.

Prior scholarly treatments defined orphans based upon their familial standing: “The
conceptual framework for interpreting the term yatôm in Biblical scholarship has focused on
whether the term refers to one who was bereft of a father or was parentless, i.e., the literal sense
in English of an orphan.”96 Some suggest that an orphaned child had a father who was unwilling
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or unable to provide support, 97 while others view the relationship of the child to the family in
utilitarian terms and that orphans possessed no such utility since they resided outside of the
family structure:
Every child lived with his [sic] father, and was supported, as a matter of course, in
return for the services he rendered. The case was, however, different with the
fatherless. They needed special protection. The orphan was, therefore, classed
with the Levite, the widow, the poor, and the proselyte, or the stranger, persons
who as well as the minor possessed no property, and, therefore, needed special
protection.98
Orphans are often considered only in conjunction with widows in that the woman’s status as a
widow has in turn changed her and her deceased husband’s children into “orphans,” which
assumes the definition of an orphan as “fatherless.”99 In these instances, the conceptualization of
orphans in the biblical text is subject to all of the stereotypical views surrounding widows: they
are landless, vulnerable, and poor; they exist outside of the household; the laws are meant to
protect them and provide for their needs. Israel inherited this concern for the orphan, usually in
conjunction with the widow, from its ancient Near Eastern milieu:100
The protection of widow, orphan, and the poor was common policy of the ancient
Near East. It was not started by the spirit of Israelite propheticism or by the spirit
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of propheticism as such. From the earliest times on a strong king promulgated
stipulations in connection with protection of this group. Such protection was seen
as a virtue of gods, kings, and judges. It was a policy of virtue, a policy which
proved the piety of a ruler.101
Often, this concern for orphan and widow is traced to the prologue and epilogue of the law
collection of Hammurabi; however, care for widows and orphans as proof of a virtuous king
have a much earlier provenance:
These motifs are often found in the proclamations of the Mesopotamian Kings.
Urukagina/Uruinimgina, in the third millennium B.C.E., promises his god
Ningirsu not to hand over the widow and the orphan to the powerful. Similarly,
Urnamu, the lawgiver and reformer (2111-2094 B.C.E.), claims not to have given
over the orphan and the widow to the rich and powerful.102
Of biblical texts, Deuteronomy, in particular, is credited with special care for widows and
orphans.103
One would expect that the study of children in the Bible would provide new insights into
views of orphans in Deuteronomy and the Hebrew Bible as a whole, but these studies, when they
do mention orphans, rely on the same assumptions that characterize all treatments of orphans in
the Bible—that they are vulnerable and in need of protection. The study that places children at
the center of the interpretive act claims this interpretive strategy is one of “interruption,” a
“stopping and questioning the text—of recognizing that, ethically, something is amiss is what we
are being told.”104 However, this same study associates widows and orphans with mercy and
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justice and affirms that the biblical text provides “behaviors and attitudes toward children to
emulate.”105 The study that recognizes the importance of instruction in Deuteronomy argues that
all of this instruction occurs in the household. If this is true, then Deuteronomy has built the
marginalization of orphans into its very structure. Orphans remain excluded from this instruction
and inclusion in the national narrative.106 Orphans are not included in key cultic learning
opportunities in Deuteronomy, such as Passover, the feast of unleavened bread, and the recitation
of the law before all of the people.107 Orphans serve as the means by which Israelite children, the
“presenters of the tithe,” to secure a “good and abundant life.”108 The study that questions
YHWH’s benevolence toward all children points out that while Yahweh promises justice and
abundance to Israelite children in Deuteronomy, for non-Israelite children, this same God “seems
unjust, bringing terror and death to their lives.”109 This study argues that even Israelite children
enjoy few legal protections and play a passive role in the in their relationship to their parents and
YHWH.110 Non-Israelite children in Deuteronomy are plunder (Deut 20:14) and even consigned
to death (Deut 20:16-17).111 Yet, even this study uses orphans as a foil by contrasting children
with fathers to “vulnerable or oppressed members of society, such as the widow, orphan, and
foreigner, ” who require the protection of Yahweh.112 Studies of children in the Bible and studies
about the orphan often do not intersect, or, if they do, orphans are subject to the same
assumptions about widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites found in the rest of the literature. If
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children labored within the household, one would think that all children would be valued in the
household, but orphans, like widows are considered unmoored from the Israelite household. The
child of the deceased husband is discarded along with his widowed wife.

2.3.3 Aliens
The literature shows a large amount of concern with correctly defining the “alien,” rGE.
Many define the alien as landless and thus, dependent, vulnerable, and poor.113 Others define the
alien as an immigrant, day laborer, or debt slave residing in a “creditor’s village” and thus,
included in feast celebrations.114 At this point, agreement about the alien ends. While there is
recognition that the alien is included in the covenant with Israelites, some argue that the alien
does not enjoy any advantages, remains a lesser member of the covenant, and will never become
fully Israelite.115 Two pieces of evidence suggest that aliens were not full members of Israelite
society: that they were not bound to Israelite dietary restrictions and their exclusion from the list
of participants in Passover (Deut 16).116 Others argue that the ultimate goal for aliens in Israelite
society is full integration.117 While still others argue that aliens chose to remain outside of
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Israelite society.118 Some argue that aliens enjoyed legal protections while others maintain that
aliens did not have full legal rights.119
Another area of study is how the alien came to live in Israelite society. One theory is that
aliens were originally Canaanites who had a precarious position in Israelite society often
resulting in impoverishment.120 Another theory posits an influx of aliens into the southern
kingdom after the destruction of the northern kingdom while others locate aliens in both the
northern and southern kingdoms prior to the Babylonian exile.121 The reasons for alien status
also vary. Some argue that the alien voluntarily lived in Israelite society.122 Others argue that the
alien immigrated into Israel due to social, political, economic, or legal conflict or to escape war
or famine.123 What is clear is that very little agreement exists as to the origin and status of aliens
in Israelite society.
2.3.4 Levites
The same assumptions about widows, orphans, and aliens are present in regard to Levites,
especially Levites in Deuteronomy. At the same time, when sources treat Levites separately, the
discussion opens a much larger space for considerations of rhetoric, ideology, and narrative
features of the biblical text. Levites as second-tier priests is an idea that has little changed since
Wellhausen’s construction of Levites in contradistinction to priests.124 In Deuteronomy,
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Wellhausen describes Levites as “a race which had not received any land of its own indeed, but
in compensation had obtained the priesthood for its heritage.”125 W. M. L. de Wette in 1805
hypothesized that the book found in the wall of the temple that prompted Josiah’s reforms (2
Kings 22:3-23:25) was an early copy of Deuteronomy. De Wette’s theory gave biblical
scholarship a key date, 621 B.C.E., by which to date other books in the HB canon. Although the
circular nature of this line of reasoning is now well recognized, the idea of Levitical
disenfranchisement as a result of cult centralization persists.126 Levites are still considered a
subordinate order of priests based upon distinction in terms between “priest” and “Levite.”127
The association of Levites with widows, orphans, and aliens is typically given as the
primary evidence that Levites were poor.128 They are grouped with widows, orphans, and aliens
as personae miserae.129 In this same line of thought, some argue that at the time of
Deuteronomy’s composition, Levites had become “especially impoverished.”130 Levitical
impoverishment rests upon the historical reconstruction of Israelite society.131 Some explicitly tie
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Levitical impoverishment to the idea that the Levites have no land.132 Even those who recognize
Levites’ priestly status in Deuteronomy still argue for their poverty based upon a lack of land
ownership:
It is significant that Levites have not been included in the list of those who have
the right to glean…their exclusion here helps us to delineate their status over
against the alien, widow, fatherless. That they are included in only the cultic
affairs indicates that they are paid cultic personnel. I agree with McConville that
the tithes and first fruits are the dues owed to the Levite. They need these dues
because they are landless and cannot produce their own harvest.133
Levitical disenfranchisement rests upon the reconstruction of two historical events, the fall of the
northern kingdom134 and Josiah’s centralization of worship. 135 There is a tendency as a result of
these two historical events to separate Levites into two groups: those acting as priests in the
capital and provincial or country Levites whose livelihood had disappeared. This separation
results in the distinction between poor Levites and Levites who served as priests.136 Of those
Levites thought to be disenfranchised through cult centralization, there is a tendency in the
literature to hypothesize what role they performed in Israelite society now that the local altars
where they served no longer exist. Some postulate that Levites were clients like aliens.137 Others
argue that Levites functioned as teachers.138 And still others argue that Levites served primarily
as scribes.139
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Much of the discussion about the status of Levites in Deuteronomy hinges upon the
description of Levites in Deuteronomy 18:1-6. At one point in the history of the discussion, the
idea that no distinction existed between priests and Levites prevailed; Levites were simply acting
priests in Deuteronomy.140 Challenges to this view argue that this text in Deuteronomy is the
exception to the rule that Levites were not cult functionaries.141 This discussion focuses upon the
work of the Levites other than priestly duties. Divorced from priestly duties, Levites’ economic
stability comes into question. Their role in Israelite society becomes less stable and they are on
par with aliens who are clients in Israelite society.
Deuteronomy 18:1-8 begins with an emphatic categorization of priests in the text: “the
priests, the Levites, the entire tribe of Levi,” ywIle

jb,ve-lK' ~YIwIl.h; ~ynIh]Klo ;. All priests in

Deuteronomy 18 are Levitical priests.142 The designation, “the Levites, the entire tribe of Levi”
stands in apposition to “the priests” and governs this text pertaining to priestly dues. Wellhausen
thought that the Levitical priest in 18:6 was the disenfranchised provincial priest; however,
Deuteronomy 18:6-8 encompasses the breadth of the Levitical priesthood:143
And when the Levite comes from one of your gates in all Israel, and when he enters in all
the craving of his nepeš, to the place which the LORD will choose, then he will minister
in the name of the LORD his god—just as his brothers, the Levites, the ones standing
there before the LORD—they shall eat the same portions apart from their sale of the
patrimony.
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Rather than placing limitations upon the priestly dues in verses 3-4, verses 6-8 secure equal
treatment of every Levite ministering in the name of YHWH. These verses legislate that any
Levite can minister at the temple and receive the same portion as a local Levitical priest, even
though the visiting Levite has wealth from the sale of his ancestral lands.
Literature that treats the Levite alone begins to recognize the rhetorical and ideological
features of Deuteronomy in regard to Levites. For example, one study while recognizing that the
fall of the northern kingdom may have placed some Levites in a precarious social position,
nonetheless points out that “other factors may have led to this deuteronomic trope” and that “in
the narrative world of Deuteronomy, Israel becomes Israel irrespective of land or geographic
space.”144 References to Levites are always in the singular.145 Legislation in Deuteronomy,
especially in regard to the tithes, has a “persuasive tendency.”146 The phrase “the alien, the
orphan, the widow, and the Levite” is part of a larger deuteronomic ideology where helping “this
category of vulnerable persons positions one to be free from circumstances that might undermine
the quality of existence.”147 Levites are supposed to eat tithed foods and that eating in
Deuteronomy is a motif.148 The Levite is, in fact, “a full member of the people” who also has the
right “to share in the inheritance,” as such the Levite in Deuteronomy functions as “ the ideal
representation of “how the whole people should stand both to Yahweh and the land.”149 In the
literature, on begins to see notions that Levites are set apart in the text as “a group distinguished
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from ordinary Israelites” and that this portrayal of the Levites differs from all other biblical
texts.150
There is recognition in the literature that the Levite was not necessarily poor—something
not found in the literature about widows, orphans, and aliens. There is no recognition that the
alien could be more than a day laborer earning subsistence wages, and wealthy widows are
discounted as not real widows; however, Levites, when taken on their own apart from the “alien,
orphan, widow” triad, have the potential to be something other than impoverished, or
impoverished Levites are the exception, not the rule. That Levites in Deuteronomy 8 had
something they could sell shows that they were not necessarily devoid of land and wealth.151
Additionally, Levitical cities may have provided pastureland to graze herds and flocks.152 The
deuteronomic admonition to remember the Levite places the Levite in an entirely different
position in Israelite society. In Deuteronomy, Levites are cult functionaries and Israelites are
warned not to forget the Levite—and thus YHWH—in order to continue enjoying the benefits of
the land.153 Rather than reading the Levites as poor since they are associated with widows,
orphans, and aliens, the association may have a different common characteristic than
impoverishment. If the association were to be read in the opposite direction: widows, orphans,
and aliens are associated with cult functionaries, Levites. If Levites served as cult functionaries
at the temple as Deuteronomy supposes, then they may have owned livestock and commodities
purchased by Israelites who traveled to the temple to celebrate agricultural festivals.154
One of the most compelling pieces of evidence for Levitical enfranchisement is the idea
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that Levites either wrote Deuteronomy or that their scribal activity greatly influenced the
development and promulgation of the Deuteronomistic worldview.155 Levites over several
centuries may have profoundly influenced the formation of Israelite identity with a decidedly
Levitical influence:
In the traditions emanating from Levite groups, it is they who define the
boundaries of Israel’s self-understanding (ideologically, politically, culturally, and
even geographically) throughout the course of its history. To gauge who and what
“Israel” is depends on how one regards the role of Levites in relation to Israelite
society.156
Levites hold an exalted place in the text of Deuteronomy.
Levites in Deuteronomy do not appear to be poor or disenfranchised. Moses, the narrator
of Deuteronomy and leader of the Israelite people, is, himself, a Levite, the child of a Levite
mother and father (Exod. 2:1 and 6:19-20). In Deuteronomy, apart from the formulaic texts in
which Levites appear, Levites are set apart for sacral duty (10:8-9), make difficult legal decisions
(17:8-10), witness the writing of the law for the king (17:18), minister at the sanctuary (18:1-8),
speak with one voice with Moses (27:9-10), address the entire Israelite nation (27:11-26), read
the law to the whole assembly every seven years (31:9-13), write down and guard the law
(31:24-29), assemble the elders before Moses (31:28), and receive an unequivocally positive
blessing near the end of the book (33:8-11).157 On the other hand, Deuteronomy makes little
mention of the Aaronide priesthood. Aaron, himself, is mentioned only three times: the infamous
golden calf incident (9:20), his death (10:6), and Moses’ imminent death where he will be, like
Aaron, “gathered to his people” (32:50). Aaron appears in Deuteronomy only in the context of
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his guilt or his death. Deuteronomy’s interchangeable use of “priest” and “Levite” (Deut 18:1-8)
hints at an uncertainty regarding religious and political leadership in the societal structure
envisioned by Deuteronomy. Levites hold religious and political positions, serving God and
mediating between Moses and his appointed judges and elders.158 Rather than associate Levites
with widows, orphans, and aliens as “the poor,” in Deuteronomy’s sacred world, widows,
orphans, and aliens join Levites as cultic functionaries. This association hinges upon important,
intra-Deuteronomic themes, “remembering” and “forgetting,” tied to “eating and being full,” that
transform what, where, and when this group eats into religious ritual.

2.4 Disability Theory and Widows, Orphans, Aliens, and Levites
Essays and articles that together treat widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in ancient
Israel assume their poverty based upon two factors: their exclusion from—or marginal
relationship to—Israelite society and the subsequent law provisions thought to provide for their
economic support.159 Scholarship describes Israelite social structure as a kinship-based,
hierarchical arrangement that extends from the largest group to the smallest: the tribe, the clan or
family, and the household or the bēt ᵓab̠. The nexus of day to day life, the bēt ᵓab̠ is considered
the most important social structure concerning the rights and the place of individuals within
Israelite society. Since widows, orphans, and aliens presumably lack an Israelite male as the head
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of the household, they are cast as weak and vulnerable, evidenced by the protections within
biblical legal materials. Although Israelite society was patrilocal, widowed women and their
children are thought to have been sent back to their families of origin or set adrift without a
relationship to any male family member. Resident aliens, who do not fit within the hierarchical
and patrilineal conceptions of Israelite society, are drawn as dependent wage earners living as
quasi-members within Israelite households. The result is a complex narrative that acknowledges
exceptions and ambiguities but overall counts widows, orphans, and aliens among the poor and
powerless within Israelite society.
This section will analyze the literature that together addresses widows, orphans, and
aliens and their relationship to the bēt ᵓab̠ that presumably defines their marginal status, as well
as interrogate the discourse that represents these three groups of people in exclusively
impoverished terms. This literature illustrates the basis of their assumed exclusion from the
kinship structure and how the rhetoric about this triad operates implicitly—and sometimes
explicitly—within a conceptual frame of ability and disability.

2.4.1 A Historical Approach
F. Charles Fensham argues that protection of widows and orphans was routine practice in
the ancient Near East evidenced by wisdom and legal material from Mesopotamia, Egypt, Ugarit,
and Israel. Fensham primarily bases his argument in Mesopotamian and Israelite legal and
wisdom literature, since no Egyptian legal material or Ugaritic legal or wisdom literature exists.
(He includes Ugarit based upon the Epic of Aqhat.) According to Fensham, wisdom literature
instilled concern for widows, orphans, and the poor as a virtue, and legal materials detailed
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punishment for failing to abide by this cultural norm.160 Fensham asserts that widows, orphans,
and the poor had no legal rights and, therefore, required protection. He concludes that wisdom
and legal materials characterize protection of widows and orphans as the will of particular
gods—or God in Israel’s case—the quality of a good king, and a common practice throughout
the ancient Near East.
Fensham is one of the few scholars to argue that widows had family ties, based upon the
biblical characters Ruth, who became part of her husband’s family after his death, and Tamar,
whom Judah ordered to return to her father’s house. Fensham concludes that widows and
orphans are not, in fact, defined by a lack of family ties which leads him to qualify his idea about
culturally normative behavior to include not only poor widows and orphans but those
temporarily without legal protection.161 Although Fensham does not refer to aliens within the
title of his study, he includes them among his third category, the poor, when he deals with
biblical legal materials.162 Fensham credits Deuteronomy with a special interest in widows and
orphans but finds the inclusion of the alien an unremarkable addition to the group. He views
Deut. 10:18 as the foundation for all of the other laws in Deuteronomy that refer to widows,
orphans, and aliens: Yahweh protects and effects justice for this group and enjoins the Israelite
community to do the same. According to Fensham, all of the special provisions in Deuteronomy
for widows, orphans, and the poor follow this mandate in Deut. 10:18: they are allowed to eat
tithed foods, participate in festivals, and glean newly harvested land.163 He ascribes to
Deuteronomy a particularly balanced view of justice that protects but does not favor the poor.164
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At the end of his article, Fensham describes ancient Israelite religion as the “high ethical religion
of Yahweh…later inherited by Christians and Muslims.”165 This legislation in Deuteronomy, for
Fensham, forms the basis of an ethical system propagated by Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
Fensham works from a strictly historical-critical stance commensurate with the time and
context in which he lived and worked. Within his treatment of Mesopotamian law, key texts for
Fensham’s argument occur within the prologue or epilogue portions of Ur-Nammu and the Laws
of Hammurabi (LH), sections with their own ideological goals and intentions. The laws, LH 170176, that Fensham cites as a practical example of protection for widows, adjudicate the rights of
multiple, child-bearing women of differing status within a single household upon the death of the
husband. These laws address a much more complex situation than mere protection of widows.
Fensham is correct when he connects protection of the widow and orphan to the reputation of a
good king; however, characterizing all widows and orphans as vulnerable, poor, and in need of
protection accepts and replicates the ideology of these Mesopotamian texts. Fensham uses “the
weak” and “the poor” interchangeably with widows, orphans, and aliens. Thus, Fensham’s
qualification that widows and orphans may have needed only temporary legal protection is
confused by the conflation of these categories.
More alarming is Fensham’s ubiquitous use of the language of weakness without
explanation or clarification. What is it about being a widow or an orphan that makes that a
person weak? Is it that person’s “weak” status in society or does Fensham mean physical
weakness? Just as Fensham conflates aliens with “the poor,” so does he identify widows,
orphans, and the poor, i.e. aliens, with weak, as opposed to strong, members of Israelite society.
This language of weakness hints at a conceptual frame of ability.
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The term “disabled” appears one time in Fensham’s article within his discussion of The
Instructions of Amenemope where he explains, “A maxim declares that the oppressed must not
be robbed and that no harshness may be inflicted on the disabled;” he continues in the next
paragraph, “We have ample evidence that kings and rulers were encouraged to protect the
weak.”166 Fensham presents the terms “poor” and “disabled” interchangeably, drawing a direct
connection between disability and weakness.

2.4.2 Narrative Approaches: Gowan and Lohfink
In “Wealth and Poverty in the Old Testament: The Case of the Widow, the Orphan, and
the Sojourner,” Donald E. Gowan takes a narrative-ethical approach in that he attempts to read
with biblical texts and regards biblical legal material as an “appeal to the conscience” of every
Israelite to work for equal rights and provide and maintain justice. He tries to answer the
question “Why should I?,” characterizes the motives for caring for widows, orphans, and aliens
as an empathic response (“Try to put yourself in their place”) and, like most who write about
them about, casts his treatment in moral terms. Gowan explains the marginal status of widows,
orphans, and aliens within Israelite society in this way:
Widow and orphan were dependent on the good will of others because of the
social structure (male-dominated), age, and physical strength. Immigrants were
also dependent on good will because they had no natural ties to the social
structure and may also have been obviously different because of customs and
accent.167
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Gowan frames his discussion in terms of ability. He construes the marginalization of widows and
orphans thus, “In a society which depended so heavily on human muscle power for subsistence, a
family without one adult male, composed of a widow and her children, would find it difficult to
survive.”168 This same argument does not hold, however, for the alien. He describes sojourners
as “members of a family headed by an able-bodied, adult male.”169 Although Gowan
acknowledges that widows, orphans, and aliens were not always poor, he characterizes those
who were poor as the poorest of the poor, weak, of “precarious social status,” and not able to
maintain their resources and rights—all of which contributed to what he identifies as their
primary difficulty: powerlessness.
Gowan characterizes the gleaning laws (Deut 24:19-21) and the third-year tithe
provisions (Deut 14:28-29; 26:12-15) in Deuteronomy as institutionalized charity, but he finds
that the laws about festivals (Deut 16:9-12, 13-15) serve a very different purpose: that of
equality.170 Nonetheless, he recognizes that the gleaning and tithe laws were apodictic, and, thus,
unenforceable; however, since the festivals of Weeks and Booths list widows, orphans, and
aliens among the participants, Gowan asserts that Deuteronomy required an expansion of the
family at those times during the agricultural year. Of these three groups of law provisions,
Gowan concludes that they could not have “produced a welfare system which provided for all
the needs of the poor.”171 Gowan concludes that “what the Old Testament says about wealth and
poverty cannot be taken as prescriptive for any modern society;” however, he affirms the
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“enduring value for descriptive purposes” of references to widows, orphans, and aliens as “the
classic examples of the powerless.”172
Gowan infuses his article with language and assumptions about ability and normalcy, as
well as assumptions about the place in and relationship of people with disabilities to society at
large.173 Gowan presumes an ideology of ability when he attributes the powerlessness of widows
and orphans to a “lack of muscle power,” an argument undergirded by the assumption that all
adult males, Israelite or alien, were able-bodied. He assumes hard work as the mode of existence
for all people in antiquity, a type of work that presupposes a particular age, gender, and body
type, and implies that anyone who did not fit this cultural norm became impoverished and
powerless. He blurs the boundaries between antiquity and the modern charity movement. Gowan
equates a lack of physical strength with marginal social status and carries this assumption into
his modern-day parallels.
Although Gowan recognizes that most Israelites were poor and living at subsistence
levels, he asserts, “Hard work, however, is a matter of choice,” a value he attributes to wisdom
literature.174 More significant, however, with regard to widows and orphans, Gowan equates a
lack of physical strength with marginal social status.175 Gowan categorizes and abstracts widows,
orphans, and aliens when he discusses three kinds of distress they represent: widows’ involuntary
change of fortune, orphans’ helplessness “due to their physical condition,” and immigrants’
“being different from the rest.”176 He continues
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Looking at these groups in this way may help us appreciate their plight more fully
in that we can identify parallels in our own culture (e.g. the change of fortune
from a prestigious job to unemployment, or the inability to help oneself because
of mental disability rather than physical immaturity).177
Here, Gowan overtly draws a connection between the texts in Deuteronomy and people with
disabilities, specifically intellectual disabilities, today. He even describes widows, orphans and
aliens as “people with special needs.”178 Gowan’s discourse about widows, orphans, and aliens
literally operates within the cultural frame of ability where he aligns the larger (and majority)
Israelite population with the able-bodied in Israelite society and relegates widows, orphans, and
aliens to the margins.
Norbert Lohfink is one of the few scholars who does not explicitly attribute the poverty
of widows, orphans, and aliens to their exclusion from the kinship network. Although, he
believes they are poor, he identifies a lack of land ownership as their common feature, a trait
shared with Levites and slaves.179 In order to fully understand Lohfink’s perception of this triad
and their depiction in Deuteronomic Law, it is necessary to begin with Lohfink’s understanding
of the Covenant Code (Exod. 20:22-23:33). According to Lohfink, although Mesopotamian law
shows concern for the poor in the prologue and epilogue portions of its law collections, law
provisions addressing justice for the poor are absent. Lohfink points out that the Covenant Code,
on the other hand, includes provisions for the poor surrounded by a Pentateuchal narrative that
functions as the prologue and epilogue, situating these provisions within Israel’s story of the
Exodus. For Lohfink, law provisions that assume poverty pose a problem for a Pentateuchal
narrative that envisions a world with no poor. In regard to the Covenant Code, Lohfink asserts
that laws about the alien (Exod. 22:20-23.9 and 23:10-12) frame laws about the poor, as well as
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law provisions that pertain to widows and orphans (Exod. 22:22 and 23:11). Lohfink here finds
the origin of a formulaic designation for the poor in the Hebrew Bible.180 Further Lohfink asserts
that the idea of “the poor” becomes a theme in the very structures of the CC.
For Lohfink, Deuteronomy “changes the semantic field of poverty” by dividing terms for
the poor into two groups: people designated by words translated as “poor,” ebyon and ani, and a
second group, “the alien, the orphan, and the widow.” Lohfink finds contextual differences in the
laws pertaining to each group. Laws that concern the poor, ebyon or ani, appear in a context of
recurring poverty due to debt, and laws that name widows, orphans, and aliens provide for
economic needs and ensure participation in Israel’s festivals along with slaves and Levites. The
inclusion of slaves and Levites, whom Lohfink does not consider poor, leads him to conclude
that Deuteronomy seeks “not to add new groups to the poor but to change the structures of
society so as to provide support for those groups which, for very different reasons, are not in a
position to live off their own land.”181 Lohfink also sees a system in Deuteronomic Law that
extends from Deut. 5:14 to 26:12, a system that ensures economic support and full participation
in Israelite society for those without land.182 He continues, “[I]t is possible, according to
Deuteronomy, to create a world in which one can be a stranger, an orphan, or a widow without
being poor.”183 Unlike Mesopotamian law, Deuteronomic law could have made the Pentateuchal
vision of society a reality but remained unrealized, Lohfink surmises, due to a lack of support by
the Israelite people.184
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Lohfink takes a narrative approach to the laws that name widows, orphans, and aliens and
finds a system within the biblical text that emphasizes the theme of the poor (CC) and then
envisions full inclusion in society for those who do not possess land (DL). For Lohfink, the
association of slaves, widows, orphans, and aliens with the Levite in Deuteronomy elevates them
to a place of honor in Israelite society. That slaves had their daily needs provided brings Lohfink
to the conclusion that land ownership, not poverty, is the common factor among these groups of
people. That widows, orphans, and aliens did not own land is integrally related to the idea that
they were marginal or excluded from the kinship structure. Land was held by families, and
survival in premonarchical Israel depended upon land ownership held by the smallest unit of the
social structure: the bēt ᵓab̠. Although Lohfink determines that land ownership is central to the
identities of widows, orphans, and aliens, his entire discussion is framed by the assumption of
poverty. Lohfink’s frame within the Covenant Code requires equating “widows and orphans” in
Exod. 22.21 with “the poor” in Exod. 23.11. The terms for widows, orphans, and aliens establish
one of two groups of the poor in Deuteronomy, and ultimately, according to Lohfink,
Deuteronomy’s vision of structural change to eliminate want remained unrealized. While
Deuteronomy may envision a future society with no poor, Lohfink’s treatment of DL remains
firmly rooted in “the semantic field of poverty.”

2.4.3 Ideological Approaches: Sneed and Bennett
Mark Sneed argues against what he terms a vestigial approach to the Hebrew Bible which
claims that minority and oppressed voices are thought to be encoded or embedded within the
biblical text. Sneed contends that references to widows, orphans, and aliens in the Hebrew Bible
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served as propaganda to promote the interests of their upper class authors and redactors.185 He
seeks to show that “if a seemingly iron-clad case of altruism in the Hebrew Bible can be shown
to serve ideological purposes, then the Hebrew Bible as a whole should be viewed as serving the
class interests of its authors” which he, in fact, he concludes at the end of his article.186
Sneed takes both a diachronic approach, wherein he treats specific texts, and a synchronic
approach, where he considers the rhetorical function of texts that name widows, orphans, and
aliens. Sneed titles his diachronic treatment “Personae Miserabiles in Pentateuchal Legislation.”
When Sneed defines the terms “widow,” “orphan,” and “alien,” he identifies their common trait
as a “lack of kin network to support them at a specific locale,” and concludes that “these
categories represent the worst of the worst, the most wretched poor.”187 Within his synchronic
approach, Sneed explicitly identifies “concern for the poor and marginal” as a “universal value”
and claims that there is “no society, past or present, that has not, at least, given lip service to this
value.”188 Sneed defines values as “norms that form part of the social fabric of a particular
culture [emphasis added].”189 According to Sneed, concern for widows, orphans, and aliens
functioned rhetorically as a cultural norm within Israelite society, propagated by legal texts that
instilled this value in the wider population, legitimized Yahweh as benevolent ruler, and shamed
transgressors.
Diachronically, Sneed surveys Pentateuchal legislation from the Covenant Code to the
Holiness Code to show how these texts served upper class interests. First, he points to the
apodictic nature of Covenant Code legislation (Exod. 22:20-26) which prescribes no punishment
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for transgression. He ascribes the introduction of the alien to widows and orphans as further
proof of the legislation’s rhetorical use in that upper class Israelites relied upon the “cheap labor”
aliens provided.190 Sneed also points out that legislation protecting the rights of wealthy, landed
Israelites precedes laws thought to protect widows, orphans, and aliens: “So while the law
prevents the oppressing of the poor, it at the same time establishes the rights of those most
capable of oppression.”191 In Deuteronomic law, Sneed agrees that the gleaning legislation in
Deut. 24:17-21, “at least provides the bare necessities for the marginal” but goes on in the
footnote to state that “I maintain that these laws merely perpetuated their poverty as many
national welfare systems do today.”192 Sneed also points out what he calls “the new category of
marginal here: the Levites” and agrees with the traditional view that Deuteronomic cult
centralization disenfranchised and thus impoverished Levitical cultic functionaries.193 Sneed
explains the change in terminology in corresponding Holiness Code legislation, Lev 19:9, in that,
“This is essentially the same as the Deuteronomic code, except the »poor« yn[, is used instead of
the typical dyad, widow and orphan. Why the Levite is here not included is not apparent, except
that obviously this situation was no longer a problem or not yet one.”194 Sneed maintains that,
unlike the Book of the Covenant, Deuteronomy provides for the basic necessities of life to those
marginalized in Israelite society.
In his treatment of Pentateuchal legislation, Sneed makes two cogent points; he
acknowledges that legislation which refers to widows, orphans, and aliens fails to identify
punishment for transgression and that rather than preventing poverty these laws could have
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contributed to further marginalization. Although he identifies Exod. 22: 20-26 as a “triadic
formula,” references to widows, orphans and aliens do not become formulaic until deuteronomic
legislation. Additionally, Sneed discounts the change in terminology in Levitical legislation, “the
poor and the alien” (Lev 19:9) and conflates widows and orphans with the poor.
Sneed stands out as one of the few scholars to consider the ideological function of this
formulaic reference in biblical texts. Though he makes use of ideological criticism, Sneed
focuses on the interests of upper-class elites rather than questioning the construal of widows,
orphans, and aliens in the text. Sneed works from the assumption that the laws in Deuteronomy
were operational and indicative of actual practice within Israelite society, rather than couching
the same self-interests of elites. Not only does Sneed affirm that yearly and third-year tithe laws
provided for basic necessities, he also draws an analogy to modern day welfare systems which is
anachronistic at best, since ancient Israelite society is not analogous to a modern capitalist
society. Sneed, however, fails to question that the value, “concern for the less fortunate in
society,” may itself be ideological and serve upper class interests.
Further, Sneed connects widows, orphans, and aliens to people with disabilities and
excludes both groups from the regular kinship structure: “Not only were they poor, but poor
without kin to buttress them. As a result, the triadic categories probably had to take their seats
among the blind and lame who begged at the city gates.”195 Again, when he discusses concern
for the poor and marginal as a universal cultural value, he uses disability to illustrate his point:
This particular value is usually deeply ingrained in the hearts of most people.
From infancy until adulthood, it is continually inculcated and reinforced by most
societies. Shame is usually reserved for those who make fun of the handicapped,
who taunt the blind, who mock the orphan and the down-and-out. Praise is usually
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extended to those who give up their time in soup kitchens or to participate in
charities that help the sick and poverty-stricken.196
Although Sneed recognizes the concern for the widows, orphans, and aliens as a normative,
cultural value in the formation of dominant Israelite identity, he does not question their
marginalized construction within biblical texts or the scholarship that accepts this construal.
Harold V. Bennett begins from the vantage point that widows, orphans, and aliens were
“a category of socially weak, vulnerable human beings in ancient Israel” and that Deuteronomic
Law “claim[s] to offer public relief to them.”197 Bennett identifies their common characteristic as
“the absence of an adult male protector” that “guaranteed that they were a category of socially
weak, vulnerable individuals in the biblical communities.”198 Bennett employs critical legal
theory to engage in an ideological critique of DL as a method of social control exercised upon
categories of non-normative persons in society that reflects some sort of conflict. According to
Bennett, legal theory provides
A theoretical framework informed by critical theory about law [that] honors the
perspective of a category of vulnerable persons in ancient Israelite society by
treating these types of persons as the central subjects in the investigative process.
By exploring these texts from a perspective that might be analogous to the
perspective of vulnerable underclass persons in societies, scholars permit unheard
voices in these codes to speak.199

He summarizes:
I argue that widows, strangers, and orphans were part of a strategy to regulate the
behavior and to shape the ideas of local peasant farmers regarding the distribution
of goods in ancient Israel. Specifically this project argues that Deut. 14:22-29;
16:9-12, 13-15; 24:17-18, 19-22; and 26:12-15 exacerbated the plight of widows,
strangers, and orphans – a category of socially weak but politically useful persons
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in the biblical communities – positioning intellectual elites to stave off potential
uprisings by local peasant farmers in the North during the ninth century B.C.E.200
For Bennett, the changes or innovations in Deuteronomic Law reflect the site of conflict: the
situation and interests of a subgroup of Yahweh-alone cultic officials in the North during the
ninth century B.C.E. For Bennett, the specific changes in these laws from their counterparts in the
Book of the Covenant point to the concerns and strategies of cultic officials. He asserts that this
group of cultic elites wrote these laws to enact “a public assistance program” and instill values in
the population at large, values that protected and furthered their own agenda and lifestyle.201
Bennett faults the Omride dynasty for the breakdown of the primary kinship structure in
Israel, a decline that worsened the circumstances of widows, orphans, and aliens and led to the
composition of laws to establish a public relief system.202 He adheres to the traditional
designation of the three major divisions in Israel’s social structure, but differs in that he identifies
the mishpāhāh or what he calls a “collection of households,” as the most important kinship unit.
Bennett agrees that blood relations and marriage determined kinship groups but holds that
consanguinity remained the most important factor. Bennett refers to the smallest kinship
structure as the “nuclear families” of collections of households, thus equating the bēt ᵓab̠ with a
nuclear family. For Bennett the mishpāhāh controlled the socioeconomic resources that provided
support to marginal members of society.203 While widows, orphans, and aliens lacked ties to an
Israelite adult male, Bennett assumes that the mishpāhāh supported them through a voluntary
welfare system. According to Bennett, the collapse of this principal kinship arrangement during
the Omride dynasty destroyed any public welfare system that might have been available to
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widows, orphans, and aliens.204 Although the Omride government brought political stability and
increased economic wealth, it also levied a heavy burden on the populace through taxation and
the conscription of labor, creating a crisis in the North to which cultic officials responded. This
response included alteration of existing law regarding commodities, i.e. the tithes and crops
required by the major festivals. Thus, the Yahweh-alone cult created a centralized, yearly system
theologically grounded in fear of Yahweh that brought money and food to a single location and
placed the burden of caring for widows, orphans, and aliens on the community at large.
According to Bennett, this subgroup used “charity toward a category of socially weak,
vulnerable persons as a pretext” to maximize their economic gain.205
Bennett blends historical critical methodology with the ideological critique of critical
legal theory. Bennett works from the assumption that Deuteronomy presents a picture of
historical reality and that DL reflects actual practice in Israelite society. His reconstruction of the
social history of Israel and the place of widows, orphans, and aliens within it is integral to the
accuracy of his hypothesis. At times in his study, he is on the cusp of recognizing the social
construction of marginalized groups. He states that critical legal theory “contends that social
features over which people have little control connect these persons and become the criteria for
their social grouping” and that “membership in this social category positions people to become
the victims of injustice and to experience socioeconomic disadvantage.”206 However, he fails to
question the reality of that social construction and the role of the more powerful who construct it
according to their own version of what is normative. In fact, Bennett endorses the construction
and draws on legal and sociological theory that supports his assumption that widows, orphans,
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and aliens were always weak and vulnerable. Bennett adopts the social scientific work of
Gottwald and Gerhard Lenski as proof that widows, orphans, and aliens were among the lower
socio-economic groups in ancient Israel. Since Gottwald’s work does not specifically address
widows, orphans, and aliens, Bennett primarily relies on Lenski’s work. Lenski characterizes
social hierarchy as “inevitable and intentional” and that typical agrarian societies are comprised
by a ruler, a governing body, those employed by the governing body, commercial merchants,
artisans, priests, peasants (who make up ninety percent of the population), and expendables.207
Within this class of “expendables,” Bennett finds support for his hypothesis. Bennett summarizes
a portion of Lenski’s work thus:
Lenski proposes that a class of expendable persons was a feature of agrarian
communities. He implies that individuals for whom other members of society had
little or no need, or who were unemployable, constituted this stratum. This social
subdivision of nonessential persons included petty criminals, beggars, itinerant
workers, individuals with physical and mental handicaps, women with children
but who were without husbands, and other individuals that political and economic
elites forced to live by charity. What is more, Lenski argues that marginality was
characteristic of expendables in an agrarian society. According to Lenski,
marginality denotes unemployability: it is the absence of skills or special
knowledge regarding a vocation.208
Bennett’s use of Lenski’s theory signals his agreement with Lenski’s construal of agrarian
societies and the expendable people with them. The inevitability of an expendable class
constructs and legitimizes a normalizing discourse that marginalizes particular groups of people
based upon a singular, narrowly defined characteristic—in this case, a thoroughly modern
conception of work. Lenski’s theory looks all too familiar to people with disabilities and DS
scholars. That widows, orphans, and aliens were unable to work is as questionable as the
assumption that people with disabilities are not able to work and thus have nothing to contribute
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to society, an assumption successfully contested by the Disability Rights Movement and
Disability Studies. While Bennett may think that Lenski’s theory of expendability supports his
own hypothesis, it is yet another example of Bennett’s unquestioning acceptance of the dominant
discourses within society.
Although Bennett recognizes that references to widows, orphans, and aliens buttressed
the socio-political interests of cultic officials, he does not consider the possibility that the writers
and redactors of these laws in Deuteronomy constructed this group of people in a particular way
to serve larger ideological and rhetorical purposes. Equally significant, according to Bennett’s
own hypothesis, Deuteronomic legislation that references widows, orphans, and aliens is
ultimately not about them. They serve as a literary foil that reflects the power struggle between
cultic officials and peasant landowners. Widows, orphans, and aliens are literary pawns in
Bennett’s thesis about the war over the control of commodities and the power that control brings.
Bennett questions the ideology behind the laws pertaining to widows, orphans, and aliens but
does not interrogate the portrayal of this group in Deuteronomy or the secondary literature.
Bennett uses critical legal and sociological theory that supports his initial assumption that
widows, orphans, and aliens were weak and vulnerable. Thus, in his book-length study, he
further entrenches a reductive discourse by grounding it in seemingly legitimate social-scientific
and critical legal theory.

2.5 Ideological Representations
Widows, orphans, and aliens are overwhelmingly defined as impoverished members, if
not the poorest of the poor, of Israelite society. According to the survey above, their poverty
stems from a lack of legal rights which leaves them poor and weak (Fensham), the absence of a
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male head of household (Gowan, Bennett), a lack of land ownership (Lohfink), or lack of a
kinship network (Sneed). Each of these reasons is rooted in Israelite social structure, primarily
the bēt ᵓab̠ in which land was held, worked, and governed by an able-bodied male head of
household.
Although their methodological approaches vary from historical-critical to narrative to
ideological, each scholar surveyed above begins with the same assumptions: that widows,
orphans, and aliens were impoverished due to their marginal relationship to the kinship structure
and that the laws in Deuteronomy provided restitution in the form of economic support and
inclusion in society that they did not have through the family structure, specifically the bēt ᵓab̠.
The ideological approach by Sneed and Bennett possesses the greatest potential for questioning
the construction of widows, orphans, and aliens in biblical texts; however, both develop
arguments that objectify widows, orphans, and aliens in favor of the interests and actions of the
upper class.
Equally problematic is the ease with which scholarship draws connections between
widows, orphans, and aliens in antiquity and people with disabilities today. Sometimes this move
is subtle, invoking language such as “weakness,” to describe widows, orphans, and aliens, or
using interchangeably the terms “poor” and “disabled.” In other instances, this connection is
overt: widows and orphans lack the physical strength of an adult, able-bodied male and are, thus,
poor and powerless. The interchangeable use of the language of poverty and weakness combined
with the drawing of modern analogies to people with disabilities carries forward the assumptions
about widows, orphans, and aliens in antiquity and transfers these characteristics (poor,
dependent, and weak) to people with disabilities today. Sneed contends that concern for the less
fortunate in society is a universal value, viewing it as a norm woven into the social fabric of each
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particular society. Fensham and Gowan view this concern as a moral foundation or ethical
imperative. What each fails to question is the ideological purpose of this construction of widows,
orphans, and aliens that becomes part of the very structure of society. This conceptualization is
treated as if it is benign in its “universal” form but ideological in its particular application. While
Sneed recognizes the ideological use of the seemingly altruistic cause of widows, orphans, and
aliens, he does not question the ideological nature of the construction itself. It is not the use of
the construction as a tool of elite class interest but the very construction itself that gives the guise
of justice within a system of social inequality. The ideological and rhetorical representations of
this group of people in antiquity is then read historically whereby their textual construction is
accepted, legitimized, and carried forward to another group of people. The negative valences and
assumptions in this conceptualization of widows, orphans, and aliens in antiquity are
unquestioningly applied to people with disabilities.

Conclusion
This chapter has shown that very little agreement exists about the composition of the bēt
ᵓab̠, the foundation of the argument that widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites existed in Israelite
society outside of the dominant kinship structure. The belief that widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites were landless and impoverished constrains every treatment of them as a group, “the
alien, the orphan, and the widow,” with or without the Levite. It is as if no one can think about
them in any other way. The archetypical foundations of the bēt ᵓab̠ do not support the current
construction of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites.
This chapter surveyed the literature about widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites, together
and individually, showing that very little disagreement exists outside of the dominant narrative
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created about them. The Levites as scribes who may have authored or at least had a profound
impact on the shape of Deuteronomy, acted as cult functionaries in Deuteronomy, and
maintained a positive portrayal throughout the book have the greatest potential to question
consider the narrative created about them in scholarly literature may be false. If Levites are not
overwhelmingly poor, then perhaps widows, orphans, and aliens rather than being the vulnerable
personae miserae of Deuteronomy may actually perform a cultic function in the book. Widows,
orphans, and aliens are associated with Levites, the cult functionaries of Deuteronomy, not
Levites who are associated with the impoverished outcasts of Israelite society.
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CHAPTER 3
Introduction
Two intertwined themes in Deuteronomy inform this study: first, a strong agricultural
motif that reconceptualizes relationship with the divine and covenant loyalty in terms of
abundance and, second, the curtailment of the earthly king’s role in favor of YHWH as the just
king of Israel, a theme related to agricultural abundance. The just king as one who protects his
people, especially the vulnerable in society, and provides food and water is a long-standing royal
ideology that appears throughout ancient Near Eastern inscriptions. From the earliest known text
proclaiming the virtues of Urukagina to the laws of Hammurabi, the king provides for his people
which includes safety, protection—especially of widows and orphans—as well as independence,
waterways, and sufficient food. This chapter will trace these intertwined themes in
Mesopotamian inscriptions in order to show that Deuteronomy inherited a well-established motif
of care of “the orphan and the widow.”1 This is not to argue literary dependence but, rather, to
establish the cultural milieu in which formulaic references to widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites in Deuteronomy emerged.2 The idea that Deuteronomy legally mandated care for this
group of people—heralded as a distinctly deuteronomic humanitarian ethic—presumes the stance
that collections of biblical law were comprehensive, authoritative, and operative. Although few
biblical scholars still hold that biblical law collections functioned as operative law, the disjunct
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remains between discussions of deuteronomic law and those of widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites in Deuteronomy.
F. R. Kraus’s question, “What is Codex Hammurabi?” prompted inquiries into the nature
and function of ancient Near Eastern law collections.3 Prior to Kraus’s essay, Assyriologists
began to notice that extant trial records did not refer to—and oftentimes disagreed with— the
Laws of Hammurabi (LH).4 Further, LH omitted important subjects relevant to daily life.5
Due to its long history, promulgation, and multiple extant archaeological artifacts, LH
provides a unique opportunity to consider the ideological functions of ancient Near Eastern and
biblical law. LH was preserved and copied for a millennium.6 These copies remained very close
to the original until just before the end of the Babylonian empire.7 That the individual laws were
enclosed by a narrative and yet poetic prologue and epilogue and were displayed on at least one
monumental pillar indicates that LH functioned beyond a set of practiced laws. The narrative
sections of LH state as part of their purpose “to prevent the strong from oppressing the weak,” an
inclusio that frames the entire law collection.8 Although LH remains the most well-known source
that references care of widows and orphans, this motif appears as early as 3000 B.C.E.;
therefore, the formulaic references in Deuteronomy stand in a long line of ideological texts that
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celebrate “just” rulers. The content, form, and genre of these inscriptions are crucial when
considering references to the protection of the widow and orphan by a just ruler as a wellestablished trope within the ancient Near East prior to its appearance in LH and Deuteronomy.

Mesopotamian Royal Ideology and the Just King
According to the Mesopotamian myth “Enki and Ninmah,” the higher gods oversaw the
work of lower gods who were tasked with food production and canal building, until, “The gods,
dredging the clay, began complaining about this life.”9 When Namma, the mother goddess of
Enki, suggests to him to “create a substitute for the gods so they can be freed from their toil,”
Enki devises a plan whereby Namma gives birth to human beings.10 Humanity, then, became
responsible for providing sustenance to the gods. With the emergence of human rulers
memorialized by existing inscriptions, monarchs became the conduit of protection and the means
of existence for not only the gods, but also their subjects. Royal ideology hinges upon the twofold idea that humans had a responsibility to serve the gods by providing food and water in order
to secure these same necessities for their people:
[T]he ruler as representative of the people will have been responsible for making
offerings on their behalf to the god(s) of their city, without which the gods’ favor could
not be retained. On the other side, it is clear that the kings took credit for the economic
prosperity and social order which follow from successful harvests, and it was thus very
much in their interests to secure the divine favor, from which prosperity would follow.11
Mesopotamian rulers sought to serve, take care of, and imitate their gods. In doing so, they
proclaimed their protection of widows and orphans.
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Just as Mesopotamian gods served as shepherds to humanity, Mesopotamian rulers
sought to serve as shepherds of their people: “In ancient Mesopotamia, mesharum is one of the
duties of the king. He is expected to be a shar mesharim (a just king). This involves supervision,
sound administration, and the enactment of decrees for the purpose of improving the well-being
of the people.”12 Human rulers provided temples, made food offerings, and dug canals in order to
provide an abundant supply of food and water to their gods and, thus, their people. These related
roles of protector and provider inform the portrayal of the just king.
Mesopotamian royal ideology seeks to establish the ruler as a protector, provider, and
guarantor of justice. The king, as protector, is described as able, a strong warrior, and a shepherd
of the people. As a provider, the king, through his service to the gods, secures an abundant
supply of food and water, evidenced by “abundance rhetoric.” For example, Hammurabi
celebrated the construction of a canal in his thirty-eighth regnal year and named it, “Hammurabi
is the abundance of his people.”13 As the guarantor of justice, the king engages in activities such
as regulating trade, distributing food, protecting vulnerable groups of people, forgiving debts,
and liberating people from foreign rule or prison. Royal ideology shows an early connection to
abundance rhetoric reflected in the ruler’s treatment of the gods. A good king builds houses for
their local gods and provides food and water for the gods who in turn provide abundant food and
water for the people.
Mesopotamian rulers also engaged in extensive canal building which both supplied water
to the gods and to the king’s own people. This chapter will explore Mesopotamian references to
widows and orphans in order to show that while they appear widespread, the inscriptions in
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which they appear are highly rhetorical texts that seek to justify the kingship of their rulers who
in turn were imitating Mesopotamian gods. This study argues that the monarch’s concern for
widows and orphans is another facet of royal ideology whereby the king “proves” that he was a
good ruler because he protected them. This poetic concern is inscribed upon durable, publicly
displayed materials that seek to persuade the king’s contemporaries and future generations of the
king’s worthiness to rule and his lasting good name and reputation.
Royal ideology begins early in recorded human history as attested by Sumerian royal
inscriptions. These inscriptions portray the ruler as a just king “or more precisely the ruler’s
desire to prove that he was ‘just.’”14 The earliest instance of royal ideology occurs in the
inscriptions of Enmetena, the ruler of Lagash, which intertwines language that establishes the
ruler as just with language showing him building houses for the gods and securing a water
source. As a protector of the people, in La 5.4, Enmetena “cancelled obligations for Lagash,
having mother restored to child and child restored to mother.”15 In a separate inscription, this
phrase occurs again, preceded and followed by the construction of canals.16
Royal ideology also contains another aspect: language of ability. For instance, in the
prologue of Hammurabi’s stele, he proclaims, “I am Hammurabi, the shepherd, selected by the
god Enlil, he who heaps high abundance and plenty, who perfects every possible thing for the
city of Nippur, (the city known as) band-of-heaven-and-earth, the pious provider of the Ekur
temple; the capable king…” (i 50-62, i 63-ii1).17 This language of ability appears again at the
beginning of the epilogue as an inclusio: “These are the just decisions which Hammurabi, the
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able King, has established and thereby has directed the land along the course of truth and the
correct way of life” (xlvii 1-8)18

3.1 Mesopotamian Inscriptions
Seven inscriptions, including LH, record protection of widows and orphans.19 Of the
seven, two declare protection of widows and orphans by the gods, and the other five associate
protection of widows and orphans with a human ruler as evidence of that ruler’s justice. The
section that follows presents the inscriptions discovered to date that reference protection of
widows and orphans as part of a larger scheme of glorification of an earthly ruler. Just kings
provided food and water to the gods, protection and ample food supplies to his people, and
protection of widows and orphans.

3.1.1 The Reforms of Urukagina
The earliest extant reference to the king as a protector of the widow and the orphan
occurs in what are known as the “Reforms of Uru-ka-gina,” (alternately known as “Uruinimgina”
or “Irikakina”), a king who ruled in Lagash around 2400 B.C.E.20 The Reforms are, in fact, a
hypothesized law collection. Three clay cones provide one version of the Reforms while a
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second recension consists of one clay cone and several fragments.21 The first half and second
half of the text are poetically mirrored.22
In those days, the head boatman appropriated boats
the livestock official appropriated asses
the livestock manager appropriated sheep
the fisheries inspector appropriated taxes
and the lustration priests measured out grain taxes (as payment) at (the town of)
AMBAR.
The shepherds of wool-bearing sheep paid (a tax) in sliver instead of (the correct practice
of giving) a white sheep,
And the surveyor, chief lamentation-singer, supervisor, brewer, and foreman paid (a tax)
in silver instead of the (the correct practice of giving) an offering lamb.23
Once Enlil entrusts the kingship to Urukagina, he:
He removed the boatmen from (control over) the boats,
he removed the livestock official from (control over) assess and sheep,
he removed the fisheries inspector from (control over) taxes,
he removed the silo supervisor from (control over) the grain taxes of the lustration-priests
he removed the (court bailiff) (responsible) for paying (of duties) in silver instead of
white sheep and young lambs.24
The second recension of the Reform texts is similar, except that Urukagina is chosen by Ning͂irsu
“because the head boatmen appropriated boats, the livestock official appropriated asses and
sheep, because the fisheries inspector appropriated taxes [emphasis added],” ending with the
cancelling of debts.25 A third recension in the form of a clay plaque shares only slight
similarities, though with several lacunae.26
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The narrative continues with the ruler and temple administrators appropriating land and
goods, uprooting orchards of “the poor” in order to steal the fruit, the overcharging of people
trying to bury their dead, and the mistreatment of blind workers. These inscriptions present a
highly stylized celebration of Urukagina’s accomplishments. The part of the text that most
closely resembles legislation follows this highly stylized presentation of society before and, then,
during Urukagina’s reign and states that Urukagina legislated two things regarding a dependent
laborer or low-level military personnel: the purchasing of a “good donkey” or a house.27 In each
instance, the laborer cannot be coerced into selling his property. The cones then relate that
Urukagina set free any citizen of Lagash who was imprisoned for indebtedness, theft, or murder.
It is at this point that the oldest reference to widows and orphans occurs. Near the end of the first
recension, the inscription reads:
Urukagina made a binding
oral agreement with the god
Ning͂irsu that he would
never subjugate the orphan
(or) widow to the powerful.

nu-siki nu-ma-kúš
lú-á-tuku
nu-na-gá-gá-a
nin- g͂ír-su-da
URU-KA-gi-na-ke
inim-bi KA e-da-KÉŠDA28

This agreement regarding widows and orphans is immediately followed by Urukagina’s building
a new canal for Ning͂irsu, stating, “The canal is pure, its flood is bright—may it (ever) bring
flowing water to the goddess Nans̆e.”29 By constructing the canal, Urukagina is fulfilling his duty
to provide an adequate water supply to his god. Fulfilling this duty follows his promise to protect
the widow and orphan thus, linking two prominent features of nascent royal ideology: care of
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widows and orphans and care of the gods. Assyriologists, like many biblical scholars, consider
inscriptions proof that ancient Mesopotamian rulers were just without further consideration that
the rhetorical features present in these texts more likely reveal the persuasive desires of their
rulers. In this vein, Urukagina, based upon this reference to widows and orphans, is heralded as
the first Mesopotamian ruler concerned for economic inequality and social justice.30

3.1.2 Gudea, Cylinder B and Statue B
Proceeding in chronological order, the next reference to widows and orphans occurs in
the second of two cylinders, Cylinder B, among the inscriptions of Gudea, ruler of Lagash from
2144-2124 B.C.E. This reference to widows and orphans is similar to that of Urukagina:
níḡ-g[i-na]-d[nanše] ni[n-ḡír-su]-k[a-šè]
èn-[im]-m[a-ši-tar]
nu-sik[i lú-níg͂-tuku] nu-m[u-na-g͂ar]
nu-m[a-su] lú-[á-tuku] nu-na-[g͂ar]

He paid attention to the justice
(ordained) [by Nanše] and
Ni[ngirsu]; he did not expose the
orphan [to the wealthy person] nor
did he expose the widow to the
[influential] one.31

Gudea’s Statue B commemorates his building the temple or “house” for Ningirsu. In column 7,
Gudea proclaims:
I paid attention to the justice
ordained by Nanše and
Ningirsu; I did not expose the
orphan to the wealthy person,
nor did I expose the widow to
the influential one.32

níḡ-gi-gi-nad
nanše
d
nin-ḡír-su-ka-šè
èn-im-ma-ši-tar
nu-siki lú-níg͂-tuku nu-mu-na-g͂ar
na-ma-su lú-á-tuku nu-na-g͂ar
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After Gudea recounts his elaborate construction of Ningirsu’s house, he requests that his statue
communicate to “my lord:”
I had debts remitted and “washed all hands.” For seven days no grain was ground. The
slave-woman was allowed to be equal to her mistress, the slave was allowed to walk side
by side with his master. In my city the one (who appeared) unclean to Ningirsu to
someone was permitted to sleep (only) outside. I had anything disharmonious turned right
back “to its house” (i.e. where it belongs).
I paid attention to the justice ordained by Nanše and Ningirsu; I did not expose the
orphan to the wealthy person, nor did I expose the widow to the influential one.
In a house with no male child, I let the daughter (of the house) become its heir.33
This section ends the first-person speech of Gudea, and the last section pronounces curses upon
anyone who alters his statue.
The text in Cylinder B displays language of ability and protection, two aspects of royal
ideology, by presenting Gudea as an able protector of his people: “The true shepherd Gudea is
wise and able [literal translation: ‘to be big’].”34 He faithfully serves his gods, building their
houses and overseeing their worship, including lavish food offerings: “He used syrup and butter
(to prepare) food for the gods, (all) things untouched by fire; syrup, butter, wine, sour milk,
gipar-fruit, fig-cakes topped with cheese, dates in clusters(?), small grapes.”35 Gudea constructed
a lavish temple for Ningirsu and Bau, and when “Bau had entered her women’s quarters—(that
meant) abundance for the land of Lagaš.”36 By building Ningirsu’s and Bau’s houses and
providing offerings, Gudea secures abundance for his people:
That (from now on) the river be full of flowing water, that there be carp and perch (?) in
the marshes
That the inspector of fisheries and the dyke inspector might assist, that barley might be
filled in (and shipped) on the great waters, that tons, heaps and tons, the income of the
land of Lagaš might be piled up;
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That cattle-pens and sheep folds be built, that lambs might abound around healthy ewes,
that rams be let loose on the healthy ewes, that many calves might stand by the healthy
cows, and that the pure-bred sire might low among them…
did Gudea come before lord Ningirsu37
In fulfillment of his duty as a just ruler, Gudea builds Ningirsu a home, plies the god with
offerings of food, and, thus, secures water resources for his people.

3.1.3 A Hymn to Nanše
A hymn to the goddess Nanše, during the time of Gudea, references widows and orphans
three times. These references occur within the frame of abundance rhetoric. After an introduction
celebrating Nanše’s return to the “perfect” city, Niĝin, the description of Nanše begins:
She is beer mash (?), the mother is yeast (?), Nanše is the cause of great things: her
presence makes the storehouses of the land {bulge} {(1 ms. has instead:) prosper} and
makes the honey … like resin in the storerooms. Because of her, there stand vessels with
ever-flowing water; because of Nanše, the baskets containing the treasures of the Land
cover the ground like the silt of the river. She is the lady of …….
[1 line unclear]
Nanše is the lady who raises high the channels for the meadows and the irrigation
ditches.38
Abundant food and water for both drinking and irrigation are clearly attributed to Nanše. This
abundance rhetoric related to food is immediately followed by Nanše’s concern for the widow
and the orphan:
She is concerned for the orphan
and concerned for the widow.
She does not forget the man
who helps (?) others, she is a
mother for the orphan; Nanše, a
carer for the widow, who
always finds advice for the
debt-slave; the lady who gives

nu-siki mu-un-zu nu-mu-un-su muun-zu
lu2 lu2-ra a2 jal2-la mu-un-zu nu-sikika ama-a-ni
d
nance nu-mu-un-su-a saj en3 tar-ra-ani
e2 ur5-ur5-ra sa2 pad3-pad3-de3
nin-e lu2-kar-ra ur2-ra bi2-in-tum2-mu
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protection for refugees. She
seeks out a place for the weak.
She swells his collecting basket
for him; she makes his
collecting vessel profitable for
him. For the righteous maiden
who has taken her path, Nanše
chooses a young man of means.
Nanše raises a secure house like
a roof over the widow who
could not remarry.

sig9-ga-ar ki mu-na-ab-kij2-kij2-e
gi-gur cu DU-ni mu-na-ab-buluj3-e
dug
cajan cu DU-ni ku-dun mu-natuku-tuku
geme2 si sa2 jiri3-ni mu-un-dab5-ba
d
nance cul a2 zid-da tuku-ni im-ma-niin-saj5-e
nu-mu-un-su lu2 dam nu-tuku-ni
d
nance jic-ur3-gin7 e2 zid-da im-ma-angur3-ru-nam39

Although the text of the hymn clearly associates widows and orphans with vulnerable groups,
such as the “weak” and “debt slaves,” it does not equate widows and orphans to the poor and
powerless in Sumerian society.
The next reference to widows and orphans occurs late in the hymn:
For the lady who cares for all the
countries, the queen, Mother Nanše, sees
into their hearts: the orphan who ……,
the widow who ……, the waif delivered
up to the powerful, the powerful delivered
to the powerless

nin saj en3 tar kur-kur-ra-ke4
in-nin ama dnance cag4-ba igi mini-in-jal2
nu-siki ka saj-ja2 ak nu-mu-su GIL
aj2-je26-da
ki-gul-la a2-tuku-ur2 ja2-ja2-da
a2-tuku a2 nu-tuku-ra ja2-ja2-da40

Although this text is incomplete, references to widows and orphans appear adjacent to each other
in a stylized form. Nanše is considered the goddess of social justice, but there is clearly a
separate dynamic at work in his part of the hymn, for Nanše also cares for the “powerful
delivered to the powerless.”
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3.1.4 A S̆irnašub to Utu (Utu F)
The S̆irnašub to Utu, or Utu F, dates to the Larsa Dynasty, 2003-1763 B.C.E. The
širnašub form, usually translated, “incantation,” is a small group of texts which shares literary
features that place the form within the genre of hymns.41 One such text to the god Utu inscribed
on a tablet contains the designation širnašub. The final lines begin with a chiastic form, A, B, B΄,
A΄, addressed to those “who venture forth single-handed:”
For those who venture forth singlehanded, who venture forth from a
man's house, for those who venture
forth from a man's house, who venture
forth single-handed, Utu: you are their
mother, Utu, you are their father. Utu,
as for the orphans, Utu, as for the
widows, Utu: the orphans look to you
as their father, Utu, you succour the
widows as their mother.42

cu AC ed2-da-ke4 e2 lu2 ed2-da-ke4
e2 lu2 ed2-da-ke4 cu AC ed2-da-ke4
utu ama-bi-me-en dutu a-a-bi-me-en
utu nu-siki-ke4 dutu nu-mu-su-e
utu nu-siki-ke4 a-a-ni-gin7 igi-bi mara-pad3
utu nu-mu-su-e ama-bi-gin7 cu gi4gi4-bi-me-en

Utu acts as father to the orphan and mother to the widow in effect poetically creating familial
bonds. It is not clear why Utu acts as a “mother” to the widow or why this is here translated
“succor” (to give help or aid) when the word “cu” meaning “hand” ties nicely to the chiasm at
the beginning of the section: Utu lends a hand to those who are “single-handed.”

3.1.5 A Praise Poem of Išme-Dagan
A short reference to widows and orphans occurs in a lengthy poem where king IšmeDagan, who ruled from approximately 1889-1871 B.C.E., celebrates his many virtues and
achievements. The lines preceding the reference to widows and orphans are damaged; however,
widows and orphans are associated with the dispossessed (although the translation is
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questionable) and bondsmen. Išme-Dagan declares, “I have supported the appeals of bondsmen,
of waifs and widows who cry "Alas, Utu!" or "Alas, Nanna!" [cu du3-a nu-siki nu-mu-su-a i-dutu
i-dnanna].”43 The poem characterizes widows and orphans as crying out to the gods and
emphasizes the king’s role to represent them in legal proceedings. In the same section, IšmeDagan states that he has “kept the just on the proper track,” showing that the king is responsible
for all of the people’s actions.44

3.1.6 The Laws of Ur-Namma
The prologue to the laws of Ur-Namma, written during the reign of Ur-Namma, ca. 21122095 B.C.E., or his son Shulgi, 2094-2047 B.C.E., presents a more well-developed rhetoric of
justice; however, the reference to widows and orphans is strikingly similar to early predecessors:
I did not deliver the orphan to the rich. I did
not deliver the widow to the mighty.

nu-sig lú nig-tuku-ra ba-ra-an-na-gar
nu-mu-un-su lú á tuku-ra ba-ra-an-na- gar lú (A
iv 162-168, C ii 30-39) 45

The preserved beginning of the prologue lists Ur-Namma’s ample food offerings to the gods:
“[H]e established 21,600 silas of barley, 30 sheep, 30 silas of butter, per month, as regular
offerings…in the land” (A i 1-30).46 The prologue is governed by a chiastic structure involving a
temporal marker and Ur-Namma’s establishing justice, “At that time…I established justice in the
land (A iii 114-124)…I established justice in the land at that time” (A iv 169-170, C ii40-51).47
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Within this chiastic structure, the prologue echoes Urukagina’s Reforms in that Ur-Namma freed
people during a time when those in power took advantage of them:
At that time, the nisku-people had control of the fields, the sea-captains had control of the
foreign maritime trade…those who appropriate(?) [the oxen]…those who appropriate (?)
[the sheep] (A i 32-42).
[At that time (I)], Ur-Namma [mighty warrior, lord of the city of Ur, king of the lands of
Sumer and] Akkad, [by the might] of the god Nanna, my lord, [by the true command of
the god Utu(?)], I established [justice in the land(?)] (A iii 104-113).
[…] I returned. I established freedom for the Akkadians and foreigners(?) in the lands of
Sumer and Akkad, for those conducting foreign maritime trade (free from) the seacaptains, for the herdsmen (free from) those who appropriate(?) oxen, sheep, and donkeys
(A iii 114-124).48
The prologue continues relating how Ur-Namma freed territories from Anshan, standardized
weights and measures, regulated boat traffic on the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, secured safe
roads, and planted an orchard. The prologue concludes, “I eliminated enmity, violence, and cries
for justice. I established justice (nig-si-sá) in the land, at that time” (A iv 169-170, C ii 40-51).49
The law collection that follows, albeit incomplete, contains two laws regarding widows that
concern marriage and sexual relations. First, within the context of divorce, a distinction is made
between a man divorcing a “first-ranking wife” who must pay 60 shekels of silver (Bi 20-24, C
iv 93-97). On the other hand, if he divorces a widow, then he must pay 30 shekels, indicating that
the marriage to a widow is less valued than a “first-ranking wife” (A vi 246-249, B i 25-29, Civ
93-97). The second law provision states that if a man has sexual relations with a widow “without
a formal contract” that he is not obligated to pay her anything in the surmised event of a divorce
(A vi 250-254, B i 30-36).50 The law provisions preserved in the Ur-Namma collection do not
share any similarities with the statements about widows in the prologue, and there are no law
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provisions protecting orphans. This lack of cohesion is one of the strongest arguments for the
ideological use of references to widows and orphans as a rhetorical feature of royal ideology.
Rulers traded upon the social capital such declarations supplied as proof of and justification for
their reigns.

3.1.7 The Laws of Hammurabi
The law collection of Hammurabi contains one of the most well-known, most cited
references to widows and orphans. The reference occurs in the epilogue:
In order that the mighty not wrong the weak, to provide just ways for the waif and
widow, I have inscribed by precious pronouncements upon my stela and set it up before
the statue of me, the king of justice, in the city of Babylon, the city which the gods Anu
and Enlil have elevated, within the Esagil, the temple whose foundations are fixed as are
heaven and earth, in order to render the judgments of the land, to give verdicts of the
land, and to provide just ways for the wronged (xlvii 59-78).51
The stela deliberately links this reference to “the waif and widow” to the medium itself, a
monument dedicated to Hammurabi as a just ruler, with its “imposing physical presence.”52 The
stele presents the prologue, law collection, and epilogue as a “unified message.”53 A bas-relief
sculpture at the top of the stele depicts Hammurabi standing before the seated god Shamash.54
Interpretations of the relief image view the image as Hammurabi “receiving the insignia of royal
power;”55 that Hammurabi is giving “the emblems of sovereignty” to Shamash; or—more fitting
with royal ideology—that Hammurabi is holding “the measuring tools of the rod-measure and
rope-measure used in temple building.”56 The stele also exhibits “deliberate archaizing,” and
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“literary language in the prologue and epilogue” that establish its rhetorical function and force.57
It is not accidental that the epilogue makes a reference to the widow and the orphan; it is integral
to Hammurabi’s depiction of himself a good and just king.
The stele also displays a well-developed royal ideology, most notably, Hammurabi as the
able ruler, the shepherd of his people who provides abundance, and the self-proclaimed “king of
justice.” The prologue and epilogue repeat descriptions of Hammurabi with almost exactly the
same terminology. The prologue describes Hammurabi as the “capable king [s̆arrum lēƆûm]” (i
63-ii 1, iii 47-54) and “the able one [telītim],” while the epilogue states he is “the able king
[s̆arrum lēƆûm]” (xlvii 1-8) and “noble king [s̆arrum gitmālum]” (xlvii 9-58).58 In fact, the
prologue presents Hammurabi’s ability as equal to none: “I am the king preeminent among
kings. My pronouncements are choice, my ability (lēƆûtī) is unrivaled (i 50-62).”59 In the
beginning sections of the prologue and epilogue, Hammurabi’s name appears twice creating an
inclusio that encloses the law collection. In the prologue, Hammurabi’s name appears after a
long introductory relative clause announcing his “enlil-ship” or appointment as king by the god
Enlil, where he is called “pious prince,” In the second occurrence, Hammurabi declares “I
[anāku] am Hammurabi, the shepherd selected by the god Enlil he who heaps high abundance
and plenty, who perfects every possible thing for the city Nippur” (xlvii 79-xlvii 2).60 In the
epilogue, Hammurabi again declares:
I [anāku] am Hammurabi, perfect king. I have not been careless or negligent toward
humankind, granted to my care by the god Enlil, and with whose shepherding the god
Marduk charged me. I have sought for them peaceful places...I made the people of all
settlements lie in safe pastures…The great gods having chosen me, I am indeed the
shepherd who brings peace, whose scepter is just (xlvii9-58).61
57
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The addition of a prologue and epilogue, replete with royal ideology and publicly
displayed as an homage to Hammurabi’s rule, has a rhetorical effect which transforms the text
into something that functions as more than a mere collection of laws: “The prologue and
epilogue clearly are not farfetched and superfluous pieces; they are essential for the entire work,
whose profound meaning they indicate in their own way.”62 Further, “The laws were a scientific
or academic work at home in the school or the courtroom, but, when wrapped in the royal
inscription, their purpose morphed from that of edifying judges or scribes to that of the royal
monument, namely glorifying the king.”63
Abundance language, illustrating Hammurabi’s duty as a human being to the gods which
in turn secures abundance for his people, permeates the prologue and epilogue of LH.
Hammurabi is he:
…who heaps high abundance and plenty [nuḫs̆im u ṭuḫdim] (i 50-62)
…the “enricher of the city of Ur…who provides abundance [literal translation: wealth,
ḫegallim] for the Enishngal temple (ii 13-21)
…who revitalizes the city of Uruk, who provides abundant [nuḫs̆im] waters for its people
(ii 37-47)
…who heaps up bountiful produce [ḫiṣbim] for the gods Anu and Ishtar (ii 37-47)
…who supplies abundance [nuḫs̆im] for the temple of Egalmaḫ (ii 48-54)
…who heaps up storage bins for the mighty god Urash (iii 17-23)
…who provides the pure offerings for the goddess Nintu (iii 24-35)
…who provides plentiful food offerings for the Enninu temple (iii 36-46)
…who give waters of abundance to the Emeslam temple (iii 70-iv 6)
…who decreed eternal pure food offerings for the god Enki and Damkina (iv 7-22)
…who provides pure feasts for the goddess Ninazu (iv 32-44).64
In the epilogue, Hammurabi threatens the opposite of abundance to any future ruler who does not
“heed my pronouncements which I have inscribed on my stela…and thus overturn the
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judgements that I rendered, change my pronouncements, alter my engraved image, erase my
inscribed name and inscribe his own name” (xliv18-44).65 Hammurabi invokes curses upon that
ruler “years of famine (xlix 53-80)” and “destruction of his land (xlix 81-97).” Hammurabi’s
curses continue:
…May the god Ea…dam up his rivers at the source; may he not allow any life-sustaining
grain in his land (xliv 98-1 13).66
…May the god Adad, lord of abundance, the canal-inspector of heaven and earth, my
helper deprive him of the benefits of rain from heaven and flood from the springs, and
may he obliterate his land through destitution and famine…may he turn his land into the
abandoned hills left by flood (1 64-80).67
The curses also include references disability:
May the goddess Ninkarrak, daughter of the god Anu, who promotes my cause in the
Ekur temple, cause a grievous malady to break out upon his limbs, an evil demonic
disease, a serious carbuncle which cannot be soothed, which a physician cannot diagnose,
which he cannot ease with bandages, which, like the bite of death, cannot be expunged;
may he bewail his lost virility until his life comes to an end (li 50-69).68
Abundance language occurs in two other inscriptions: “Inscription Recording the Building of a
Granary in Babylon” and “Inscription Recording the Cutting of the Nuḫuš-niši Canal.”69 In the
Granary inscription, Hammurabi purports to build a grain silo for the god Bēl:
For Bēl, the great lord of heaven and earth, king of the gods, my lord, I, Hammurabi, the
prince in whom Bēl takes delight, the beloved shepherd of Ninib, the reverent one who
shows obedience to Shamash, and makes glad the heart of Marduk, the mighty king, the
king of Babylon, the humble and reverent one […] –when Bēl gave (me) the peoples of
his land to rule and set the sceptre thereof within my hands, I made (in) Babylon, his
beloved city, a granary to rejoice his heart.70
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However, a storage facility for grain directly benefits the people of Babylon. Although some of
the grain might have been used as a food offering to the gods, a granary implies a much larger
store of grain likely consumed by the people. In Hammurabi’s canal inscription, he again calls
himself a “shepherd” who “pastures” the people, commemorating the rich abundance he has
provided:
When Anu and Bēl gave (me) the land of Sumēr and Akkad to rule and entrusted their
scepter to my hands, I dug out the Ḫammurabi-canal (named) Nuḫuš-niši, which brings
abundance of water to the land of Sumēr and Akkad. Both the banks thereof I changed to
fields for cultivation, and I garnered piles of grain, and I procured unfailing water for the
land of Sumēr and Akkad.
As for land of Sumēr and Akkad, I collected the scattered peoples thereof, and I procured
food and drink for them. In abundance and plenty I pastured them, and I caused them to
dwell in a peaceful habitation.71
The name of the canal, Nuḫuš-niši, means “The abundance of the people.”72
Hammurabi’s date formulae or “king years” show a remission of debts at the beginning
of his reign. In year one, the date formula states simply, “Hammurabi (became) king,” and in
year two, “He established justice [mîšaru] in the country,” which most likely refers to a general
remission of debts in keeping with Mesopotamian royal ideology.73 Abundance language also
occurs in two of Hammurabi’s date formulae. In year twenty-eight, “The temple of é.nam.ḫé
(House of Abundance) of Adad in Babylon was built.”74 In year nine, “The canal (called)
Hammurabi-hegal (was dug),” and in year thirty-three, Hammurabi maintains the canal
explaining: “He redug the canal (called) “Hammurabi (spells)-abundance-for-the-people, the
Beloved-of-Anu-and-Enlil,” (thus) he provided Nippur, Eridu, Ur, Larsa, Uruk (and) Isin with a
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permanent and plentiful water supply.”75 Abundance language commemorates his actions and his
legacy. The imagery of Hammurabi as a just protector of his people in conjunction with
pervasive abundance language works together to establish Hammurabi as a worthy king and an
exemplar for future rulers.
Victor A. Hurowitz, in a distinctly literary study of LH, analyzes the rhetoric and
structure of LH. Eschewing the division of LH into juridical and non-juridical sections and the
further division of the prose sections into “prologue” and “epilogue,” he argues that the prologue
and the epilogue are a unified composition.76 The thoughts, language, and structure of the
prologue govern the epilogue.77 According to Hurowitz, LH displays a complicated system of
literary devices, a “command-fulfillment” structure, whereby the prologue serves as the
command and the laws and the epilogue, the fulfillment.78 These literary devices span the
prologue and epilogue.79
Hurowitz goes to great lengths to prove a thesis by a complex system of literary devices,
when the prologue and epilogue of Hammurabi evince a simpler, elegant literary structure. There
are, in fact, several inclusio that frame the prologue and tie it to the epilogue. If, as Hurowitz
argues, one were to excise the second reference to Marduk, the sequence of divine appointment
would be lost: “When the august god Anu, king of the Anunnaku deities, and the god Enlil, lord
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of heaven and earth who determines the destinies of the land, allotted supreme power to the god
Marduk (i 1-16)” and “When the god Marduk commanded me…” (v 14-24 and v 25). Within the
temporal markers, several inclusio form a ring structure within the prologue:
A At that time, the gods Anu and Enlil,
B for the enhancement of the well-being of the people, named me by name
C to make justice prevail in the land (i 27-49)
D I am Hammurabi (I 50-62)
E Long apposition describing Hammurabi’s deeds
D΄ favored of the goddess Ishtar am I (iv 64-v 13)
C΄ I established truth and justice in the land
B ΄I enhanced the well-being of the people
A΄ At that time.
By accepting this rhetoric, Hurowitz misses a clear and elegant inclusio linking the prologue to
the epilogue:80
dannum enšam ana la ḫabālim (i 27-49)
the strong—the weak—not to harm
dannum enšam ana la ḫabālim ekūtam almattam šutēšurim (xlvii 59-78)
the strong—the weak—not to harm; the orphan, the widow to lead aright
This phrase in the prologue occurs as one of many actions on the part of Hammurabi: venerating
the gods, making justice prevail, abolishing the wicked and the evil, preventing the strong from
harming the weak, and rising like Shamash over human beings to illuminate the land (I 27-49);
however, the reference to widows and orphans becomes a metonym for social justice without
taking into consideration the rhetorical use of this language.
For Hurowitz, “I placed in the mouth of the land” [ina pî mātim aškun] is an “interpretive
crux” (citing Deut 31:19 and 21), and he considers “truth and justice” and “king of justice”
chiasm and paranomasia. Hurowitz follows Finkelstein who regards Mesopotamian law
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collections as “royal inscriptions of the apologia genre,” by recognizing the ideological nature of
LH:
It is quite obvious that the laws in Codex Hammurabi are encompassed fore and aft by
lengthy discourses which offer a historical and ideological context for the laws. These
sections are clearly distinct from the laws in content, language, and literary style.81
Finkelstein elaborates:
It is probably well to stress first of all that the purpose of the Lower Mesopotamian “law
codes” was decidedly not legislative, if indeed it is not altogether anachronistic to speak
of “legislation” in the ancient Mesopotamian context. These “law codes” with their
stylized prologues and epilogues of purely “historical” and religious import must be
viewed in the first instance as royal apologia and testaments. Their primary purpose was
to lay before the public, posterity, future kings, and above all, the gods, evidence of the
king’s execution of his divinely ordained mandate: to have been “the Faithful Sheperd
[sic.]” and the šar mīšarim.82
However, Hurowitz subscribes to the rhetoric that Hammurabi was a just king. He takes
Hammurabi’s proclamation to protect widows and orphans, “so that the strong will not oppress
the weak” at face value, arguing that Hammurabi sought to “give justice” to the orphan and
widow and thus, “the oppressed,” placing divine and “social service” as equal goals.83 Hurowitz
makes much of the fact that the Louvre stele records “social service” rather than construction
projects; however, several extant inscriptions celebrate Hammurabi’s building projects.84
The instructions to the “wronged man” in the epilogue typically serve as another piece of
evidence for Hammurabi’s just reign, when, in fact, these “instructions” provide no recourse for
the wronged person. The “wronged man” is a ḫablum or “harmed” man (xlviii 3-19), the same
term for “the weak” in the inclusio that connects the prologue to the epilogue (i 27-49 and xlvii
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59-78).85 That person is to stand before Hammurabi’s stele and have Hammurabi’s
pronouncements read to him in order to reveal the lawsuit. At that point the wronged person is to
“examine his case,” “calm his (troubled) heart,” and praise Hammurabi, saying:
Hammurabi, the lord, who is like a father and begetter to his people, submitted
himself to the command of the god Marduk, his lord, and achieved victory for the
god Marduk everywhere. He gladdened the heart of the god Marduk, his lord, and
he secured the eternal well-being of the people and provided just ways for the
land (xlviii 20-38).86
The wronged man is instructed, not to pray for his case or justice for his case, but to praise
Hammurabi for the benefit of Hammurabi, not himself. In the next section, Hammurabi states:
May he say thus, and may he pray for me with his whole heart before the gods
Marduk, my lord, and Zarpanitu, my lady. May the protective spirits, the god who
enters the Esagil temple, and the very brickwork of the Esagil temple, make my
daily portents auspicious before the gods Marduk, my lord, and Zarpanitu, my
lady (xlviii 39-58).87
The wronged man’s prayer is a foil for Hammurabi’s standing before the gods.88 This term,
ḫablum, occurs in only one law provision in the law collection, LH ¶ 34:
If either a captain or a sergeant should take a soldier’s household furnishings,
wrong [iḫtabal] a soldier, hire out a soldier, deliver a soldier into the power of an
influential person in a law case, or take a gift that the king gave a soldier—that
captain or sergeant shall be killed. 89
Notably missing, as well, are law provisions that protect children whose status is that of an
orphan, as evidenced by the lack of terminology for orphan anywhere in the law collection. Only
a single law provision mentions widows, (¶177), a provision for the inheritance of a widow’s
young children should she remarry.90
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Although LH presents a more developed rhetoric of justice than earlier Mesopotamian
texts, the law collection contains few law provisions protecting widows and none protecting
orphans which stands as an indictment of Hammurabi’s self-understanding as a ruler who
established justice. If, in fact, these were vulnerable groups protected by the king, one would
expect to see laws concerning them. The law provisions do not support Hammurabi’s contentions
in the prologue and epilogue which leads to the conclusion that the phrase, “so that the strong
shall not wrong the weak,” in the prologue and epilogue of LH, serves a rhetorical function.

3.1.8 The King of Justice
The Late Babylonian text, “The King of Justice,” is a narrative text which refers to “the
cripple and the widow” in the context of prior corrupt kings:
(3) The strong used to plunder the weak, who was not equal to a lawsuit. (4) The rich
used to take the property of the poor. (5) Regent and prince would not take the part of the
cripple [a-ku-tu] and the widow before the judge, (6) and if they came before the judge,
he would not preside over their case.91
On the other hand, the text states of the King of Justice:
(22) He was not negligent in the matter of true and righteous judgment, he did not rest
night or day, (25) but with council and deliberation he persisted in writing down (23)
judgments and decisions arranged to be pleasing to the great lord, Marduk, (24) and for
the betterment of all the peoples and the settling of the land of Akkad. (26) He drew up
improved regulations for the city, he built anew the law court.92
The King of Justice text shows a literary dependence upon LH and, much more than that, the
continuing importance of the ideals articulated by LH.93 The King of Justice:
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Lambert called the King of Justice a “second Hammurabi.” See Lambert, 3.
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[A]chieved his life’s ambition of being the ideal “King of Justice” in Mesopotamian
consciousness, and his dīnāt mīšarim, even though not obviously normative in his own
lifetime, remained a model for justice until the twilight of the Mesopotamian
civilization.94
The text also continues the tradition of the king as the provider for the gods. The text states that
this king offered the gods “every day without fail:”
(5) abundant mighty oxen, fat sheep….(6) chicken, duck marratu-birds, [pigeons],
dormice (7) strings of fishes, fruits of the orchard in large quantity, [the luxuriance] of the
plantations, [apples], figs, pomegranates, grapes, dates, Tilmun-gardens, (9) raisins dried
figs, abundant vegetables, (10) [the profusion] of the gardens, fine quality mixed beer,
honey, butter, (11) refined oil, first quality milk, sweet ulušinnu-beerl, (12) ‘first’ beer,
grain, (13) wine, the best of the mountains and all lands, (14) the best that he had, (15)
the pleasant luxuries of mountains and seas he gave to eat, (16) in abundance he offered it
before the great gods.95
Like Hammurabi’s assertion that his acts of justice are unrivaled, this king claims that status for
himself in that he superseded the justice of any king before him: “(17) What no one had done
like this from time immemorial, (18) they received from his pure hands for eternity, (19) and
constantly blessed his kingship.”96

3.1.9 Mesopotamian Inscriptions and Royal Ideology
The preceding inscriptions, except for the S̆irnašub to Utu, refer to widows and orphans
in the singular as an abstract category of people. Further, these references to widows and orphans
are embedded in highly stylized and poetic texts. The “Reforms of Urukagina,” Gudea’s
Cylinder B and Statue B, and the Laws of Ur-Namma contain a similar theme: not to deliver the
widow and the orphan to the powerful. The Praise Poem of Išme-Dagan and the late text, “The
King of Justice,” both recount the responsibility of the ruler to support the cause of the widow in
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the courts. “The King of Justice” text deviates from the usual pattern in that the reference to the
orphan has been replaced with a reference to—at least in translation—a physically disabled
person. The Hymn to Nanše and the S̆irnašub to Utu attest to the gods caring for widows and
orphans, a responsibility passed on to human rulers, as evidenced in the other inscriptions
commemorating various rulers. The inscriptional evidence demonstrates similar presentations of
human rulers and show that references to widows and orphans are bound up with proclamations
of establishing justice, providing for the gods, protecting their people, and securing ample food
and water supplies. While many see the repetition of this motif as proof that widows and orphans
were protected, the recurrence of the theme may prove the opposite of care of these groups of
people in society. Additionally, law collections prefaced by prologues or epilogues that profess
care of widows and orphans have little or no individual laws protecting the widow and no law
provisions protecting the orphan, arguably the most vulnerable member of the dyad, leaving one
to wonder if this repeated concern is merely empty rhetoric in service to the king’s good
reputation. Perhaps, if this ethic truly predominated in ancient kingdoms, there would no longer
be a need to proclaim care of widows and orphans.

3.2 Theory of Biblical Law
The theory of biblical law parallels the theory of ancient Near Eastern law.97 Several
theories of biblical law have emerged within biblical studies which range from authoritative,
operational law to scientific or non-legal treatises. For example, some argue that biblical laws
represent anthologies.98 Others appeal to the idea that biblical law collections serve a primarily
religious purpose in that they “promote a religious agenda rather than to establish a full-fledged
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legal system.”99 Still others draw attention to an “internal” versus an “external” approach. An
internal approach views the biblical text as a reliable historical witness and seeks “to train the
student in legal doctrine, and to read authoritative legal texts – statues and judgments – as
practicing lawyers do.”100 An external approach, on the other hand, from the viewpoint of critical
legal studies, considers that an internal approach elides “the realities of politics and economic
power.”101 A middle path between internal and external approaches, the “moderate external”
view:
insists that we take seriously the reasoning found in our sources, notwithstanding its
ideological functions, not least because their authors made choices as to how to
communicate their messages. Those choices cast light on the values which its authors
seek to propagate. And even though we may seek to view their work within an external
framework, taking account of its rhetorical features and seeking to locate it historically,
the starting point must be rigorous attention to what the sources themselves say.102
Two primary categories obtain in the discussion of biblical law: that the law collections in the
HB represent authoritative, operational law—or at least represent operational law—or that they
represent scribal exercises that either describe authoritative law or stand as scientific lists: “The
longstanding traditional view is that the legal material of the Pentateuch presents the law that
was authoritative and in force in ancient Israel and Judah. This material is believed to have
contained the rules by which the society and the legal system operated.”103 Along the same lines,
another theory of biblical law views the separate collections as rival bodies but not necessarily
coherent systems of legislation.104 (Deuteronomy figures prominently in this discussion since
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many of the laws are clearly reworked versions of laws in the Covenant Code.) Three remaining
perspectives hold that the biblical law collections in the HB are the result of scribal writings
which include law collections as “theoretical treatises,” “legally descriptive treatises,” and nonlegal treatises.”105 Theoretical treatises were scribal “scientific or academic treatises” that
primarily took the form of lists about “various areas of intellectual inquiry,” including lists of
laws.106 In the same category as theoretical treatises, proponents of biblical law collections as
“legally descriptive treatises” argue that these scribal academic exercises “are fairly accurate
descriptions of operative law,” serving a “descriptive” rather than “prescriptive” function.107 The
last category, “non-legal treatises” view law collections as “sapiential” texts that provided moral
counsel.108
Formulaic references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites occur only within the law
collection in Deuteronomy. Even the non-formulaic references appear in highly ideologically
charged statements about the character of YHWH and the expectations of covenant people.
Rather than presenting law as operational, Deuteronomy redacts prior laws to create a vision of
Israelite society—an independent society in an abundant land. The care of widows, orphans,
aliens, and Levites as a positive humanitarian ethic presumes that their care was mandated by
authoritative, operational law. While few in the area of biblical studies still hold that the law
collections in the HB functioned as authoritative, operational law, there is a disconnect between
this view and the subject of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites.109 Their protection is assumed
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as a fact of Israelite society; however, this assertion occurs outside of the larger discussion of
genre and ideological and rhetorical intent.

3.3 Deuteronomy and Royal Ideology
The Laws of Hammurabi provide a useful lens for viewing references to widows,
orphans, and aliens in Deuteronomy. Like LH, Deuteronomy’s treatment of widows, orphans,
aliens, and Levites occurs within a pervasive abundance rhetoric. Hammurabi, the human ruler,
and YHWH, Israel’s divine ruler, are responsible for protecting the people, which includes
providing sustenance, and both emphasize not mere sustenance but abundance. LH and
Deuteronomy purport to protect groups of people: widows and orphans in LH and widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy. LH and Deuteronomy are also structurally similar.
Like LH, the law collection in Deuteronomy is housed within a narrative frame—YHWH’s
bringing Israel out of Egypt. Twice the law collection is introduced (Deut 4 and 6), recounting
YHWH’s actions on behalf of Israel, and a list of blessings and curses follows the law provisions
(Deut 28) much like the law collection in LH. Like LH, Deuteronomy also contains only one law
pertaining to care for widows (Deut 24:17b). Most importantly, the leaders in both texts purport
to safeguard vulnerable groups of people when in fact they co-opt them in the service of a larger
ideological goal, namely the good reputation of the ruler. In the same way that Hammurabi
conforms to Mesopotamian royal ideology by acting as a protector and provider of his people, so
does YHWH protect and provide for the Israelites in Deuteronomy. YHWH is first the protector
of Israel by liberating the Israelites from Egypt. Numerous instances in Deuteronomy relate how
YHWH delivered the Israelites from Egypt and from their enemies. YHWH promised victory
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over the Amorites, “The LORD your God who goes before you will fight for you like all which
he for you in the land of Egypt before your eyes” (Deut 1:30).
YHWH’s deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt is mentioned five times in
Deuteronomy 4. Moses affirms, “But you the LORD has taken and brought you from the iron
furnace, from Egypt, to be for him a possession to this very day” (Deut 4:20). Moses attests to
the extraordinary character of YHWH when he asks the rhetorical question, “Or has a god tried
to enter to take for himself a nation from the midst of a nation by trials, by signs, and by wonders
and by war and by a strong hand and by an outstretched arm, and by great terrors like all which
the LORD your God did for you in Egypt before your eyes?” (Deut 4:34). He reiterates the
promise to the ancestors:
And because he loved your fathers and he chose their descendants after them and brought
you from Egypt by his presence and great power, to drive out before you nations greater
and mightier than you; therefore, you shall guard his statutes and his commandments
which I am commanding you to do for He is good to you and your children after you in
order that you may order the days in the land that the LORD your God is giving to you in
perpetuity (Deut 4:37-40).
And in Deuteronomy 4:45-46:
These are the testimonies and the statutes and the ordinances which Moses spoke
to the children of Israel in their going out from Egypt on the other side of the
Jordan in the valley opposite Beth Peor in the land of Sihon kind of the Amorites
who dwelt in Heshbon whom Moses and the children of Israel struck down in
their coming out of Egypt.
Chapter 4 ends by recounting all of the leaders the Israelites defeated and the lands they
possessed as a result.
YHWH declares in Deut. 5:6, “I am the LORD your God who brought you from the land
of Egypt, from the house of slavery.” For the same reason, Moses enjoins the Israelites to keep
the Sabbath (Deut 5:15). When children ask about the meaning of the statues and ordinances,
parents narrate the national story:
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We were slaves for Pharaoh in Egypt and the LORD brought us out from Egypt
with a strong hand. And the LORD gave signs and wonders, great and evil against
Egypt and against Pharaoh and against all of his house before our eyes. And he
brought us from there so that he might bring us to give to us the land which he
swore to our fathers. And the LORD commanded us to do all these statutes to fear
the LORD our God for good for us all the days, to preserve us, as today (Deut
6:21-24).
YHWH promises to protect the Israelites from disease and to cast them on their enemies in their
stead (Deut 7:15), and just before the start of the law collection, Moses enjoins the Israelites to
remember YHWH’s liberation from Egypt as motivation to keep the statutes and ordinances
(Deut 11:3-4). Just as Hammurabi states he pastured his people in peace, YHWH offers the
statues and ordinances backed by his “strong hand” to protect the Israelites.
YHWH is a provider by bringing the Israelites “to a good land, a land of rivers of water,
flowing streams, springs and underground waters [tmohot], welling up in valleys and mountains, a
land of wheat and barley and vines and fig trees and pomegranates, a land of olive oil and
honey” (Deut 8:7-8). “Olive oil” [!m,v, tyzE] is usually translated “olive trees;” but this translation
overlooks that YHWH is bringing them to a land without the difficult labor involved in growing
and processing olive oil, since olives must be processed to be edible. Again, in Deuteronomy
11:10-15, YHWH promises an easy, abundant existence:
For the land which you are entering to possess, it is not like the land of Egypt
from which you went out which you sowed your seed and watered by foot like a
vegetable garden. But the land which you are crossing over to possess is a land of
mountains and valleys that drinks water by the rain of the heavens. A land which
the LORD your god is seeking, the eyes of the LORD your god are always on it
from the beginning of the year until after [the] year. And it will be if you surely
guard my commandments which I am commanding you today, to love the LORD
your god and to serve him in your whole heart and your whole being. And I will
give the rain of your land in its season, early and later, and you will gather your
grain, your wine, and your oil. And I will give grass in your field to your livestock
and you will eat until you are filled.
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YHWH as a provider necessarily overlaps with abundance rhetoric in Deuteronomy which this
study will explore in detail in the next chapter. According to the text, YHWH brought the
Israelites out of Egypt, sustained them in the desert, and promised to give them a good land with
abundant food and water.
Like LH, references to widows and orphans occur as an abstract ideal of justice: He
(YHWH) does justice [for the] widow and orphan (Deut 10:18). YHWH, through Moses, charges
the Israelites to love the alien, “And you shall love the alien because you were aliens in the land
of Egypt” (Deut 10:19), echoing YHWH’s protection as the one who brought the Israelites out of
Egypt. Like LH, Deuteronomy contains no law provisions to protect orphans and only one law
to protect a widow who is poor: “You shall not take in pledge a widow’s garment” (Deut
24:17b). Mesopotamian inscriptions and LH in particular, provide a useful lens for considering
the ideological function of these references in Deuteronomy. As the cultural milieu in which the
texts of the ancient Israelites arose, these references continue the royal ideology of the ruler as a
just protector and provider.
While LH serves as a useful lens for scrutinizing the portrayal of widows, orphans, and
aliens in Deuteronomy, important differences also exist between LH and Deuteronomy. First,
Deuteronomy strictly curtails the power of the human ruler (Deut 17:14-20), transferring the
royal ideology of a human ruler to YHWH. Hammurabi provides a law collection as proof of his
own status as a just king; YHWH provides statutes and ordinances to follow in response to
YHWH’s benevolence and to remain in a good land that provides abundance and ease. Whereas
Hammurabi narrates only the good that he has accomplished, in Deuteronomy YHWH
determines everything, good or bad. For example, although YHWH sustained the Israelites in the
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desert, Moses narrates how YHWH first humbled the Israelites by letting them go hungry (Deut
8:3) and then brings them to a “good land” (8:7-10).
A final important difference between the two collections is the sheer number as well as
location of references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites. Every highly stylized reference to
widows and orphans appears within the law collection in Deuteronomy, conveying an abstract
concept rather than real people. In spite of these differences, Deuteronomy, following the
precedent set in the milieu in which the text arose, extends the trope by including aliens and
Levites within the same abundance rhetoric and ideology to establish the reputation of YHWH as
a good and just ruler. Like the Hymn to Nanše, and the S̆irnašub to Utu, the deity, not the human
ruler, provides protection of the people, not a human ruler, and through motivation clauses
within the law collection, the entire community becomes responsible for securing continued
independence and abundance in the land. The next chapter explores in detail the stylized
references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy set within abundance rhetoric
that, in effect, creates a trope with a different function within the text.
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CHAPTER 4
Introduction
The construction of widows, orphans, and aliens as powerless and poor is a composite
picture that rests upon their presumed landlessness, their association with Levites
disenfranchised through the process of cult centralization, and the idea of a greater humanitarian
ethic within the book of Deuteronomy. However, key themes in Deuteronomy, namely the
connection between food and covenant loyalty and the association of this group with Levites as
acting cultic leaders, challenge the traditional construction of widows, orphans, and aliens, as
well as Levites. This construct, built from texts that span the canon regardless of genre or date of
composition, informs almost all treatments of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites. While the
traditional idea of Levites as disenfranchised, second-tier priests bolsters the conventional
construction of widows, orphans, and aliens, assumptions about the socioeconomic status of this
group in turn, inform the characterization of Levites, resulting in the conflation of Levites,
widows, orphans, and aliens, not only as a singular, impoverished group but also with “the poor”
in Deuteronomy.
A narrative-rhetorical approach coupled with insights from Disability Studies (DS) shows
how this group operates within Deuteronomy’s rhetoric of abundance to secure the positive fruits
of covenant loyalty for all Israel. Prominent themes in Deuteronomy in tandem with sociosymbolic references to food create an overriding rhetoric about abundance that hinges upon
covenant loyalty. This chapter will show how insights from the area of food and foodways
studies, which addresses food use and food supply, as well as the symbolic function of food in
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the book of Deuteronomy, provide crucial insight into the understanding of—and rhetorical
function of—Levites, widows, orphans, and aliens in Deuteronomy.1
First, this chapter will present the formulaic and non-formulaic occurrences of references
to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy. This section will also consider
significant omissions of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites—if they were indeed poor—in
texts where one might expect to find them in Deuteronomy. The formulaic texts will demonstrate
a prominent theme central to the book of Deuteronomy. The non-formulaic texts function much
like the prologue and epilogue in LH in that they contain facets of royal ideology, no longer the
purview of the human king in Deuteronomy, but the responsibility of YHWH. Lastly, this
chapter will bring insights from food and foodways studies in order to show that references to
widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy reveal the book’s deep concern about food
security, which results in an overriding abundance rhetoric that structures the book, the
presentation of the deity, and the covenantal relationship.
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4.1 The Texts
The texts in Deuteronomy which reference widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites,
individually or in various combinations, fall into two primary categories: formulaic and nonformulaic texts. Every reference occurs within the law collection except for Deut. 10:17-19. One
characteristic of nearly every occurrence of formulaic and non-formulaic reference within
Deuteronomic Law is followed by a motivation clause. These motivation clauses become
important for two reasons. First, motivation clauses for law precepts are addressed to the “you”
in the text, not widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites who function as objects not subjects in the
law collection. Second, these motivation clauses link formulaic references to widows, orphans,
aliens, and Levites to larger deuteronomic themes connected to food security and obedience in
order to remain in the land.

4.1.1 Motivation Clauses in Deuteronomy
While motivation clauses appear in many genres,2 they are a distinctive feature of biblical
law in contrast to ancient Near Eastern law in which they do not appear.3 These motivation
clauses are categorized in multiple ways. One categorization identifies four types of motivation
clauses: explanatory, ethical, religious, and historical.4 Another defines motive clauses in terms
of God’s authority, history, fear of punishment, and a promise of well-being.5 In Deuteronomy,
motivation clauses fall into several areas of communal life: religious, civil, humanitarian, or
political.6 What is clear is that Deuteronomy makes a much greater rhetorical use of motivation
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clauses than the law collection in Exodus. Only seventeen percent of laws in Exodus contain
motivation clauses, while motivation clauses follow a full fifty to sixty percent of laws in
Deuteronomy.7
Motivation clauses in the formulaic and non-formulaic texts consist of those introduced
by waw, w, a single conjunction, a combination of a conjunction with rv,a}, a preposition, or
asyndetic motive clauses not introduced by any conjunction or preposition.8 Motive clauses in
the formulaic and non-formulaic texts below follow a single conjunction, ![;m;l. (Deut 14:29;
16:3), yKI (Deut 10:19; 16:15; 24:18), waw (Deut 16:12), a combination of !Ke-l[; (Deut 24:18),
and two asyndetic motive clauses urging the Israelites to remember that they were slaves in
Egypt (Deut 24:22; 26:15). These motive clauses fall into the following categories: reverence for
YHWH (Deut 10:19), to secure YHWH’s blessing (14:29; 16:15; 26:15); remembrance of
former slave status (14:29; 16:3; 24:18; 24:22).
The function of motivation clauses, like references to widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites, are assessed in positive ways. They are thought to show a law is just or provide
justification or incentive to obey certain laws.9 Further, motive clauses play an important role in
the construction of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites as powerless and poor in that they are
thought to provide protections to this group of people.10 However, these motivation clauses do
not address the group they are supposed to benefit. They address the understood second person
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reference in the text, “you,” not “them.” Many of the motive clauses, especially in regard to the
formulaic texts in Deuteronomy, promise “well-being” for those the laws address—if they follow
the precepts.11 These motivation clauses evidence that members of the greater Israelite society
must be compelled to obey this legislation.12 They “link prosperity to individual moral action”
and “should inculcate proper notions about morality in people in ancient Israelite society.”13
Further, “The Israelites are promised divine blessing if they are generous to the alien, widow,
and orphan.”14 The fact that the motivation clauses are addressed—perhaps, secondarily at
best—to widows, orphans, aliens underscores their status as set apart from the rest of Israelite
society as presented in Deuteronomy.

4.2 Formulaic References to Widows, Orphans and Aliens
Almost all formulaic references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy
are tied to agricultural events in recognition of YHWH’s gift of the land. These texts,
Deuteronomy 14:22-29, 16:9-15, 24:19-22, and 26:12-15 are thought to form the basis of a
welfare program for poor and needy people within Israelite society. Set within the conceptual
frame of tithing and the consumption of a sacral meal, these formulaic references serve an
altogether different purpose than that of a food pantry or a welfare program. Rather, widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites are the means by which Israel remains within covenantal obedience.

4.2.1 Deuteronomy 14:28-29
The annual tithe in Deut. 14:22-27 does not name widows, orphans, and aliens; thus, the
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first formulaic reference to widows, orphans, and aliens occurs in Deut. 14:28-29 in relation to
the third-year tithe:

`^yr<[v' .Bi T'x.N:hiw> awhih; hn"V'B; ^t.aäW' bT. rf;[.m;-lK'-ta, ayciAT ~ynIv' vl{v' hceq.mi
rv<a] hn"m'l.ah; '(w> ~AtÜY"h;w> rGEh;w> %M'[i hl'x]n:w> ql,xe Al-!yae yKi ywILeh; ab'W
rv<a] ^d>y" hfe[]m;-lk'B. ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^k.r<b'y> ![;m;l. W[bef'w> Wlk.aw' > ^yr<[v' .Bi
hf,[T] ;
At the end of three years, you will bring out all the tithe of your produce in that year and
rest it in your gates. And the Levite will come because he has no portion or inheritance
with you and the alien, and the orphan, and the widow who are in your gates and they
shall eat and be filled so that the LORD your God will bless you in the undertaking of
your hand which you will do.
The description of the tithes in Deut. 14:22-27 and 28-29 share similar language and structure.
Both designate the tithe in totality: “all the yield of your seed” (14:1) and “all the tithe of your
produce” (14:29). Both describe required actions followed by a motivation clause introduced by

![;m;äl.. Both designate a particular location in which to consume tithed food, and both feature a
form of the verb, acy, in conjunction with food. In Deut. 14:22,

hn"v' hn"v' hd<F'h; aceYOh; ^[<r>z: ta;WbT.-lK' tae rFe[;T. rFE[;
“You shall surely tithe all of the produce of your sowing, that which comes out of the field, each
year,” mirrors Deut. 14:28:

^yr<[v' .Bi T'x.N:hiw> awhih; hn"V'B; ^t.aW' bT. rf;[.m;-lK'-ta, ayciAT ~ynIv' vl{v' hceq.mi
“At the end of the third year, you shall bring out all of the tithe of your produce in that year and
rest it in your gates.” These two clauses provide an escalation in the use of acy, first as
descriptive participle and then verbal action of the subjects (Israelites).
Each celebration also contains significant differences. The instructions for the annual
tithe are much longer than the third-year tithe due to the difference in place and participants. The
annual tithe celebration must take place in “the place” and be consumed by the Israelites, their
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households, and the Levites with the caveat that perishable foods can be exchanged for money to
purchase whatever the participants crave. The triennial tithe, on the other hand, consists of
“produce” and is consumed “in your gates” by Levites, widows, orphans and aliens. There is no
command to be joyful or consume what one craves.
In the third-year tithe, YHWH commands the Israelites to rest, xwn, their tithe in the gates,
in honor of YHWH’s promise to give rest, xwn, to the Israelites from their enemies (cf. Deut
12:10). Unlike chapter 12, these two verses command the Levite and widows, orphans, and
aliens to eat until they become full from the tithes in the gates, not “the place.” On the other
hand, Deuteronomy 12 and 14:22-24 instruct the Israelites to eat their tithed food before the
LORD in “the place,” and Deut. 14:26-27 goes to great lengths to provide a way for everyone to
participate no matter the distance. Widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites, however, have access to
tithed food in a forbidden location, and they are commanded to “eat and become full,” actions
with negative connotations elsewhere in Deuteronomy.15 The text does not state that Levites,
widows, orphans, and aliens are to eat in the gates in order to provide for the impoverished ones
within the community. Rather, the motivation clause in 14:29, marked by ![ml, states “so that the
LORD your God will bless you in all the work of your hand that you do.” The motivation clause
addresses, not Levites, widows, orphans or aliens, but the “Israel” from whom widows, orphans
and aliens are set apart, and promises continued abundance. In keeping with abundance rhetoric,
the triennial tithe marks multiple years of abundant agricultural production, so much so, that
ample food supplies exist after three years of cultivation to enable the population to celebrate an
additional agricultural ritual.
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Deut. 6:10-11; 8:10-11, 12-15; and 31:20.
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Considering Deuteronomy’s rhetoric about the land and food, one might envision a
succulent meal provided for the poor as part of an altruistic feeding program, but the third-year
tithe mentions only “produce.” Like the yearly tithe, the third-year tithe presents as a single meal.
According to the text, widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites were commanded to eat until they
were full in one sitting. In Deuteronomy, ritual meals, except Passover, are presented as joyful,
grandiose events, but what might the actual triennial meal have looked like? Were they offered
raw agricultural products? Was a meal prepared and brought out to them? The details of these
tithed meals are not explored as part of the argument that this tithing provided a welfare program
for the less fortunate in Israelite society. This study contends that tithed food maintained its
sacral purpose.

4.2.2 Deuteronomy 16:9-12, 13-15
The festivals of Weeks and Booths mark key agricultural events in the life of the
community, and formulaic references to widows, orphans, and aliens which appear in both texts
are also linked to the Levite. The Israelites are commanded to hold the festival of weeks in Deut.
16:9-12 and admonished to remember that they were slaves in Egypt, remembrance that serves
as the motivation for observing YHWH’s statutes.

t'yfi['w> `tA[)buv' h['b.vi rPos.li lxeT' hm'Q'B; vmer>x, lxeh'me %l"-rP's.Ti t[obuv' h['b.vi
`^yh,(l{a/ hw"hy> ^k.r<b'y> rv<a]K; !TETi rv<a] ^d>y" tb;d>nI tS;mi ^yh,l{a/ hw"hyl; tA[buv' gx;
^yr<[v' .Bi rv<a] ywILeh;w> ^t,m'a]w: ^D>b.[;w> ^T,biW ^n>biW hT'a; ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ynEp.li T'x.mf; 'w>
^yh,la{ / hw"hy> rx;b.yI rv<a] ~AqM'B; ^B<r>qiB. rv<a] hn"m'l.a;h'w> ~AtY"h;w> rGEh;w>
t'yfi['w> T"r>m;v'w> ~yIr"c.miB. t'yyIh' db,[,-yKi T'r>k;z"w> `~v'( Amv. !KEv;l.
`hL,aeh' ~yQIxuh;¥-ta,
Seven weeks you shall count for yourself from the beginning of the sickle to the standing
grain you shall begin to count seven weeks. And you shall keep the festival of weeks to
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the LORD your God with a measure of the freewill offering of your hand which you will
give just as the LORD your God has blessed you. And you shall rejoice before the LORD
your God, you, and your son, and your daughter, and your servant, and your maidservant,
and the Levite who is in your gates and the alien, the orphan, and the widow who are in
your midst in “the place which the LORD your God will choose to establish his name
there” and you shall remember that you were a slave in Egypt; therefore, you will keep
and do these statutes.
The festival of Booths in Deut. 16:13-15 looks forward to an idyllic time when the Israelites will
be happy and secure in an abundant land.

^G<x;B. T'x.mf; 'w> `^b<)q.YImiW ^n>r>G"mI) ^P.s.a'B. ~ymiy" t[;b.vi ^l. hf,[]T; tKoSuh; gx;
rv<a] hn"m'l.a;h'w> ~AtY"h;w> rGEh;w> ywILeh;w> ^t,m'aw] : ^D>b.[w; > ^T,biW ^n>biW hT'a;
gxoT' ~ymiy" t[;b.vi ~AqM'B; ^yh,l{a/ hw"hyl; gxoT' ~ymiy" t[;b.vi `^yr<(['v.Bi
lkoB. ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^k.r<b'y> yKi hw"hy> rx:b.yI-rv,a] ~AqM'B; ^yh,l{a/ hw"hyl;
`x;me(f' %a: t'yyIh'w> ^yd<y" hfe[m] ; lkob.W ^t.a(W' bT.
The festival of Booths you will do for yourselves seven days when you gather from your
threshing floor and from your wine vat. And you will rejoice in your festival, you and
your son, and your daughter, and your servant and your maidservant, and the Levite, and
the alien, and the orphan, and the widow who are in your gates. Seven days you will
celebrate to the LORD your God in the place which the LORD will choose, for the
LORD your God will bless you in all your produce and in all the work of your hands.
And you will certainly be joyful.
Here, the text lists particular foods: grain and wine. The term, bq,y<, appears here rather than ~r<K,,
referring to the finished product of the grape harvest.
It is in the list of participants that a dominant assumption about the social status of
widows, orphans, and aliens resides. They are named last in what is supposed to be a hierarchical
list of household members that begins with parents, children, and slaves. Yet, their formulaic use
elsewhere provides another way of thinking about the status and role of widows, orphans, and
aliens. Their association with the Levite, who serves as a cultic functionary throughout
Deuteronomy, combined with the access that this group has to tithed food in forbidden locations
changes the status and role of widows, orphans, and aliens to the level of cultic participants. In
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this way, they along with the Levite become a means to an end; they are named in the list of
participants because their participation is required in order to fulfill correct festival observance.
Celebration and inclusion of the Levite and widows, orphans, and aliens are characteristic of the
festivals of Weeks and Booths but not as impoverished, dependent household members. This
separation from the wider Israelite population may seem like an elevation in social status but
Deuteronomy’s supposed humane ethic serves to further separate and marginalize them.

4.2.3 Deuteronomy 24:19-22
Deuteronomy 24:19-22 appears at first to be the exception to the premise of this study,
for it looks like a food provision for widows, orphans, and aliens. However, access to another
person’s land is not the sole privilege of widows, orphans, and aliens in Deuteronomy. Within
the law collection, Deuteronomy 23:24-25 explains that anyone in Israel has access to land apart
from their own.

yK !TEti al{ ^y>l.K,-la,w> ^[<b.f' ^v.p.n:K. ~ybin"[] T'l.k;aw' > ^[,rE ~r<k,B. abot' yKi
^[<rE tm;q' l[; @ynIt' al{ vmer>x,w> ^d<y"B. tl{ylim. T'p.j;q'w> ^[,rE tm;q'B. abot'
When you enter your neighbor’s vineyard and you eat grapes to the fullness of your vpn,
then you shall not put into your container. When you enter your neighbor’s standing grain
and you pluck ears of grain in your hand, you shall not swing a sickle over the standing
grain of your neighbor.

Deuteronomy 24:19-22 is explicitly tied to the context of deliverance from Egypt. Verses 19 and
22 exhort, “Remember that you were a slave in Egypt; therefore, I command you to do this
thing.” The theme of remembering provides a contrast to v. 19:

~AtY"l; rGEl; ATx.q;l. bWvt' al{ hd<F'B; rm,[o T'x.k;v'w> ^d<f'b. ^r>yciq. rcoqt. i yKi
^yd<y" hfe[m] ; lkoB. ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^k.r<b'y> ![;m;l. hy<h.yI hn"m'l.a;l'w>
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When you harvest your harvest in your field and you forget a measure of grain, do not
return to take it, to the alien, to the orphan, and to the widow it will be, so that the LORD
your God will bless you in all the undertaking of your hands.
The only motivation clause in this passage occurs here and like 14:29, the text states, “so that the
LORD your God will bless you.”
While Deuteronomy 24:19-22 alludes to the tithed foods in 12:7 to be eaten only in the
place, Deuteronomy 24:19-22 remains nonspecific. It does not involve tithing, references to the
place versus in your gates, eating, or rejoicing; however, the motivation remains the same. Not
harvesting every single grain, dislodging every olive, and picking every grape allude to
prosperity in the land. These are not the same people who experienced hardship in Egypt, but a
people ransomed by YHWH and given a land flowing with milk and honey. Leaving something
in the field suggests blessing by “the LORD your God” comfort, plenty, and rest. Here, the use
of belonging “to the alien, to the orphan, and to the widow” echoes Deut. 26:12-13 and the
objectified, ritual function that leaving something for (in 26 “giving to”) widows, orphans, and
aliens performs. The generic, thrice repeated phrase, “It belongs to the alien, to the orphan, and
to the widow” in light of the text’s stated motivation, framed by the third year tithe and its ritual
culmination in Deut. 26, points to what consumption by widows, orphans, and aliens signifies for
all of Israel.

4.2.4 Deuteronomy 26:12-15
The final formulaic reference occurs in Deuteronomy 26:12-15, following the small credo
and the offering of the first fruits. Deuteronomy 26:12-13 states:
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ywILel; hT't;n"w> rfE[]M;h;( tn:v. tviyliV.h; hn"VB' ; ^t.aW' bT. rf:[m. ;-lK'-ta, rfe[.l; hL,k;t. yKi
vd<Qoh; yTir>[B: i ^yh,{a/ hw"hy> ynEp.li T'r>ma; 'w> `W[be(f'w> ^yr<Þ['v.bi Wlk.a'w> hn"'l.a'¥w> ~AtY"l; rGEl;
ynIt"yWIci rv<a] ^.w"c.mi-lk'K. hn"ml' .a;l'w> ~AtY"l; rGEl;w> ywILel; wyTiÛt;n> ~g:w> tyIB;h;-!mi
`yTix.k'(v' al{w> ^yt,ÞwcO .Mimi yTir>b:['-al{
When you have finished tithing all of the tithe of your produce in the third year, the year
of the tithe, and you have given to the Levite, to the alien, to the orphan, and to the
widow, they shall eat in your gates and they shall be full, then you shall say before the
LORD your God, “I have removed the holy thing from the house and also I have given it
to the Levite, to the alien, to the orphan, and to the widow like your entire commandment
which you commanded me. I have not transgressed from your commandments and I have
not forgotten.”
Giving the holy portion, the only occurrence of this particular from of vdq in Deuteronomy, to
Levites, widows, orphans, and aliens becomes a metonymic equivalent to obeying God’s entire
commandment. It is here in this pleading speech of our now first-person speaker that
Deuteronomy most reveals its deep anxiety about food. The speaker goes on to recount how his
handling of the sacred portion fulfills God’s commandment: “I have not eaten from it in my
affliction; I have not removed from it in uncleanness; I have not given from it to the dead; I have
obeyed the voice of the LORD my God; I have done all which you have commanded me” (Deut
26:14). The speaker continues, “Look down from your holy habitation, from the heavens, and
bless your people, Israel, and the land which you gave to us just as you swore to our ancestors, a
land flowing with milk and honey” (Deut 26:15).
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4.2.5 Summary of Formulaic References
All of the formulaic references are highly narratival. The formulaic references to widows,
orphans, and aliens, are tied to the land and ritual consumption as a sign of faithful obedience to
YHWH’s entire commandment. Single meals during key points in the agricultural calendar
would not have provided a consistent welfare program. This sacred meal eaten by a particular
group of people in an otherwise forbidden location is a symbolic meal, a ritual that occurs once
every three years to ensure continued blessing by YHWH. Widows, orphans, and aliens engage
in ritual consumption as a means to an end; they are the means by which everyone else secures
YHWH’s continued blessing and, more significantly, fulfills the entire YHWH’s entire
commandment. Widows, orphans, and aliens become part of a cultic ritual, and giving the holy
thing to Levites and widows, orphans, and aliens becomes a metonymic reference to obeying all
of YHWH’s commandments.

4.3 Non-Formulaic References to Widows, Orphans, and Aliens
This study would not be complete without recognition and exploration of the nonformulaic references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy
contains three non-formulaic references to one or more members of the formulaic grouping:
Deuteronomy 10:17-19, 24:17, and 26:11. The non-formulaic references remain important,
especially Deut. 10:17-19, as they are considered part of the proof of Deuteronomy’s
humanitarian ethic. This section seeks to problematize the notion of YHWH’s love of the alien,
as well as note the important connections between the non-formulaic references and important
deuteronomic themes and the Israelite national story.
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4.3.1 Deuteronomy 10:17-19
The first non-formulaic reference to widows, orphans, and aliens in Deut. 10 looks like
the basis of a social justice program, except for three features of the text: the trope of justice for
widows and orphans, language of love as covenantal obedience, and the giving of food and
clothing.

rBoGIh; ldoG"h; laeh' ~ynIdoa]h' ynEdoa]w: ~yhil{a/h'( yhel{a/ aWh ~k,yhel{a/ hw"hy> yKi
hn"m'l.a;w> ~Aty" jP;v.mi hf,[o `dx;vo xQ:yI al{w> ~ynIp' aF'yI-al{ rv,a] ar"ANh;w>
`hl'm.fiw> ~x,l, Al tt,l' rGE bheaow>
~yIr"cm. i #r<aB, . ~t,yyIh/ ~yrIgE-yKi rGEh;-ta, ~T,b.h;a]
For the Lord Your God is the God of Gods and the Lord of Lords, the great and mighty
God, the feared one who is not partial and does not take a bribe, the one who does an
orphan’s and widow’s justice and loves an alien, giving him food and clothing.
First, YHWH’s character and role are the subjects of this text, not widows, orphans, and aliens
who are the objects of YHWH’s actions as a just king. Widows, orphans, and aliens act as the
literary foil to YHWH’s character and actions, and any actions on their behalf serve as proof of
YHWH’s character, since Deuteronomy’s vision of Israelite society divests the human monarch
of this role (cf. Deut 17:14-20). Like the stele that stood as a testament to Hammurabi’s
successful reign, the trope, “doing justice for orphan and widow,” is equivalent to “acting as a
good and just king” and establishes YHWH’s superlative character. Deuteronomy witnesses to
YHWH’s reputation as the God who deserves covenantal obedience. Here, the phrase “who is
not partial and does not take a bribe” occurs in one other instance, Deuteronomy 16:18-20.
YHWH manifests what is required of the community in Deut. 16:18-20. In appointing judges and
officials, the entire community can follow the instruction not to divert justice or show partiality
[recognize or regard faces] since a bribe “blinds the eyes” and subverts, @ls—the only
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occurrence of this verb in Deuteronomy—“righteous matters/matters of righteousness” (Deut
16:19). The Israelites are then instructed in a decided shift in Hebrew syntax, “Righteousness,
righteousness you shall pursue so that you may live and take possession of the land the LORD
your God is giving to you” (Deut 16:20). YHWH is the judge par excellence.
This non-formulaic reference is set within a description of YHWH in Deut. 10:17-18.
Language about the character of YHWH in Deut. 10:17-18 and 21-22 encloses the command to
love the alien (v. 19) and fear YHWH (v. 20). The description of YHWH expressing “love” for
the alien and commanding Israelites to do the same is striking because love, bha, both describes
YHWH’s love for Israel’s ancestors, and love is what is commanded of the Israelites in response
to YHWH’s steadfast love or dsx. This concept of love, bha, is both emotional and political.
Deuteronomy shows a development of bha as not only parental or marital love but the love of a
vassal for her or his suzerain, a love characterized by loyalty and obedience.16 While bha may
have developed a related meaning—that of covenant loyalty—it also retains its emotional
character, a necessary corrective to the idea that love in Deuteronomy is devoid of affect or
emotion.17 Thus, covenant love is not merely loyal and obedient behavior toward YHWH in
Deuteronomy. In Deuteronomy, YHWH expresses “steadfast love” for the ancestors which
results in covenant loyalty to the present generation, and Israel is commanded to love YHWH
and the benefits bestowed by YHWH are for those who love him. Love (bha) carries valences of
affection and covenantal obligation.
YHWH shows steadfast love, dsx, (Deut 5:10; 7:9; 7:12), and the Israelites are enjoined
to love, bha, YHWH (Deut 5:10b; 6:5; 7:9; 10:12; 11:1, 13, 22). YHWH as the subject of bha

William L. Moran, “Ancient Near Eastern Background of the Love of God in Deuteronomy,” CBQ 25
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occurs in three instances in Deuteronomy (Deut 4:37; 7:12-13; 10:15), and all are tied to
YHWH’s loyalty to Israel’s ancestors. In Deut. 4:37, YHWH’s love for the ancestors, who lived
before the audience this text address, explains YHWH’s present action: “Because [YHWH]
loved your ancestors and chose their descendants after them, he brought you by his presence and
great power from Egypt.” Again in Deut. 7:12-13, YHWH will “love” the present generation
because of YHWH’s past covenant with and steadfast love for the ancestors. Lastly in Deut.
10:15, YHWH again loved Israel’s ancestors: “Only with your ancestors did the LORD desire to
love them and chose their descendants after them.” In Deut. 10:17-18, YHWH expresses the
same “love” for the alien as for Israel’s ancestors.
Love is also the obligation of the ordinary Israelite in response to YHWH’s steadfast
love. The Israelites are commanded to also “love” the alien (Deut 10:19). In this text, YHWH
expresses the same regard for the alien as for Israel’s ancestors. The love that YHWH
demonstrates toward the alien is the same response required of Israelites to YHWH’s steadfast
love. Further, Israelites are commanded to love the alien with the same love shown to YHWH.
Love for the alien is affective, and is combined with a sense of obligation and loyalty.
Within this context, the trope that YHWH gives the alien food and clothing requires a
reassessment. The phrase “food and clothing,” hl'm.fiw> ~x,l,, mirrors YHWH’s provision of food
and clothing for the Israelites in the wilderness (Deut 8:4, 9); Their clothes, hl'm.fi, did not wear
out (Deut 8:4) and, further, YHWH was bringing them to a land “where you may eat bread
without scarcity” (Deut 8:9). Aliens, whom the Israelites are to love, are given the same
provisions afforded the Israelites by YHWH. A text thought to establish a social welfare program
is in fact a text wrought with love, covenantal obligation, and provision.
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4.3.2 Deuteronomy 24:17-18
This is arguably the one passage in Deuteronomy that refers to a poor widow. Although
its form is apodictic, this singular law precept functions much like the individual law provisions
in ancient Near Easter law collections discussed earlier:

hn")m'l.a; dg<B< lbox]t; al{w> ~Aty" rGE jP;v.mi hJ,t; al
~V'mi ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^D>pY. Iw: ~yIr:cm. iB. t'yyIh' db,[, yKi T'r>k;z"w>
`hZ<h; rb"D"h;-ta, tAf[]l; ^W>c;m. ykinOa' !Ke-l[;
{
You shall not overturn justice of an alien [or] an orphan and you shall not take a widow’s
garment in pledge. You shall remember for you were a slave in Egypt and the LORD your
God ransomed you from there; therefore, I am commanding you to do this thing.
The verbal form for “taking in pledge” lbx occurs only two times in Deuteronomy, and both
appear in Deut. 24: not taking a millstone in pledge (Deut 24: 6) and not taking a widow’s
garment in pledge (24:17b). Further, “pledge” language appears alongside other economic
terminology in Deut. 24. Deut. 24:10 features the only occurrence of “loan” ha'Vm
' , in
Deuteronomy followed by different language for “pledge” jAb[] (Deut 24:10, 12, 13), and Deut.
24:14 commands the daily payment of “wages” rykif' for “poor and needy” !Ayb.a,w> ynI[' laborers.
While Deut. 24:17b may refer to the treatment of poor widows in Israelite society, Deut. 24:17
does not warrant extending a poor widow’s poverty to orphans and aliens nor equating the idea
of justice solely with economic justice. Deuteronomy 24 already attests to the existence of
separate language in Deuteronomy for poor people in Israelite society. To argue that all widows,
orphans, and aliens are poor based upon this text would require equating the command to “not
overturn justice” jP;v.mi hJ,t; al{ with “not taking in pledge” lbx. Here, as in Deut. 15, one would
expect Levites, widows, orphans, and aliens to be named among the poor if economic status was
their overriding characteristic as a group. The command not to “overturn justice” occurs
elsewhere in the Deuteronomic law collection to refer to the population of Israel as a whole in
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Deut. 16:19 in the context of appointing judges and officials to make judicial decisions, and
roughly half of Deut. 24 does not concern economics at all. Deuteronomy 24:1-5, 7-9, 16, 18-22
address marriage, divorce, leprosy, who is culpable in crimes involving death, and agriculture.
Judging fairly, while it may encompass economic situations, cannot be reduced to them.

4.3.3 Deuteronomy 26:1-11
Deuteronomy 26:1-11 consists of a ritual offering of the first fruits of the land. This ritual
involves bringing the first fruits to the place and to the “priest who will be in those days” (Deut
26:3)—a designation that allows for anyone serving in the priestly role much like “the place
which the LORD your God will choose to establish his name there” (Deut 26:2) does not
designate a singular, named location. In Deut. 26: 11, the “you” addressed in the text is then
commanded:

hT'a; ^t<ybel.W ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^l.-!t;n") rv<a] bAJh;-lk'b. T'x.m;f'w>
^B<r>qiB. rv<a] rGEh;w> ywILeh;w>
And you shall rejoice in all the good that the LORD your God has given to you and to
your house, you and the Levite and the alien who is in your midst.
This non-formulaic reference, although it only includes Levites and alien, looks similar to the
formulaic references included in agricultural feasts where everyone is commanded to rejoice. It
is inexplicable as to why the widow and the orphan are omitted from this text in Deuteronomy—
a text that shares many prominent themes in common with the formulaic texts. This reference
does, however, follow the Small Credo in Deut. 26:4-10, another text which contains references
to prominent themes in Deuteronomy: Israel living as an alien, the LORD bringing [acy] them out
of Egypt to a land “flowing with milk and honey.
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yLi hT't;n-" rv,a] hm'd"a]h' yrIP. tyviarE-ta, ytiabehe hNEhi hT'[w; >
hw"hy> ynEp.li t'ywIxT] ;vh. iw> ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ynEp.li ATx.N:hiw> hw"hy>
^yh,l{a/
“And, now, look! I am bringing the first of the fruit of the ground which the LORD gave
to me.” And you shall rest it before the LORD your God and bow down before the LORD
your God.
The celebrant, in turn, brings [awb] the first fruit of the ground to YHWH and “rests” it before
YHWH:
The Small Credo in Deut. 26:5-10 is typically translated, “My ancestor was a wandering
Aramean.” However, the Hebrew root for this masculine singular participle which modifies
“ancestor” is dba, a root echoed throughout Deuteronomy with the valences, “perishing,”
“destroying,” or “being destroyed.”18 Thus, the worshipper declares, “My ancestor was a
perishing Aramean,” or “My ancestor was a starving Aramean.”19 In contrast, Deuteronomy
articulates a new, flourishing national story. Tithing the first fruits expresses trust in continued
food security. The third-year tithe joins the formulaic trope and themes of eating and being full
and remembering by “not forgetting” in the culmination of the law collection.

4.3.4 Deuteronomy 27:19
The final non-formulaic reference to widows, orphans, and aliens occurs in Deut. 27:19:

`!mEa' ~['h'-lK' rm:a'w> hn"m'l.a;w> ~Aty"-rGE jP;v.mi hJ,m; rWra'
Cursed be the one who turns justice of the alien-orphan and widow. And all the people
shall say, “Amen.”

18
19

Deut. 4:26; 7:20, 24; 8:19-20; 9:3; 11:4, 17; 12:2-3; 28:20, 22, 51, 63; and 30:18.
J. G. Janzen as quoted in Altmann, “Feast, Famine and History,” 561.
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The verse contains references to widows, orphans and aliens; however, the reference differs
syntactically from the formulaic occurrences where the members of the triad are joined by a vav,
and the Levite is not included.

4.4 Significant Omissions
If widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites were truly impoverished, then one would expect
to find references to them among texts that specifically address poverty (Deut 15:1-10), but they
are conspicuously absent. Their absence from this text indicates that this grouping serves a
different purpose in Deuteronomy that to designate another group of “the poor.” They are also
excluded from the Passover (Deut 16:1-8), a key text that establishes Israelite identity and their
national narrative.

4.4.1 Deuteronomy 14:22-27
This text only mentions the Levite, thus deviating from the formulaic references to
widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites. Deuteronomy 14:22-27 mirrors language in Deut. 12,
connecting correct worship of YHWH to food consumption. This repetition of key terms and
themes from Deut. 12 establishes the context in which to understand references to food and the
Levite and by association, widows, orphans, and aliens. Deuteronomy 12 contains three
references to tithes followed by three lists of participants and four warnings. In Deut. 12, correct
worship of YHWH (Deut 12:1-4) is immediately tied to the licit consumption of food as offering
in “the place” (Deut 12:5-7).20

20

The text situates the Israelites geographically and narratively in land, history, and covenant. The text
opens with a detailed description locating the Israelites in a specific place in their history and instructs them to travel
to another specific place (Deut 1:1-5, 7). The concept of “place” functions in Deuteronomy in several different
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Meat is presented as something to be had in abundance. For example: “Only in all the
craving of your vpn, you shall slaughter and eat meat according to the blessing of the LORD your
God, which he has given to you in all your gates” (Deut 12:15) and “When…you say ‘I am going
to eat some meat,’ because your vpn craves eating meat, in all the craving of your vpn, you may
eat meat” (Deut 12:20). Deuteronomy 12 blurs the distinction between ritual and mundane
slaughter by presenting the killing and consumption of animals as something determined by
desire and readily and abundantly available. This ample supply of animals for consumption
contradicts evidence of the Israelite diet from archaeology and paleopathology.21 In Iron I Israel,
for example, most animals were likely kept for their secondary products, like wool and milk,
while the use of animals for meat consumption may have increased with greater wealth during
the monarchy.22 Much like Deut. 12:5-7 and 11-12, Deut. 14:22-23 commands:

hw"hy> ynEp.li T'l.k;a'w> hn"v' hn"v' hd<F'h; aceYOh; ^[<r>z: ta;WbT.-lK' tae rFe[T; . rFE[;
^r<h'c.yIw> ^v.royTi ‘^n>g")D> rf:[m. ; ~v' Amv. !KEv;l. rx;b.yI-rv,a] ~AqM'B; ^yh,l{a/
`~ymiY"h;-lK' ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>-ta, ha'r>yIl. dm;l.Ti ![;m;l. ^n<acow> ^r>q'B. trokob.W
You shall surely tithe all the produce of your sowing, which comes out of the field year
by year. And you shall eat before the LORD your God in “the place that he will choose to
establish his name there,” the tithe of your grain, your wine, and your olive oil, and the
firstlings of your herd and your flock so that you will learn to fear the LORD your God
all of the days (14:22-23).

ways: the safe route through the wilderness provided by Yahweh (Deut 1:31, 33), the land to which Yahweh has
brought them (e.g. Deut 9:7; 11:5, 24), and the place to worship Yahweh (Deut 12: 5, 11, 13, 18, 21, 26) distinct
from the place where other gods are worshipped (12:2, 3).
21
MacDonald, What Did the Ancient Israelites Eat?, 71. In What Did the Ancient Israelites Eat?, Nathan
MacDonald warns that the ancient Israelite diet is complex and varies according to location, climate, distribution,
and time period; therefore, he draws careful conclusions from available evidence. In the case of paleopathology, for
example, the available evidence can be considered a statistically insignificant sample. Still, sixty persons’ remains
found in Jerusalem exist from the seventh century B.C.E. and remain a valuable source of evidence for food studies
and ancient Israel. While this study does not consider Deuteronomy’s date of composition or redaction in relation to
its rhetorical structure, MacDonald’s conclusions are important for establishing what we both consider rhetorical
statements about abundance in biblical literature.
22
Ibid., 71, 75.
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Texts that reference widows, orphans, and aliens are rife with agricultural language that
intertwines sustenance and covenant obligation. This language alludes both to YHWH’s promise
to the ancestors and their descendants, [rz, and YHWH as the one who brought out, acy, Israel
from Egypt and slavery: The Israelites are to tithe the produce of their sowing, [rz, which comes
out, acy, of the field. These two verses command that Israelites tithe and eat, so that they learn to
fear YHWH, the motivation clause for giving a tenth in a particular place. Deuteronomy uses
older, poetic terminology rather than quotidian language for grain, wine, and oil, further
emphasizing its rhetorically charged presentation of food.23
Deuteronomy 14:24-27, which alludes to 12:21, states:

rx;b.yI rv<a] ~AqM'h; ^M.mi qx;r>yI-yKi( Ataef. lk;Wt al{ yKi %r<D<h; ^M.mi hB,r>yI-ykiw>
@s,Kh, ; T'r>c;w> @s,KB' ; hT't;n"w> ^yh,(l{a/ hw"hy> ^k.r<b'y> yKi ~v' Amv. ~Wfl' ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>
lkoB. @s,K,h; hT't;n"w> AB ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> rx:b.yI rv<a] ~AqêM'h;-la, T'k.l;h'(w> ^êd>y"B.
^v<pn. : ^l.a'v.Ti rv<a] lkob.W rk'Veb;W !yIYb: ;W !aCob;W rq"B'B; ^v.p.n: hW<a;T.-rv,a]
!yae yKi WNb,z>[;t; al{ `^t<ybeW hT'a; T'x.m;f'w> ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ynEp.li ~V' T'l.k;a'w>
%M"[i hl'x]n:w> ql,xe Al
But if the way is too far from you such that you are not able to bear it because “the place
that the LORD your God will choose to establish his name there” is too far from you
when the LORD your God blesses you, then you shall turn it into money and gather the
money in your hand and you will go to the place that the LORD your God [who] is in it
will choose and you will turn the money into all that your vpn craves—into cattle and
sheep and wine and beer and all that your vpn asks for—then you shall eat there before
the LORD your God, and be filled, you and your household. And the Levite who is in
your gates you shall not abandon him because he has no portion or inheritance with you.
Since tithes are only to be eaten at “the place,” Deuteronomy 14:24-26 provides a way for
everyone to participate no matter the distance to a central site by turning tithed food which would
spoil into money. The participants’ names in the celebration of the annual tithe are “you and your
household” and the Levite. Again, as in 12:17-19, instruction not to abandon the Levite is

23

MacDonald, What Did the Ancient Israelites Eat?, 4.
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situated within the context of tithing (14:26) and underscored by the presence of an energic nun
in the second person plural imperfect conjugation of bz[. This direct connection to Deut. 12
situates commandments about the Levite within the larger covenantal structure of Deuteronomy.
In Deuteronomy 12, the Israelites are warned three times to “guard themselves” with the
formula, !P< ^l. rm,Vh
' ,i (Deut 12: 13, 19, 30), a formula that occurs earlier in Deuteronomy, and
once to “guard and obey,” T'[.m;v'w> rmov., (Deut 12:28).

4.4.2 Deuteronomy 15:1-10
If widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites were the poor and unfortunate members of
Israelite society, the primary place in Deuteronomy one would expect them to appear is
Deuteronomy 15:1-11, dealing with the remission of debts and people in need, and, yet, this is
the one place where they are conspicuously absent and not named. The language for those
eligible for remission of debts is non-specific; any member of Israelite society is eligible, as seen
in the language: “neighbor” [;re., and “brother” xa;. For example, in Deut. 15:2, states of the owner
of a loan:

wyxia-' ta,w> Wh[erE-ta, fGOyI-al{
He shall not exact it of his neighbor and his brother.
In keeping with abundance rhetoric, Deuteronomy 15:4 states:

#r<a'B' hw"hy> ^k.r<b'(y> %rEb'-yKi !Ayb.a, ^B.-hy<h.yI al{ yKi sp,a,
`HT'v.rIl. hl'x]n: ^l.-!tenO ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> rv,a]
A ceasing! For there shall be no poor [!Ayb.a,<] among you because the LORD shall surely
bless the land which the LORD your god is giving to you, an inheritance to possess it.
The only one among the community not eligible for a remission of debt is a “foreigner,” yrIb.n".
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4.4.3 Deuteronomy 16:1-8
While Deuteronomy 16:1-15 makes use of the same formulaic treatment of widows,
orphans, and aliens, it also includes one of two of the most significant omissions. Unlike the
festivals, gx, of Weeks and Booths, widows, orphans, and aliens are not named as participants in
the festival, gx, of Passover (Deut 16:1-8). In one sense, the omission of widows, orphans, and
aliens from Passover is in keeping with the passages in which formulaic references appear;
Passover is not an agricultural festival. Yet, the Passover event is central to Israelite identity and
to YHWH’s redemptive actions and Deuteronomy’s presentation of YHWH as a “bringer out of
Egypt” that enjoins thankful obedience on the part of the Israelites to the covenant and laws.
Passover instructions include a general summary in 16:1-3 and a more detailed explanation in
16:4-8. Deuteronomy 16:1-2 commands
Observe/guard the month of Abib and do pesach to the LORD your God for in the month
of Abib, the LORD your God brought you from Egypt at night. You will sacrifice pesach
to the LORD your God, flock or herd, in “the place that the LORD will choose to
establish his name there.”

Verse 3 commands the Israelites to eat only unleavened bread and ends with the
motivation clause, “so that [![;m;l.] you will remember the day of your going out from the land of
Egypt all the days of your life,” which ties to the key theme of remembering. In keeping with the
limitations imposed upon ordinary Israelites, Deuteronomy 16:5-6 prohibits sacrificing pesach
“in your gates” and repeats the admonition to sacrifice only in “the place.” The end of the
detailed Passover instructions in v. 8 suggests YHWH’s work beyond deliverance from Egypt,
insisting that “six days” the Israelites will not eat leavened bread, and on the seventh day they
will hold a “festive assembly” and “do no work.” That widows, orphans, and aliens are not
explicitly listed as participants in Passover separates them from a key event in the life of the
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Israelites as a people, and the link in v. 8 to YHWH’s creative work in the world insinuates a
much deeper separation.
Deuteronomy presents YHWH as a “bringer out of Egypt;” therefore the Passover event
in Deut. 16:9-12 is central to YHWH’s redemptive actions. Verse 3 commands the Israelites to
eat only unleavened bread and ends with the motivational clause, “so that you may remember the
day of your going out from the land of Egypt all the days of your life,” tying into the key theme
of remembrance throughout Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy 16:5-7 prohibits sacrificing pesach “in
your gates” and repeats the admonition to sacrifice only in “the place.” Deuteronomy 16:8 insists
that “six days” the Israelites will not eat leavened bread, and on the seventh day they will hold an
“assembly to the LORD your God” and “do no work,” hk'(al'm. hf,[]t; al{, just as YHWH rested
after the work that YHWH did, ATk.al;m./ hf[, in Genesis 2:2-3. The end of the Passover
instructions in v. 8 carries valences of work beyond YHWH’s deliverance from Egypt to YHWH
as creator of the heavens and the earth and, thus, the rightful owner of the land.
Unlike the Festivals of Weeks and Booths in Deut. 16:13-15, widows, orphans, aliens,
and Levites are not named in the Passover observance. The implicit link to the Israelites as aliens
in Egypt is present, but the text does not mention the Israelites’ status in Egypt as aliens, the role
of the alien within Israel, nor widows, orphans, aliens, or Levites in particular. In one sense, the
omission of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites from Passover is in keeping with the passages
in which formulaic references appear, since Passover is not strictly an agricultural festival. While
the Passover observance contains agricultural language, it is not tied to agricultural seasons like
the feasts of Weeks, festival of Booths, and the annual and third-year tithes, and there is also no
provision for those living a great distance from “the place.” Rather, it is connected to YHWH’s
role in Israelite redemption echoed later in the Small Credo and the non-formulaic reference to
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Levites and aliens in Deut. 26:11. However, the omission of widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites from an annual observance integral to the self-understanding of the Israelite nation
underscores their separation and, perhaps, marginalization in the text.
Most models of food availability and consumption assume equal access to food by
everyone and rest upon the theory of an egalitarian Israelite society.24 Nathan MacDonald in his
study What did the Ancient Israelite Eat?, argues that, due to unequal distribution, some groups
experienced greater malnutrition than others as a result of the privilege of male heads of
household, male elites, and male priests and, later, monarchical power. MacDonald contends that
the male head of household determined the distribution of food based upon Meyers’ work in
Discovering Eve, where she argues that men cooked meat while women cooked grains and
vegetables; however, MacDonald seems uncomfortable with the argument based upon male
privilege when he concludes:
The head of the family appears to have had the right to determine how food was
distributed among family members (1 Sam. 1:5; cf. Gen 43:24). It seems likely that
prestigious foods, such as meat, would have been distributed with preference given to the
family head and his male children.25
Cooking is not the same as consumption and one does not logically follow from the other.
Further, MacDonald’s argument does not take into consideration the complexities and shared
power within the household and Meyer’s nuanced view of patriarchal society. MacDonald argues
that an even smaller group, the landless members of Israelite society, would have experienced
constant food insecurity.26 MacDonald may include widows, orphans, and aliens in this group
since later he explicitly addresses this group as the “marginalized” in society who are the objects
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MacDonald, What Did the Ancient Israelites Eat?, 77-9.
Ibid., 78.
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Ibid., 59.
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of hospitality in Deuteronomy “with food as a defining national characteristic of the Israelites.”27
MacDonald does not think that only widows orphans and aliens experienced food insecurity and
malnourishment but that they were more vulnerable to food insecurity and chronic malnutrition.

4.4.4 Summary of Significant Omissions
The third-year tithe, a sacred meal eaten by a particular group of people in an otherwise
forbidden location, is a performative ritual to ensure covenant loyalty and continued blessing by
God. Widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites comprise a single group in Deuteronomy commanded
to eat tithed foods in a location other than “the place,” an act strictly forbidden to the larger
Israelite population. The intra-Deuteronomic themes of remembering and forgetting and eating
and being full serve as a hinge for the oppositional use of language in Deuteronomy; the thing
that can cause the vision to fall apart is also the thing that can redeem it. Ritual consumption by
widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites set within these themes acts as the means of covenant
fulfillment. Israelites in Deuteronomy “rest” their tithed foods in the gates because YHWH gives
rest.
Widows, orphans, and aliens engaging in ritual consumption with Levites might look like
an elevation in status, but they still serve as the means by which greater Israelite society secures
God’s continued blessing and fulfills the entire commandment. The construction of widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites as poor and powerless has more to do with the assumptions readers
bring to the text and to this group of people. Undergirding the idea that Deuteronomic law
establishes a feeding program for a particular group of people in ancient Israel are the
assumptions that this was an ancient “welfare” program analogous to similar welfare programs
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today, that the rest of Israelite society ate well, which was likely not the case, and that what we
find in Deuteronomy would be adequate sustenance for a segment of the population. We assume
that there was only one cultic space in ancient Israel because Deuteronomy states it must be so
without considering the different kinds of space Deuteronomy envisions or that Deuteronomy
presents “the place” in such non-specific terms so that any place could serve as “the place.”
Current scholarship often considers Deuteronomy a utopian vision of Israelite society, except
where widows, orphans, aliens are concerned; it is still assumed that texts that mention these
groups of people “really happened.” The most glaring evidence in Deuteronomy that widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites were not necessarily poor is their exclusion from Deuteronomy 15
and that Deuteronomy uses terminology for “the poor” separate from language referring widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites. Instead, formulaic references to this group that has special
permission set within key themes in Deuteronomy points toward a different understanding that
cannot be reduced to poverty. In a book that abounds with agrarian terminology to the extent of
envisioning YHWH in agricultural terms, Deuteronomy does, in fact, express great anxiety about
sufficient food supply, but this anxiety extended to the entire population, not a small group.

4.5 Food and Foodways Studies
Most treatments of widows, orphans, and aliens equate this group with the poor and
assume that only impoverished people, as the most vulnerable in society, experienced food
insecurity, hunger, and malnutrition. Concomitantly, many discussions of food supply in
antiquity assume that an agriculturally-based society, unlike a hunter-gatherer society, ensured
adequate amounts of and access to food, yet foodway studies reveal evidence of widespread,
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prolonged malnutrition caused by long periods of food shortages.28 Unlike famines, episodic
food shortages occurred more frequently, resulting in chronic hunger and malnutrition.29 While
literary texts rarely reveal chronic hunger and malnutrition as a part of daily life, they do attest to
anxiety about food that indicates hunger resulting in undernourishment.30 In the same way,
Deuteronomy does not represent daily life as one of chronic hunger but does reveal anxiety about
food by contrasting past experience with the hope of future abundance. Deuteronomy recounts
the Israelites’ experience of leaving “that great and fearful wilderness” (Deut 1:19), a place
connected to the memory of hunger (Deut 8:2-3), with the expectation of arriving in a rich and
fertile land (Deut 1:22-25) and eating until satiated (Deut 8:7-10). In addition to negative
expressions of anxiety about food supply, Deuteronomy’s rhetoric about abundance, though
positive, shows acute anxiety about food and an intense desire for food security. The profusion
of language and themes related to food in Deuteronomy indicates that, not only “the poor,” but
also those who wrote, redacted, preserved, and transmitted Deuteronomy experienced food
insecurity and chronic hunger. This anxiety about adequate food supply is also reflected in the
formation and regulation of religious rituals and feasts for YHWH responsible for the fecundity
of the land.31 The ritual use of food, distinct from actual foodstuffs (food supply, production, and
distribution), illustrates the “non-food” or symbolic use of food to demarcate social boundaries
or forge communal bonds among different groups of people.32 Ritual observances in
Deuteronomy that involve food serve a function beyond sustenance. They demarcate through
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means of inclusion and exclusion widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites from the larger Israelite
community.
As discussed above, assumptions about widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in
Deuteronomy illustrate the problem of rhetoric versus likely reality, just as references to food in
the biblical text belie the likely realities of the Israelite diet. The appearance of food items in
Deuteronomy contradicts the reality of the Israelite diet by not taking into account the rhetorical
and theological purpose of language about and descriptions of the land, the changing nature of
the Mediterranean diet, and the assumption that the lists of foods in the biblical text were widely
available and evenly distributed.33 Of the available evidence about the Israelite diet, the biblical
text remains problematic due to its long and varied process of writing, redaction, and
transmission. Further, the theological, rhetorical, and social reasons for its composition do not
address the questions asked of it; it presents a wide array of foods marked by symbolic value
rather than availability and distribution.34 Evidence about the Israelite diet contradicts the image
that only widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites needed of food assistance because, “Our current
state of knowledge suggests that the population of Iron Age Israel generally suffered from an
inadequate diet, poor health, and low life expectancy.”35 The differences between the reality and
the rhetoric of the Israelite diet show that food is not neutral but plays an integral role in
Deuteronomy’s vision of covenant obligation and obedience. Much of the rhetoric about widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites as the marginalized in Israelite society rests upon an implicit
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assumption that the majority of Israelites ate well and only this group, along with the poor,
experienced hunger—without considering the symbolic function of food in Deuteronomy as a
whole and in relation to this group in particular. Consideration of what, where, and when this
group ate, alongside the symbolic use and rhetorical force of food availability and consumption
in Deuteronomy requires a rethinking of the current conceptualization of widows, orphans,
aliens, and Levites.

4.5.1 Food and Deuteronomy
Food is, in fact, central to Deuteronomy’s presentation of YHWH, Israel, and covenant
loyalty. Agricultural motifs that involve abundance, sowing/descendants, and fruitfulness frame
the text. YHWH, as a literary character, is conceived in terms of a “bringer [acy] out of Egypt,”
the same verbal root for the produce—or literally “what comes out of”—the field.
The verb, [rz, which means to sow seed (Deut 14:22; 22:9), figuratively refers to the
“descendants” of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob throughout the book of Deuteronomy (Deut 1:8;
28:46; 28:59; 30:6; 30:19; 31:21; 34:4), and envelops the entire book within a chiastic,
agricultural frame (Deut 1:8 and 34:4.)36 Hebrew words and phrases that describe the fecundity
of the land and people abound in the text. The description of the land as a “land flowing with
milk and honey” occurs most frequently in the Pentateuch and, within the Pentateuch, in
Deuteronomy, almost always describing a future hope.37 The idea of “fruitfulness,” yrIP., also
encloses the text. In Deuteronomy 1:25, those sent to scout the land bring some of “the fruit of
the land,” #r<a'h' yrIPm
. i, to show that “The land is good that the LORD our God is giving to us,” Wnl'(
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!tEnO Wnyhel{a/ hw"hy>-rv,a] #r<a'h' hb'Aj. The term for fruit is used again in Deuteronomy to denote the
potential fecundity of the Israelite people, “the fruit of your belly,” and the land, “the fruit of
your land, your grain, wine, and oil,” as a result of covenant obedience (Deut 7:12-13). Near the
end of Deuteronomy, fruitfulness, designated as “the fruit of,” extends also to livestock (Deut
28:4-11).
Words and phrases indicating abundance rhetoric characterize the land and people in
Deuteronomy. Those sent to scout the land describe its inhabitants as great and tall, ~r"w" lAdG", the
implied result of living in good and rich land, and their cities as great, tl{dGo >, and unassailable
usually translated “fortified to the heavens,” ~yIm"V'B; troWcb.W (Deut 1:28). Consequently, the
language exalted/tall describes the potential danger later in Deut. 8:14, “when your heart will
become proud and you forget the LORD your God,” ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>-ta, T'x.k;v'(w> ^b<b'l. ~r"w>. In Deut.
9:1-2 the people and cities are again described as great and, now, mighty, ~ymicu[w] :, and the cities
again, great and unassailable, ~yIm"V'B; trocub.W tl{doG> ~yrI['. Language about abundance of the land,
though not explicitly tied to food, nevertheless assumes an abundant food supply; however, this
same language, ~r, also appears in Deuteronomy to indicate the ever-present danger of
abundance and the comfort it brings.
Key themes in Deuteronomy, guarding oneself, rmv, remembering and forgetting, rkz
and xkv, and eating and being full, lxa and [bf, emphasize the advantages of covenant
obedience through the benefits of a rich land. The extensive use of repetition throughout
Deuteronomy contributes to its persuasive effect, bringing together these key themes to maintain
a sustained focus on the gift of land from YHWH that evokes covenant loyalty.38 Focusing on

Brent A. Strawn, “Keep/Observe/Do—Carefully—Today! The Rhetoric of Repetition in Deuteronomy,”
in A God So Near: Essays on Old Testament Theology in Honor of Patrick D. Miller, ed. Brent A. Strawn and
38
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the final form of Deuteronomy and “intra-Deuteronomic” themes contributes to an alternate
understanding of Deuteronomy’s presentation of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites.39 These
key themes also indicate the dangers of being too secure and comfortable in the land.
Deuteronomy 8:7-14 provides one of the richest descriptions of the land within the text
and brings together the themes of guarding oneself, remembering and forgetting, and eating to
the point of satiety:

~yaic.yO tmohot.W tnOy"[] ~yIm' ylex]n: #r<a, hb'Aj #r<a,-la, ^a]ybim. ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> yKi
`vb'dW> !m,v, tyzE-#r<a, !AMrIw> hn"aet.W !p,g<w> hr"[fo .W hJ'xi #r<a, `rh"b'W h['q.BBi ;
rv<a] #r<a, HB' lKo rs:x.t,-al{ ~x,l,ê HB'-lk;aTo tnUKse .mib. al{ rv,a] #r<a,
T'k.r:beW> T'[.b'f'w> T"l.k;a'w `tv,xno > bcox.T; h'yr<r"h]meW lz<r>b; h'yn<b'a]
%l"-!t;n" rv<a] hb'Joh; #r<a'h'-l[; hw"hy>-ta,
For the LORD our God is bringing you to a good land, a land of streams filled with
water, of springs and deep oceans coming out of the valley and the plain; a land of wheat
and barley, and vine and fig tree and pomegranate, a land of olive oil and honey; a land in
which there is no poverty, where you will eat bread without lack, a land whose stones are
bronze and from whose mountains you will mine copper. And you will eat, and you will
be full and the LORD your God will bless you in the good land which he is giving you.
Very soon, however, the blessing of eating and being full becomes a warning. In Deut. 8:11-14,
the warning formula articulated in v. 11, !P, ^l. rm,Vh
' i (Niphal imperative), is tied to v. 12 by the
repetition of !P,:

Nancy R. Bowen (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 215-217. Strawn’s works stands as one of the few treatments
of Deuteronomy that focuses upon Deuteronomy in its final form at a rhetorical level. According to Strawn,
repetition within this exhortative style of Deuteronomy leaves key themes in the minds of its readers which consist
of a group of verbs and their objects which remain in the ears, minds, and hearts of readers, which are, according to
Strawn, keeping, observing, listening, hearing, and obeying God’s commandments, statutes, ordinances. Further,
Strawn points out, “It is also significant that most treatments of repetition in the field of biblical studies deal only
with the phenomenon in narrative. Treatments of repetition within the legal material are rare and, when present,
typically concerned with other, more diachronic issues” (216-217). Literary studies with historical critical concerns
and goals, such as source criticism and tradition history, rely on repetition as a key literary feature; however,
repetition can also function on the literary level of the text for rhetorical effect. See also: Jerry Hwang, The Rhetoric
of Remembrance: An Investigation of the “Fathers” in Deuteronomy, Siphrut Literature and Theology of the
Hebrew Scriptures 9 (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2012). Robert Polzin, Moses and the Deuteronomist: A Literary
Study of the Deuteronomic History (New York: Seabury, 1980).
39
Strawn, “Keep/Observe/Do,” 219 n. 17 and 220.
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wyt'Qoxuw> wyj'P'v.mWi wyt'wOc.mi rmov. yTil.bil. ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>-ta, xK;v.Ti-!P, ^l. rm,V'hi
^r>qb") .W `T'b.v'(y"w> hn<b.Ti ~ybiAj ~yTib'W T'[.b'f'w> lk;aTo-!P, `~AYh; ^W>c;m. ykinOa' rv<±a]
`hB,r>yI ^l.-rv,a] ~r"w> `hB,r>yI ^l.-rv,a] lkow> %L"-hB,ry> I bh'z"w> @s,kw, > !yUB.r>yI ^n>aco)w>
`~ydIb'[] tyBemi ~yIr:c.mi #r<am, e ^a]yciAMh; ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy>-ta, T'x.k;v'(w> ^b<b'l. ~r"w>
Guard yourself lest you forget the LORD your God by not treasuring his commandments
and judgments and ordinances I am commanding you today; lest you eat and are full and
build good houses and settle down and your cattle and flocks multiply [as I said they
would] and gold and silver belonging to you are multiplied and all that you have
multiplies, and your heart is lifted up and you forget the LORD your god, the one who
brought you out of the land of Egypt from the house of slavery.
The text continues, “Do not forget” (v. 14) but “remember YHWH” (v. 18).
Eating particular foods in a designated location becomes an essential means of obeying
the covenant and securing YHWH’s blessing in the law collection. Deuteronomy 12 establishes
the proper consumption of food and warns against improper observance, echoing warnings found
earlier in the book of Deuteronomy (Deut 12:9):

ywILeh;-ta, bzO[]T-; !P< ^l. rm,Vh' i
Guard yourself lest you forget the Levite.
Deuteronomy specifically links widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites to the festivals of weeks
and booths and the annual and third-year tithes. These warnings in Deut.12 connected to earlier
warnings in the text discussed above are integral to an alternate understanding of widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites in the book of Deuteronomy.
In Deut. 14:28-29, the third-year tithe is to be presented “in your gates” so that widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites will eat and be full. This act is followed by the motivational clause
“so that the LORD your God will bless you in all the undertakings of your hands which you do.”
This command to all Israelites to make tithed food available to a particular group of people
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outside of the “the place” contradicts Deuteronomy’s supposed emphasis upon cult
centralization. These rituals conducted outside of “the place” also express abundance (There is
more than enough food for everyone, so much so that the entire third year tithe can be placed in
another location for consumption by a small group), concern about food and food supply and, the
means to secure an abundant food supply for the entire community. Deuteronomy 26:12-15
contains the same action for this third-year meal, eating to satiety by widows, orphans, aliens,
and Levites in the gates as well as an extended motivation clause that includes blessing the
ground and the people Israel. The theme of eating and being full which stands in relationship to
guarding oneself and remembering or forgetting the covenant with YHWH reveals the ritual
function of consuming tithed food.
Eating to fullness spans Deuteronomy, appearing within the introductory frame that
begins the collection of laws (Deut 6:10-13; 8:7-20; and 11:13-17), within the formulaic alienorphan-widow passages (Deut 14:22-29 and 26:12-15) and in the appendix (Deut 31:16-22). The
first reference to eating to satiety in Deut. 6:10-12 follows the Shema and links the promise of
the land to the ancestors and to the kind of eating and being sated that engenders forgetting

qx'c.yIl. ~h'r"b.a;l. ^yt,boa]l; [B;v.nI rv,a] #r<a'h'-la, ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> ^a]ybiy> yKi hy"h'w>
bWj-lK' ~yailem. ~yTib'W t'ynIb-' al{ rv<a] tbojow> tl{doG> ~yrI[' %l" tt,l' bqo[]y:l.W
T'[.j'n-" al{ rv<a ~ytiyzEw> ~ymir"K. {T'b.cx; '-al{ rv<a] ~ybiWcx] troboW t'aLemi-al rv<a]
~yIr:cm. i #r<am, e, ^a]yciAh rv<a] hw"hy>-ta xK;v.Ti-!P, ^l. rm,V'hi T'[.b'f'w> T"l.k;a'w]>
~ydIb'[] tyBemi
When the LORD your God brings you to the land that he swore to your fathers, to
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to give to you, great and good cities which you did not build
and houses full of good things that you did not fill and hewn cisterns that you did not
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hew, vineyards and olive trees that you did not plant, and you eat and are sated, guard
yourself lest you forget the LORD who brought you from the land of Egypt from the
house of slavery.
The idea of eating and being sated is also linked to YHWH as a liberator and a “bringer out of
Egypt.”
Forgetfulness is not the only consequence of comfort. Forgetfulness leads to the primary
threat to YHWH: Israel’s turning and serving other gods (Deut 11:13-17 and 31:20).
Deuteronomy 31:20 views turning and serving other gods as a future reality known by YHWH,
“When I bring them to the ground that I swore to their fathers, flowing with milk and honey, and
they eat and are sated, they will turn to other gods and serve them.” In Deut. 11:13-17, obedience
results in seasonal rain, good harvests, and food for livestock, and eating and being full. Turning
and serving other gods brings about drought “then you will perish, dba, quickly off of the good
land that the LORD is giving to you” (11:17). The verbal root for “perish,” dba, is related to the
Israelites’ historical self-understanding; when they appear before the priest to tithe the first fruits
of the land and recount their history, they begin, “A ‘wandering’ Aramean [was] my father, and
he went down to the land of Egypt and was an alien there” (Deut 26:5). According to the
Israelite’s historiography, the archetypal ancestor becomes mighty and numerous in Egypt, is
afflicted, oppressed, set to hard work, cries out and is brought out of Egypt by YHWH to a land
flowing with milk and honey (26:5-9). Thus, turning and serving other gods has the capacity to
negate both the physical benefits of the land and Israelite self-understanding.

4.5.2 Excursus: Levites as Cult Functionaries in Deuteronomy
As with widows, orphans, and aliens, it is necessary to consider the Levite within the
bounds of the final form of Deuteronomy, a text that does not present Levites as poor or
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powerless members of Israelite society or second-tier priests. The idea of Levitical land
disenfranchisement resulting in poverty presupposes cult centralization in tandem with the
historical reconstruction of Levites based upon texts outside of Deuteronomy. This construction
is then presumed of the Levite in Deuteronomy, when, in fact, Deuteronomy uses the terms
“priest” and “Levite” interchangeably.40 Striking features of Levites in Deuteronomy question
the appropriateness of this predominant reconstruction. For instance, Levites in Deuteronomy
hold an exalted place in Israelite society (Moses is a Levite) and serve in a number of priestly
and administrative roles. The Aaronide priesthood is almost non-existent in Deuteronomy, and
the few texts in which it does appear are few and neutral or negative. Scrutinizing the role of the
Levite in Deuteronomy in this way has important implications for the conceptualization of
widows, orphans, and aliens.
Levitical disenfranchisement rests upon several assumptions, namely that Levites were
“country priests” who served exclusively at local shrines, that they had no land holdings, that
Deuteronomy’s vision of cult centralization was realized and that, with cult centralization,
Levites became a class of priestly attendants who carried out the menial labor within the temple.
Deuteronomy 10:8-9 is traditionally thought to establish Levitical impoverishment:

dmo[l] ; hw"hy>-tyrIB. !Ara]-ta, tafel' ywILeh; jb,ve-ta, hw"hy> lyDIb.hi awhih; t[eB'
ql,xe ywIlel. hy"h-' al{ !Ke-l[; `hZ<)h; ~AYh; d[; Amv.Bi %rEb'l.W Atr>vl") . hw"hy> ynEp.li
`Al ^yh,l{a/ hw"hy> rB<DI rv<a]K; Atl'x]n: aWh hw"hy> wyx'a,-~[i hl'x]n:w>
At that time the LORD set apart the tribe of Levi to carry the ark of the covenant of the
LORD, to stand before the LORD, to minister to him, and to bless his name until this
day; therefore, Levi has no portion or inheritance with his brothers. The LORD, He is his
inheritance, just as the LORD your God, said to him.

40

Deuteronomy 26:1-11 stands as the single exception and is treated under “Non-formulaic Texts.”
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These two verses, read in light of the story of land apportionment in the book of Joshua,
seemingly establish the Levite’s lack of patrimony from Moses after the conquest of the land
(Josh. 13-17). In Joshua 14:3, Moses assigns portions of land to the tribes of Israel as an
inheritance, hlxn, but “to the Levites, he did not give an inheritance in the midst of them” and in
v. 4, the people of Joseph “did not give a portion, qlx, to the Levites in the land, but cities, ~yr[,
to dwell in, their pasturelands for their cattle, and their acquired things” (cf. Num. 35: 2-8; Lev.
25:32-33). According to the book of Joshua, the Levites are not disenfranchised. Their
inheritance, hlxn, includes the “offerings by fire of the LORD, the God of Israel” (Josh. 13.14),
the “priesthood of the LORD” (Josh. 18:7), and, ultimately, “the LORD God of Israel” (Josh.
13:33). More importantly for this study, the Levites have cities in which to live, pastureland for
their herds, and whatever else they may acquire from those lands. Further, by serving in the
temple, Levites would have had use of the temple grounds (Josh. 14:4; 21).
Much of the historical reconstruction of the role of the Levites in Israelite history is based
upon the book of Numbers and the distinctions in service between the Aaronide priesthood and
the Levitical priesthood. The case, however, is not so clear, for Aaron, like Moses, is a Levite
(Exod. 4:14). In Num. 18:1, Aaron and his “ancestral house,” %T'ai ^ybia'-tybeW, “carry the guilt for
the holy place/sanctuary,” while Aaron and his sons are responsible for the guilt of their
priesthood. Chapter 18 goes on to outline the offerings that belong to Aaron and his sons as
priests (18:8-20), a section that ends at verse 20, “And the LORD said to Aaron, “In their [the
Israelites’] land, you shall have no inheritance, lxn, and there will be no portion, qlx, for you
among them. I am your portion, qlx, and your inheritance, hlxn, in the midst of the children of
Israel.” The charge that Levites belong among the poor and disenfranchised because they have
no land apportionment does not hold, since this was also the normative state of affairs for the
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Aaronide priesthood according to Num. 18:20. Numbers 18:21-32 continues addressing the
Levites and the offerings due to them. Here, YHWH designates the tithes as the Levites’
inheritance, and instructs them to consecrate the best, a “tithe of the tithe” or a “tenth of the
tenth” as an offering to YHWH (18:26). In v. 31, YHWH grants, “You may eat it in any place,
you and your households; for it is your wages, compensation for your work in the tent of
meeting.” The chapter ends by reiterating the importance of the tithe or “the holy things of the
children of Israel” (18:32). The Levites cannot profane these upon pain of death. Thus, the
Levites are permitted to eat tithed food in any place after they have consecrated the best of it and
given that to Aaron to offer to YHWH (18:28).
The theory of Levitical land disenfranchisement is thought to go back even further than
Joshua or Numbers to originate with the actions of Simeon and Levi in Gen. 34, the story of the
rape of Dinah, read in conjunction with Jacob’s declaration of what will happen to them at the
“end of days” in Gen 49:5-7.41 Here, Jacob’s negative blessing ends “I will divide, qlx, them in
Jacob and I will scatter, #wp, them in Israel” (Gen 49:7). Ironically, Levi will be divided using the
language of inheritance, qlx. It is the language of dispersion, #wp, that carries valences of
Deuteronomic themes, in this case fear of the loss of homeland (Deut 4:27; 28:64; 30:3), which
figures prominently in Deuteronomy’s emphasis upon covenant obedience in order to settle and
keep the land. In spite of negative assessments of the Levites in Genesis and Numbers,
Deuteronomy presents a different picture.
Moses, the narrator of Deuteronomy and the leader of the Israelite people, is, himself, a
Levite, the child of a Levite mother and father (Exod. 2:1 and 6:19-20). Further, Deuteronomy

41
Joel S. Baden, “The Violent Origins of the Levites: Text and Tradition,” in Levites and Priests in Biblical
History and Tradition, ed. Mark Leuchter and Jeremy M. Hutton, Ancient Israel and its Literature 9 (Atlanta:
Society of Biblical Literature, 2011), 106-13. n Levites and Priests in Biblical History and Tradition, ed. Mark
Leuchter and Jeremy M. Hutton, 111-12.
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makes almost no distinction between “priests” and “Levites.” Apart from the formulaic texts in
which Levites appear, Levites are set apart for sacral duty (10:8-9), make difficult legal decisions
(17:8-10), witness the writing of the law for the king (17:18), minister at the sanctuary (18:1-8),
speak with one voice with Moses (27:9-10), address the entire Israelite nation (27:11-26), read
the law to the whole assembly every seven years (31:9-13), write down and guard the law
(31:24,-29), assemble the elders before Moses (31:28), and receive an unequivocally positive
blessing near the end of the book of Deuteronomy (33:8-11).42 Deuteronomy makes little
mention of the Aaronide priesthood, and when it does appear in Deuteronomy, the Aaronide
priesthood is cast in negative terms.
Levites first appear in Deut. 10:8-9 in a sacral context carrying out priestly duties:
YHWH separates them, ldb, for the sacred duty of carrying the ark; they stand before and
minister to YHWH, and bless YHWH’s name, all priestly functions within the Yahwistic cult.
There is, in fact, little mention of the Aaronide priesthood in Deuteronomy, save an editorial
insertion in Deut. 10:6 about the death of Aaron and the succession of Eleazar his son. Aaron,
himself, is mentioned only three times in Deuteronomy: Moses’ recounting of the golden calf
incident (9:20), Aaron’s death (10:6), and Moses’ eminent death where he will be “gathered to
his people” just as Aaron was at his death on Mount Hor (32:50). Aaron appears in Deuteronomy
only in the context of his guilt and death, and Eleazer appears just the one time as Aaron’s
successor. In the societal structure envisioned by Deuteronomy, Levites hold a high religious and
political position, serving YHWH and mediating between Moses and his appointed judges and
elders.43

For the Levites’ role as judicial administrators and the power this role entails, see: Mark Leuchter, “ ‘The
Levite in Your Gates’: The Deuteronomic Redefinition of Levitical Authority,” JBL 126 (2007): 417-36.
43
For the positive depiction of the Levites in Deuteronomy, see Baden, “Violent Origins,” 105-07.
42
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Deuteronomy uses the terms “priests” and “Levites” interchangeably. The term “priest”
appears fourteen times in Deuteronomy. Of these fourteen occurrences, it stands alone six times
(10:6; [17:12 is not counted here because it was already qualified in 17:9 as “the priests, the
Levites”)]; 18:3; 19:17; 20:2; 26:3; 26:4). Deuteronomy does not envision a strong Aaronide
priesthood; when the term “priest” appears alone, it occurs in a generic sense in the future as in
“whoever is serving as priest at that time.” The phrase “the priests” followed by the designation
“the Levites” (“the priests, the Levites,” ~YIwIl.h; ~ynIh]Kh
o ;), occurs six times (17:9, [12]; 17:18; 18;1;
24:8; 27:9), and the phrase, “the priests, the sons of Levi,” ywIle ynEB. ~ynIh]Koh,; appears twice (21:5;
31:9).
Deuteronomy 18:1-8 conflates priests and Levites as one group. For instance, in Deut.
18:1, the subject of the verse is “the priests, the Levites, all the tribe of Levi,” ywIle jb,ve-lK' ~YIwl
I .h;

~ynIh]Kol. Rather than distinguishing between priests and Levites, this phrase suggests in very
specific terms any and all Levites who are understood as priests in Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy
18 echoes Deut. 10:8-9, stating that YHWH serves as the Levites’ portion, qlx. Among the
priests’ due, Deut. 18 commands the Israelites to give the “first fruits” to the Levites, an
important connection between Levites and widows, orphans, and aliens in other places in
Deuteronomy. Telling also is the placement of Deut. 18:1-8. The law of the king immediately
precedes the rules regarding proper treatment of Levitical priests followed by the injunction not
to imitate other nations. The only text that shows a distinction between priests and Levites is that
of Deut. 26 where the Levites appear as part of the cultic celebration of first fruits (26:1-11).
The association of Levites with widows, orphans, and aliens in Deuteronomy is thought
to prove beyond a doubt their poverty and marginal status in Israelite society; however, the cultic
context in which this association occurs emphasizes the Levites’ religious role in the text. The
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association of Levites with widows, orphans, and aliens does not mean that Levites are
disenfranchised, but, rather, that widows, orphans, and aliens join Levites in the performance of
cultic rituals involving the tithed staples of Israelite agricultural production—grain, wine, and
oil.
These ritual enactments occur in distinctly Israelite spaces, marked in the text by their
location “in your gates,” ^yr<['v.Bi, as opposed to “cities,” ~yrI['. Typically translated using a single
term, “towns” or “cities,” the Hebrew terms for “in your gates,” ^yr<['v.Bi and “cities,” ~yrI['
delimit two very different kinds of space in Deuteronomy. Most significant for this study is the
use of r[;v; qualified by the second masculine singular ending, “your,” in almost every
occurrence in Deuteronomy, a form that appears throughout and almost exclusively in
Deuteronomy alone.44 Like the refrain “the LORD your God,” the phrase “in your gates”
designates the land given to the Israelites by YHWH. On the other hand, “cities,” ~yrI[', in the
early part of Deuteronomy are the places the Israelites scouted, conquered, destroyed, and
plundered. Cities are the places “you did not build” (Deut 6:10). With the exception of the law
provisions in chapters 21-22 and the cities of refuge, cities, ~yrI[', are the established, nonIsraelite places that YHWH is giving to the Israelites. In contrast, “in your gates” signifies land
as gift by YHWH alone. Deuteronomy demands that widows, orphans, aliens and Levites, eat a
ritual meal “in your gates,” comprised by tithed foods, foods eaten in a location strictly forbidden
to everyone else. That tithed foods are what “go out,” acy from the field as the Israelites “went
out” acy of Egypt formally acknowledges YHWH’s actions on behalf all Israelites to ensure that
YHWH will bless their future, regular food supply, i.e. “the work/undertaking of your hands,”

44

Various forms appear throughout Deuteronomy, but almost all have the identifier “your” gates. The form,

^yr<[v' .Bi, appears eighteen times in Deuteronomy and once in Exodus 20:10, Psalm 122:2, and Ezekiel 26:10.
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^d<y" hfe[m] ,; (Deut 14:29; 15:10; 16:15; 24:19; 28:12; 30:9; ) or “the ground” (Deut 26:15).45
These rituals ensure continued, prolific habitation of the land, and this association of widows,
orphans, and aliens with Levites within the cultic sphere could be read as an elevation of their
status were it not for the cooption involved by their mandatory participation in yearly and thriceyearly rituals to enact covenant obedience and loyalty for the entire people of Israel.

4.5.3 Summary of Food and Foodways
Through agricultural themes that frame and permeate the book, Deuteronomy shows
enormous concern about food supply even to the point of characterizing YHWH in agricultural
terms. This deep fear of and desire for food security determines the bounds of covenant
obedience to a deity who brings the Israelites out of Egypt with the same abundance that produce
comes forth from the land. The reward of covenant obedience is a long life in a rich, abundant
land that provides a surplus of food. This abundance, perhaps a reality in only a small part of
Israel’s history, fuels the idea of providing for those less fortunate in society. Deuteronomy,
however, does not envision widows, orphans, and aliens as passive receivers of benevolence.
They join with Levites, who function as cultic leaders in Deuteronomy, to partake in a ritual
meal that hinges upon a specific intra-Deuteronomic theme: “eating and being full.” Eating to the
point of satiety, a warning outside of its reference to widows, orphans, aliens and Levites,
becomes a required action to fulfill covenant obedience by one group that is allowed, even
commanded, to eat particular foods at a time and place otherwise strictly forbidden to Israelites

45

Three different words for work appear in Deuteronomy: hfe[]m;, hk'al'm., and l[;po. Yahweh’s blessing of
the work of the Israelites’ hands, ^d<y" hfe[m
] ;, is stated as accomplished fact in Deut. 2:7; as warning or future betrayal
in Deut. 4:28 and 31:29; and God’s work (Deut 11:17). Work as “hk'al'm.” appears in commandments to “not work”
in Deut. 5:13-14 and 16:8. In the poetical “Song of Moses” and “Blessing of Moses,” Yahweh’s work is described
as l[;po (Deut 32:4 and 33:11).
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outside of this group.
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Conclusion
What is your vision of a just society? This study posits that Deuteronomy sought to
answer this question within its own context and cultural heritage. The book of Deuteronomy
shows distinct innovations in that the text took a key idea of royal ideology—protection of
widows and orphans—expanded it, and set it within its law collection instead of presenting it
solely as a framework for its laws. This formulaic, ideological trope has worked all too well.
Concern for the impoverished and powerless members of Israelite society, “the alien, the orphan,
the widow, and the Levite,” is heralded as Deuteronomy’s humanitarian ethic and a model
worthy of emulation today. The ideas associated with this formulaic trope have remained largely
unquestioned in current-day popular and scholarly thinking.
This study has sought to question the current construction of widows, orphans, aliens, and
Levites on multiple fronts by interrogating the unstable foundations of the bēt ᵓab̠, establishing
care for widows and orphans as a highly stylized facet of royal ideology rather than actual
protection, recognizing Deuteronomy’s deep concern about food security that not only frames
the text but also appears throughout as an organizing feature, and emphasizing the importance of
the motive clauses following these so-called legal protections. Disability Studies (DS) allows for
consideration that the formulaic references to widows, orphans, and aliens do, in fact, indicate an
artificial construction of this group in Deuteronomy. A narrative approach to the text uncovers
the intertextual links between the formulaic references and Deuteronomy’s fear of food
insecurity and independent existence in their own land.
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In chapter one, this study explored a piece of disability history by exploring the
establishment of charity organization in nineteenth century America through its founder S.
Humphreys Gurteen, an upper-class Englishman who immigrated to Buffalo, New York.
Gurteen, a man of little independent thinking, liberally borrowed from the work of other people
as well as his own, to compile the groundwork for establishing Charity Organization Societies
throughout the U.S. In fairness, charity organization workers were attempting to deal with the
very real problem of pervasive poverty in the U.S., and they enjoy notoriety in the annals of
history as the progenitors of the modern social work system and field of study. Few read their
history with a critical eye. In fact, early treatments and some not-so-early-treatments of Gurteen
and the COS reside more in the genre of hagiography than history. This study, from a DS
perspective, considers the historical context in which the COS emerged in the U.S. and reads this
history in light of its impact upon disabled lives.
This study expected to find within the concept of charity an overarching construction of
disabled people as unable to work and, thus, widely commended to charitable care. The basis of
the Charity Organization Society failed to take into consideration the systemic causes of poverty
and readily blamed the victims of larger economic forces at work in our young nation’s history.
While the ideological basis of charity organization offends modern sensibilities and likely caused
irreparable damage and even death for impoverished people, it did not, in fact, construct people
with disabilities in a singular way. It did, however, do great harm to disabled people, their ability
to find gainful employment while keeping medically necessary and in some cases, life-saving
medical coverage and equipment, and set in motion the current system that prevents many
disabled people from living a flourishing life. The COS in conjunction with the restructuring of
work inherent to the Industrial Revolution set in motion the perception that people must be able
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to work in order to be valued, participating members of society. This places many disabled
people in an impossible situation: do not exceed income at $13, 560 per year or lose benefits that
most of the U.S. population could not afford on their own. Further, the COS as the precursor to
the modern-day social work movement, instituted case work and the gatekeeping for benefits,
services, and medications, as well as the incessant gaze upon and regulation of disabled people’s
lives. The type of thinking found in Gurteen’s writing has had a long-lasting effect and caused
irreparable harm to people with disabilities.
Chapter two demonstrated that no two scholars or methodological approaches define the
bēt ᵓab̠, the presumed basis of the disenfranchisement of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in
“ancient Israelite society,” in the same way. This chapter also explored treatments of widows,
orphans, and aliens—individually and in their various combinations—to show that little variation
exists in the thinking about these persons in antiquity. Only the Levite stands out as other than an
impoverished, disenfranchised member of Israelite society. In fact, Levites in Deuteronomy are
powerful literary characters. In the book of Deuteronomy, they act on behalf of YHWH as cult
functionaries in Israelite society. They are the hinge upon which a reconsideration of widows,
orphans, and aliens in Israelite society turns. Further, this chapter revealed that when some
scholars—no matter their methodological approach—look to a modern-day analogy to widows,
orphans, aliens, and Levites, they turn to disabled people, the commonality being their supposed
vulnerability. This construction of disabled people as vulnerable and in need of protection by
larger society harms people with disabilities. What disabled people need is full agency and
accessibility in society—something that this enduring infantilization will never allow. A DS
approach is fundamental to thinking about widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites—as well as
disabled people—in a new way.
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Chapter three explored references to the protection of widows and orphans throughout
antiquity in Mesopotamia to establish that these references functioned as an important part of
royal ideology, whether ascribed to a god or a human ruler. This study argues that one can find
these references at the dawn of written history through Deuteronomy because of the power of
this ideology. Studies of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites read these references in the vein of
historical positivism—that these texts report what actually happened rather than a rhetorical
trope about the accomplishments of a good king.
Many of these formulaic references occur within law collections, such as the posited law
collection in the “Reforms of Urukagina,” the Laws of Ur-Namma, and the Laws of Hammurabi
(LH); therefore, this chapter also reviewed current theories of biblical law to show the influence
of theories regarding ancient Near Eastern law, namely the scientific treatise, upon biblical law.
This study seeks to show ways in which Deuteronomy maintains many facets of royal ideology,
except in the book of Deuteronomy, YHWH is the just ruler providing abundant food, water, and
safety to the people. Studies of biblical law remain squarely within the “descriptive legal
treatise” theory of biblical law whereby the law collections in the HB represent authoritative,
operational law. From this perspective, references to widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in
deuteronomic law will always represent care of a vulnerable group of people in society in the
secondary literature. It is for this reason, that a DS and narrative-rhetorical approach to these
texts in Deuteronomy is necessary for rethinking of widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites in
Deuteronomy.
Chapter four presents a narrative reading of the formulaic and non-formulaic texts in
Deuteronomy, as well as significant omissions from texts integral to the Israelite identity and its
national story. This chapter also points to the structuring function of food in the book of
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Deuteronomy. In this text, one finds the repetition of verbal roots that pertain to food, i.e. “what
comes out of the ground” [acy] and metaphorical references to “descendants” derived from the
verb for sowing seed, [rz. The narrative reading of this chapter also reveals how the command to
widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites to eat until they are filled as a positive ritual function
echoes the negative consequences of this very same action earlier in the text. This study argues
that it is not that Levites are associated with widows, orphans, and aliens as disenfranchised,
impoverished members of Israelite society but, rather, that widows, orphans, and aliens are
associated with Levites as cult functionaries in Deuteronomy. Together, though their actions in
these ritual observances in the formulaic texts, they accomplish covenant obedience for the entire
Israelite community.
This study ultimately argues that these formulaic references point to a dynamic beyond
their individual referents. One may never know what the authors and editors of Deuteronomy
wanted to communicate through the use of this formula. It is clear, however, that this text
presented familiar material in a new and innovative way. The difficulty is that many have
accepted Deuteronomy’s presentation, the separation of and use of a particular group of people
as a means to an end for the larger group, as a positive dynamic. The motivation clauses in
deuteronomic law show that widows, orphans, aliens, and Levites are set apart and commanded
to engage in actions that benefit those outside of this group. This study, from a DS perspective,
argues that this is a dangerous dynamic that marginalizes people, keeping them at the periphery
of society while the actors—those who engage in these legislated actions—reap tangible benefits
at their expense. The disability community is all too familiar with this dynamic as objects instead
of autonomous human beings with the same agency and benefits. The analogy in biblical studies
literature that treats widows, orphans, aliens, and sometimes Levites, to people with disabilities
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stands as proof that Deuteronomy’s presentation—or at least current readings of it—endures, and
so the dynamic of separating and objectifying a particular group of people unquestioningly
operates as a positively regarded dynamic in society today. After all, who argues that care of the
vulnerable in society is a bad thing? The hope of this study is that it has caused some reasonable
doubt among its readers as to the benefit of such a dynamic.
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